Dear Fellow American Citizens:

September 11, 2013

Illegal immigration is the most pervasive invasion of foreign nationals into America in our history. For the past forty-eight years
our federal politicians have failed to confront it. Instead most of them have embraced it as a tactic to win elections. Democrats
perpetuate it because it serves their strategy to “fundamentally transform” America. Republicans just want to appease everyone.
It has become an underground way of life throughout the United States and our local law enforcement officers have been drawn
into an untenable and deadly mix of home-grown and alien criminal gangs – to them it is akin to urban warfare. While our
federal politicians – Republicans and Democrats – have bartered our immigration laws with their financial supporters and the
pro-amnesty lobby to win elections, the Mexican drug cartels operated in 1,286 American cities by 2010 (Pgs 12; 62-65).
Since illegal immigration started to accelerate into America in the mid 1960s we’ve held twelve presidential elections plus twelve
mid-term elections and it has only gotten progressively worse. We expect our elected leaders to at least protect our borders from
the invasion of illegal aliens, drug and human traffickers and terrorists. If they can’t do that one basic thing, what good are they?
If they can’t work together to stop it, then we private citizens and our state legislators need to tell them they must and how we
want it done. Our federal politicians don’t work for illegal aliens, they work for us and we need to make that clear.
Our Constitution is the way we do that. Just as the first citizens of the United States told each other what the start-up rules would
be, we need to tell our political establishment the rules we demand today. With all due respect our Founders were no different
than us – they just wrote the original instructions. Those first thirteen state delegates demanded that Article V be included in our
Constitution to keep our federal government and each other honest when we “shall deem it necessary” from time to time. Our
Founders are long gone and instead of just praising them we need to follow their lead with the same courage and conviction they
mustered on July 4, 1776. We are their 21ST Century surrogates and we disrespect them if we ignore the power of Article V.
George Washington won’t be charging in on his white horse to save us – America’s future is our responsibility now.
For over a century we have sent our brave military forces all over the world to fight and die to protect other country’s borders and
their security from illegal aliens, but like the “shoemaker’s shoes” we have gaping holes in our borders and our national security
to the detriment of America and her legal residents. We promise to go to war if our allies around the world are invaded and allow
millions of illegal aliens from the very same countries to invade America. It makes no sense and it must be stopped.
Our country verges on bankruptcy and a major element of this catastrophe is illegal immigration. The sheer cost of dealing with
over 18 million illegal aliens for over four decades and the diminution of our institutions has helped to cause it and now makes
our recovery even more elusive. Our long term economic recovery is inextricably entwined with the elimination of illegal
immigration, rehabilitation of our rule of law and adherence to our Constitution by our political establishment. If we fail to act
now, illegal immigration will finally engulf our communities, our economy and our country in the not too distant future.
As I wrote this “Case” the lack of concern from most of our federal government’s politicians and bureaucrats became apparent.
To most of them, illegal aliens and their supporters are a constituency in election campaigns. Programs that worked to slow
illegal immigration that were in place when President Obama was first elected have been discontinued (Pgs 43; 46- 47; 53). “Legal
status” (read amnesty) has been “granted” by President Obama without congressional approval (Pg 4). Why would he do that?
States that have passed laws to protect their legal residents have been sued by the U.S. Department of Justice and our Supreme
Court has struck down those state laws (Pgs 16-18). Ten federal immigration agents filed a law suit against Homeland Security
Secretary Janet Napolitano – their boss – claiming “recent directives force them to break the law and ignore their duties when it
comes to deporting illegal immigrants” (Pgs 54; 67-68). Why would she do that? (She resigned DHS effective in September.)
Now that President Obama has been reelected the pro-amnesty lobby is demanding that he and congress grant amnesty to “eleven
million illegals” (Pg 58). If congress won’t comply, Pres. Obama will do it by executive order. The “legal status” (amnesty) that
our political establishment is rushing to pass has already caused illegal trespass of our border with Mexico to double (Pgs 66-67).
Why they are doing this is the question I have tried to answer.
The Affordable Care Act passed by a Democratic Congress and signed into law by President Obama in 2010 has proved to be a
disaster in every way a law can be. Not one Republican in either house of congress voted for it, which is unprecedented for a law
that affects every American. Our president told us dozens of times in speeches that “if we like our heath care insurance plan and
our doctor we can keep them, period.” That has proven to be untrue. ObamaCare, as it is called, is tearing apart America’s
health care system and must be rescinded. You be the judge. History will judge all of us if we fail to act.
Respectfully,
Ed Ruff, Naples, FL
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The Case for a Popular Amendment
To the Constitution of the United States of America
The History of Illegal Immigration and Amnesty Since 1965
Our federal government has failed to fulfill its primary responsibility resulting in a deterioration of our legal system and our
national security. For the past forty-eight years the White House and both houses of congress have refused to secure our nation’s
borders and have allowed at least eighteen million illegal aliens from all over the world to invade America with disdain for our
rule of law. Six million have already been granted amnesty by congress since 1986 (Pg 3) and the current illegal alien population
residing in the United States is at least twelve million (Pgs 36-38) and growing by an estimated five hundred thousand every year.
Legal immigration is America’s grand tradition and will be reinvigorated once illegal immigration is stopped. Millions of people
in practically every country on earth will abide by our laws to earn the right to live in America and we look forward to their
arrival and to their naturalization. Legal immigrants reaffirm America’s dedication to freedom and the rule of law – their well
being is one of the most important aspects of American life. We welcome over one million legal immigrants each year from a
multitude of countries (Pg 35). Our critical problem is illegal immigration and they must not be confused. Over four million
people worldwide are currently waiting their turn. That wait can take a decade or more in our current system.
The Immigration and Nationality Act, passed by a Democratic Congress and signed by President Lyndon Johnson in 1965,
quadrupled our legal immigration by 1990. By 1980 our government estimated that 350,000 illegal aliens were also entering the
United States every year. In 1986 President Ronald Reagan signed the Immigration Reform and Control Act passed by a
Democratic House and Republican Senate granting blanket amnesty to an estimated 1,700,000 illegal aliens in the mistaken
belief that it would solve the problem of illegal immigration. They did not envision the damage that would result and their
approach to “immigration reform” only served to drastically increase illegal trespass across our borders from practically every
country on earth by land, sea and air. President Reagan said at the time: “The simple truth is that we’ve lost control of our
borders and no nation can do that and survive.” Years later he admitted that signing the 1986 amnesty bill was a mistake.
According to a 2006 New York Times article: “In the late 1980’s, immigration officials approved more than 90% of the
1,300,000 amnesty applications for a specialized program for farm workers even though they had identified possible fraud in
nearly a third of those applications.” Amnesty for nearly three million illegal aliens energized the trespassers and the borders to
America were breached. The “Control” part of the Act didn’t work out too well and by 2000 there were an estimated ten million
more illegal aliens in the United States and five hundred thousand more trespassing every year. Current illegal alien estimates
range as high as twenty million – their numbers are always estimated because no one knows for sure. Why not?
Congress passed six more laws from 1994 to 2000 – all by a Democratic Senate and a Republican House and signed by President
Bill Clinton – that granted amnesty to an additional three million illegal aliens (Pg 3). It seems they never learn, but sadly they
know full well what they are doing. There is no acceptable excuse our government can make and there is no sign they intend to
change their ways. The blame for this malfeasance spans forty-eight years, eight presidents, twenty-one congressional terms and
all political persuasions. With just a few commendable exceptions these politicians have turned a deaf ear to the majority of the
American public’s demand to secure our borders and turn back the onslaught of illegal aliens. It’s time we make them listen.
Amnesty begets more illegal immigration, which in turn restarts the call for amnesty. Instead of learning from this historical fact,
Democrat, Republican and Independent politicians alike now propose we grant amnesty – again. Their failure is stunning – it is
tearing at the fabric of our republic and sadly dividing us into factions. When you read or hear “immigration reform” what they
really mean is amnesty. Democrats want more Democratic voters and Republicans fear losing votes. Most say we can’t possibly
deport over twelve million illegal aliens. Why not? The wrong message amnesty sends to America’s citizens, legal immigrants
and those waiting their turn, is that we must obey our rule of law, but illegal aliens from all over the world are exempted and
amnesty is their reward. The administration claims they have deported more illegal aliens than previous administrations; about
3% per year. They fail to add that most reenter by the same illegal path they used in the first place.
The Border Security, Economic Opportunity and Immigration Modernization Act of 2013 passed by the Senate in June will grant
amnesty to all illegal aliens here now. Beware of legislation with a fancy name – it seldom translates into good law; Obamacare
is another example (Pg 8). Had we denied amnesty to the illegal aliens here in 1986, we would not have 12 to 20 million here
now – our leaders know this, but most don’t care. Granting amnesty – again – will announce to the world that the USA no longer
considers her borders or her sovereignty inviolate. Another round of amnesty would be the death knell for our rule of law.
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The following information was borrowed from: www.NUMBERSUSA.com
“The Seven Amnesties Passed by Congress: Since the passing of the 1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA),
6 million illegal aliens have received amnesty in the United States. The IRCA Amnesty was supposed to "wipe the slate clean"
and instead it has lead to the current situation of 12-20 million illegal aliens living in the United States.”

The Seven Amnesties Passed by Congress

1. Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA), 1986: A blanket amnesty
for some 2.7 million illegal aliens
2. Section 245(i) Amnesty, 1994: A temporary rolling amnesty for 578,000
illegal aliens
3. Section 245(i) Extension Amnesty, 1997: An extension of the rolling
amnesty created in 1994
4. Nicaraguan Adjustment and Central American Relief Act (NACARA)
Amnesty, 1997: An amnesty for close to one million illegal aliens from
Central America
5. Haitian Refugee Immigration Fairness Act Amnesty (HRIFA), 1998: An
amnesty for 125,000 illegal aliens from Haiti
6. Late Amnesty, 2000: An amnesty for some illegal aliens who claim they
should have been amnestied under the 1986 IRCA amnesty, an
estimated 400,000 illegal aliens
7. LIFE Act Amnesty, 2000: A reinstatement of the rolling Section 245(i)
amnesty, an estimated 900,000 illegal aliens

In 1994 congress re-started passing amnesty bills when they already knew that the 1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act
had failed and had caused illegal immigration to accelerate. Instead these “leaders” made the same mistake, six more times,
either hoping for a different result – or achieving the result they desired. They have attempted to pass more amnesty bills since
2000, but the American people said enough. Amnesty makes a mockery of legal immigration and our rule of law.
President Obama has been granting amnesty by “executive order” to selected groups of illegal aliens since taking office in 2009
without congressional approval. Who needs them? You do Mr. President – it’s called separation of powers. At least your
predecessors waited for congress to pass laws instead of treating them like they don’t exist. Read our Constitution Mr. President
– it’s your rule book. A hint: Article I. Section I. All legislative Powers herein granted shall be vested in a Congress of the
United States, which shall consist of a Senate and House of Representatives. It was our Founder’s first priority for a reason.
Thomas Sowell wrote in his column on August 12, 2012: “The Constitution of the United States cannot protect us unless we
protect the Constitution.” The only way for we the people to protect it is to reclaim it and put a stop to our political
establishment’s serial abuse. Our Constitution is the only thing that stands between us and tyranny.
The following column by Ira Mehlman in TownHall Magazine best describes just one of the unlegislated amnesties that President
Obama mandated in August of 2012 without congressional authority. What makes our current political establishment think this
is acceptable? And why doesn’t congress take our president to task in the face of his tyrannical approach to governance instead
of allowing him to incrementally emasculate their Constitutional authority? If they won’t, we must!
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As Unauthorized Amnesty Begins, No Safeguards in Place to Prevent Fraud
By Ira Mehlman www.townhall.com August 15, 2012
“The unlegislated Obama amnesty for illegal aliens under the age of 30 begins August 15 [2012] as the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) [began] accepting applications for “deferred action” and work authorization. Initially, the White House estimated
that about 800,000 illegal aliens would be covered under this amnesty, when the policy was first announced in June.
That figure was immediately disputed by the Pew Hispanic Center, which estimated about 1.4 million beneficiaries. In the
interim, the goal posts were moved (in favor of the illegal aliens, of course) and the latest estimate from the pro-amnesty
Migration Policy Institute is that 1.76 million illegal aliens will be eligible.
In fact, the number of illegal aliens who are allowed to remain in this country and seek legal employment may be much higher,
warn the Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee and the ranking Republican on the Senate Judiciary Committee. In an
August 13 letter [Pg 56] to DHS Secretary Janet Napolitano, Rep. Lamar Smith (R-Texas) and Sen. Chuck Grassley (R-Iowa)
assert that as the application process begins, there are no mechanisms in place to detect, deter, or to punish fraud; none.
The lack of fraud control is not an accident; it is by design. According to the letter, DHS officials have confirmed that the
Department will not use fraud prevention or detection methods that are “too expensive,” “time consuming,” or which would
“unduly impact” the expedited processing of applications for deferred action or other functions of the U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services (USCIS) agency.
In other words, there will be no vetting of the people whose applications the Department intends to rubber stamp. There will be
no meaningful background checks because the Department can’t be bothered to spend the time and is not inclined to charge
applicants the fees necessary to make sure that the people who are being granted quasi-legal status in the U.S. are not perpetrating
fraud, and are not criminals or terrorists.
As a matter of fact, illegal aliens seeking deferred action and authorization to work in the U.S. will not even have to show up in
person for an interview with anyone from DHS. A mere affidavit that an individual arrived in the U.S. prior to his or her 16th
birthday and is under the age of 30, accompanied by some easily acquired school or health records will suffice. In an otherwise
sluggish economy the affidavit and fake records business seems destined to become a growth industry over the coming months.
And just in case anyone might think twice about perpetrating fraud, the Department has established strict guidelines to ensure that
on the remote chance anyone is caught, there will be no punishment for giving it a try. USCIS Director Alejandro Mayorkas has
assured illegal aliens that the immigration enforcement division of DHS (what’s left of it, anyway) cannot use information from
deferred action applications against the alien during subsequent removal proceedings – which is probably an unnecessary
assurance given the fact that USCIS apparently has no intention of denying applications (Pg 70).
Amazingly, in spite of the fact that the Obama administration is essentially nullifying numerous laws that Congress has enacted
and is implementing one that Congress rejected as recently as December 2010, with no safeguards to prevent massive fraud or to
weed out criminals and terrorists, the response from Congress can best be described as feeble. Aside from Smith, Grassley and a
relative handful of other stalwarts who still care about Congress’s constitutional responsibilities, not to mention the interests and
security of the American people, the implementation of a massive unlegislated amnesty program without a modicum of restraint,
has failed to evoke even a peep of protest from congressional leaders.
What is about to unfold in the coming months epitomizes the anger and frustration that Americans feel toward Washington. A
massive unauthorized amnesty that will cost American taxpayers billions of dollars and millions of American’s opportunities at
jobs, riddled with gaping loopholes that guarantee there will be massive fraud, is about to be carried out and Congress cannot be
bothered to interrupt their summer vacation to delay it, much less stop it.
As Edmund Burke astutely noted, “All that is necessary for evil to triumph is for good men to do nothing.” A massive, fraudridden sell-out of the interests of the American people is taking place and “nothing” is precisely what they are getting from just
about everyone in Washington.”
This unlegislated amnesty is referred to as the Dream Act, which has been defeated in congress three times. It targets the
children of illegal aliens who were under the age of sixteen when their parents trespassed our borders. As you read this “Case”
keep in mind that our political establishment has ignored the negative impact of illegal immigration on the children of legal
immigrants for decades. Our legal immigrants and their children suffer in silence and wonder why their adopted country has so
little respect for them. In fact, they totally ignore all of us and our national security in their relentless pursuit of power. There are
over 300 million legal residents in America being held hostage by our federal politicians and 12-20 million illegal aliens.
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The hypocrisy displayed by our political establishment is glaring. Illegal aliens negatively impact our legal immigrants socially,
financially and criminally. Illegal aliens impede the integration of legal immigrants and drive down their wages (Pgs 33-35; 69).
If our federal politicians cared about our legal immigrants, they would have acted decades ago to stop this travesty. If they cared
about our rule of law, the underpinning of our Constitutional Republic, they would not allow millions of illegal aliens to stay.
Our young African-American citizens and black legal immigrants from many nations are among the most negatively impacted by
illegal immigration (Pg 69) – amnesty for illegal aliens takes precedence over them. American citizens and legal immigrants of all
races and heritages are simply collateral damage in our political establishment’s battle for election. As this “Case” will endeavor
to show, illegal aliens are used as a political football and our legal residents are losing the game – this is our two minute warning.
Our government’s actions and inactions have caused the illegal alien population in America to grow exponentially. President
George W. Bush pushed what was, in effect, an amnesty bill in 2006. In May of 2006, the New York Times reported that: “As
the immigration debate broils, the halls of Congress are haunted by the specter of Sen. Bill 1200, the failed amnesty legislation of
1986.” Due to a national backlash, The Comprehensive Immigration Reform Act failed in 2007. The “immigration reform” that
our political establishment is now conspiring to foist on America is simply a recycled version of these two failed amnesty bills.
When Arizona passed an enforcement law in 2010 (Pgs 14-18) that echoed the federal illegal alien law, President Barack Obama
joined the chorus of condemnation from the pro-amnesty lobby and Mexico’s president Felipe Calderon (Pg 14). In the 2008,
2010 and 2012 elections it was, as always, expedient for some to oppose illegal immigration, but that changed once the votes
were counted – election is always their first priority. The GOP says securing our borders must come first – they whisper that
amnesty will follow. Democrats say go straight to amnesty – forget border security. Some even say we should open our borders
to all comers. Equivocation permeates their campaign speeches as they grovel for votes in our national elections. Democrats
took groveling to new heights last year. Most Republicans do their groveling with silence and their silence is disgraceful.
There is no other law in the annals of American history that has been so blatantly ignored by the perpetrators and by our
government. Criminal activity by millions of illegal aliens for nearly five decades has impacted every U.S. state, county, parish
and city causing untold human suffering and at least a trillion dollars in added costs (Pgs 7-8; 19). We do not owe illegal aliens
amnesty – they owe us an apology as they depart back across our borders. They should be ashamed, but instead they shamelessly
demand and receive unearned rights and the pro-amnesty lobby calls law abiding Americans xenophobic and racist (Pgs. 63-68).
How can we be accused of discrimination when the current illegal aliens come from the very same countries from whence have
come tens of millions of legal immigrants for over two hundred years? It’s an insult to Americans and we should call it that
every time the pro-amnesty lobby makes their accusations. It just isn’t true and we must stop cowering from them.

Disrespect from Friends and Adversaries Alike
The illegal intrusions on our southern border with Mexico that we occasionally see in the news makes it seem that opposition to
amnesty is directed specifically at Mexicans and Central and South Americans – Hispanics and Latinos as they call themselves.
These over twenty countries of origin make up about 55-60% of the estimated twelve to twenty million illegal aliens in the
United States. No one knows for sure how many of which nationalities. Why not?
The other 40-45% of the illegal aliens have come from Canada, Eastern and Western Europe, England, Spain, China, Russia and
its province of Chechnya, Japan, S. Korea, Israel, India, Afghanistan, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Yemen, Libya, Pakistan, Turkey, Egypt,
Somalia, Australia, Vietnam and Cambodia to name just a few nationalities that have also disrespected our borders (Pgs 14; 31).
Countries that support terrorism are well represented among the U.S. illegal alien population. It’s not just about Hispanics and
Latinos, it’s about illegal aliens. Disrespect of America’s borders may be the only thing the rest of the world has in common.
We don’t see these other nationalities marching in the streets and on the TV talk shows demanding amnesty. They leave that task
to the Hispanic/Latino amnesty lobby and are counting on them to win amnesty for all as they did in 1986 when The Immigration
Reform and Control Act granted blanket amnesty to most illegal aliens here then – even if their application appeared fraudulent.
We welcome over one million legal immigrants each year with open arms and the number one country of origin has traditionally
been Mexico – 140,000 per year – 423,000 from all of the Americas (Pg 35). Among the 40.5 million legal immigrants in
America in 2010, Mexicans accounted for over 23% or about 9.5 million of them. The 2010 census counted 50,325,522 residents
with Hispanic or Latino heritage in the USA. We don’t owe an apology to any nationality relative to legal immigration – period!
America’s permanent legal immigrants and those who have been naturalized should be among the staunchest champions of our
rule of law and the most ardent in opposition to amnesty. After all, the United States of America is your chosen country now.
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Illegal Immigration’s Seldom Discussed Criminal Element
Article IV of the Constitution of the United States; Section 4: “The United States shall guarantee to every state in the
Union a Republican Form of Government, and shall protect each of them against Invasion; and on Application of the
Legislature, or of the Executive (when the Legislature cannot be convened) against domestic Violence.”
The republican form of government it guarantees means the federal government’s powers are limited by the Constitution and
supreme power is vested in our electorate. The invasion the Framers envisioned was a foreign country, not millions of illegal
aliens from all over the world. The protection from domestic violence it promises was meant to stop riots and insurrection, not
illegal border crossing by individuals, murder, rape, DUI manslaughter, kidnapping, robbery, drug and human trafficking, child
molestation, prostitution, carjacking, ID theft, fraud, extortion, tax evasion, fraudulent claims for tax credits and food stamps,
fraudulent voter registration and Mexican drug cartels and radical Islamic terrorist cells operating throughout America.
How could our Founders have possibly known they had to make it incumbent on our 20Th – 21St Century leaders to prevent this
criminality and chaos? Illegal trespass of our borders is so clearly a criminal activity on a massive scale that it should have been
stopped long ago (Pgs 63-65). Search the internet for “cops killed by illegal aliens” and you will find several web sites dedicated
to memorializing cops, border patrol agents, private citizens and legal immigrants killed by illegal aliens. They don’t have
monuments erected in their memory, but are none the less victims of one of America’s most brutal domestic conflicts.
Our government gathers endless statistical data on everything except illegal aliens. The General Accountability Office (GAO)
did a random study in 2005 of 55,322 criminal illegal aliens screened in federal and state prisons and jails by June of 2003.
These 55,322 criminal illegal aliens had been arrested 459,614 times for a total of 691,890 crimes; an average of eight arrests for
twelve crimes for each illegal alien. In June of 2003 our state and local prisons and jails reported that 262,105 criminal illegal
aliens had been screened by then and the federal prison system reported that 46,063 had been screened – totaling 308,168.
Extrapolated, it could have been 2,465,344 arrests for 3,698,016 crimes in the reported total population – through June of 2003.
The Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) belatedly started a program called Secure Communities (SC) in 2008 to
capture the fingerprints of people arrested by all U.S state and local legal jurisdictions. According to an Associated Press (AP)
article on 7/27/10: “From Oct. 27, 2008 through the end of May [2010], almost 2.6 million people have been screened with
Secure Communities. Of those, almost 35,000 were identified as illegal immigrants previously arrested or convicted of the most
serious crimes, including murder and rape. More than 205,000 who were identified as illegal immigrants had arrest records for
less serious crimes.” The “less serious” crimes include DUI manslaughter and human slavery to name just two of them.
These numbers come from just 467 legal jurisdictions in 26 states that had signed on to the program by 2010. Question: Why
were 35,000 illegal aliens previously arrested or convicted for the most serious crimes including murder and rape turned loose to
murder and rape again? Equally shocking is that there are about 3,200 state and local legal jurisdictions in our fifty states and the
above results represent only fourteen percent (14%) of them. How many have been in the remaining 86% throughout America?
Originally SC was voluntary for the states, but was made mandatory starting this year. Once all states comply, we will know.
Our state legal jurisdictions reported in 2005 that by June of 2003 there had been 262,105 criminal illegal aliens screened in all of
the 3,200 state and local prisons and jails in the United States. By 2010, they specifically identified 240,000 criminal illegal
aliens screened in just fourteen percent (14%) of them with the Secure Communities finger print program. They either grossly
under reported their 2003 rap sheet or this criminal illegal alien element grew exponentially throughout the United States in just
seven years. Neither the White House, the U.S. Congress, the Dept. of Homeland Security (DHS), the FBI or ICE know how
many criminal illegal aliens there are in all of America nor in her state and federal prisons, jails and detention centers.
Predictably, “the Washington, DC City Council blocked use of the fingerprint plan in [our] nation’s capital” and the “San
Francisco sheriff wanted nothing to do with the program” – both are “sanctuary” cities. Before SC was made mandatory starting
in 2013, the Democratic governors of New York, Illinois and Massachusetts refused to participate in the program – all three have
large illegal alien populations estimated at 700,000, 500,000 and 170,000 respectively (Pgs 36-38).
How many crimes have illegal aliens gotten away with? How many go unreported? How many murders and rapes have they
committed? Why are hundreds of thousands of criminal illegal aliens released over and over again to commit an ever growing
number of crimes (Pg 71)? How is it possible that our government has let this happen? They caused it to happen! Our political
establishment has been complicit in the growth of this criminal element inside America for decades and instead of stopping it
they scheme to pass it on to future generations by granting blanket amnesty – again – so they can be elected to high office now.
They believe that once elected they are so important that their lifetime tenure is superior to our rule of law. Well, it’s not!
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In an effort to downplay this devastating impact, our federal government glosses over the number of murders and rapes and has
failed to report the litany of crimes committed by illegal aliens for four decades. The 35,000 illegal aliens reported by ICE “that
were previously arrested or convicted of the most serious crimes, including murder and rape” that were finally identified in just
14% of America’s jails and prisons (467of 3,200) by 2010 should have caused a national outcry from all of America’s free press.
If the averages were the same in May of 2010 in the remaining 86% of our prisons and jails (2,752), the total number of illegal
aliens in this “most serious” crime category “including murder and rape” could have been as high as 239,828, or even much
higher if federal prisons and detention centers are reported and those who have not been apprehended the first time are caught. It
is probable that more American citizens and legal immigrants have been killed in America by illegal aliens since the morning of
9/11/01 than in Afghanistan, Iraq and Benghazi, Libya combined. Only our federal government can prove otherwise.
The illegal aliens in each nationality settle into the legal immigrant populations from the same nationality where they blend in
and hide out (Pgs. 63-65). This criminal element negatively impacts what should be a secure place in America where our new
legal arrivals can work and play and raise their families without fear. Ask the next legal immigrant you meet how they view
illegal aliens – privately, they will voice their strong opposition. They followed the rules and expect others to do the same.
Our Constitution does not specifically ban illegal aliens from residing in the USA. It does not prohibit granting amnesty to them.
It doesn’t require our government to secure our borders against invasion by individuals. These critical circumstances should not
require us to prod our 21ST Century federal government for them to take decisive action to restore order – but prod we must!

A Constitutional Amendment to Restore Legal Immigration and States’ Rights – and Rescind Obamacare
James Wilson, one of the framers of our Constitution said in 1787: “The people may change the Constitution whenever and
however they please. This is a right of which no positive institution can ever deprive them." Wilson called it a “Popular
Amendment” and its time has come. The “positive institution” Wilson referenced is, of course, the United States Congress.
Article V of the Constitution of the United States of America: The Congress, whenever two thirds of both Houses shall
deem it necessary, shall propose Amendments to this Constitution, or, on the Application of the Legislatures of two thirds
of the several States, shall call a Convention for proposing Amendments, which, in either Case, shall be valid to all Intents
and Purposes, as Part of this Constitution, when ratified by the Legislatures of three fourths of the several States, or by
Conventions in three fourths thereof, as the one or the other Mode of Ratification may be proposed by the Congress;…
Article V enumerates two methods for proposing an amendment 1) by a two thirds vote of Congress and 2) or, on the
application of the legislatures of two-thirds of the states (34). The first method was used for the current XXVII Amendments
to our Constitution. The second method has not thus far been used, but then there has never been a more complete failure of our
federal government to enforce laws that are so critical to our nation’s security and domestic safety. Our Constitution is the last
resort available to America’s citizens to force our government to use every resource available to them to secure all of the borders
of the United States and prevent them from granting amnesty to twelve to twenty million more illegal aliens. If we the people’s
and our state legislature’s right to amend our Constitution delineated in Article V is not appropriate now, it never will be.
The second method in Article V was not put there to fill space – it was put there to empower America’s citizens! A “Popular
Amendment” is simply one proposed by America’s citizens and their state legislatures – not one handed down by congress from
on high. It’s called an Article V Convention and some fear that if ever convened it would result in “a run-away convention” with
other proposed amendments in addition to the amendment that prompted it in the first place. This is not a “Constitutional
Convention” like our Founders held – this is simply a convention to propose one single amendment to our Constitution.
Learned scholars of our Constitution will no doubt way in, but it appears that when 34 state legislatures propose a convention to
amend it they can limit it to a single amendment agreed to in advance. Whether or not 34 state legislatures can agree in advance
on that one amendment is up to them. Their desire to do so will, in the final analysis, depend entirely on the approval of the
private citizens of their state. Fear of abuse of Article V is misplaced caution in light of the arduous process required to amend
our Constitution. The firewall against the usurpation of this process is that it takes 38 state legislatures to ratify an amendment.
The suggestion that we the people and our state legislators aren’t smart enough to amend our Constitution is demeaning. They
want us to believe that if we attempt to amend it, a Constitutional crisis will result when it is our politicians who have so abused
our Constitution for so long that it is they who have threatened its protections – they have already immersed us in a crisis. The
President, Congress, Supreme Court and State Governors can opine and even vote for it, but otherwise have no authority in this
method for amending our Constitution. In 2013 a “convention” can’t be held in secret.
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A Convention on the Internet and TV for All to See
In the 1780s, the only way our Founders could formulate our Constitution was to convene in a room in Philadelphia, PA for four
months from May 14, 1787 to September 17, 1787. It took eighteen months from setting the date until the first of the thirteen
state delegates started arriving on 14 May; and until 25 May to reach a quorum of seven delegates. They stayed in boarding
houses and with friends. They locked themselves in a room in the Pennsylvania State House every day with the windows closed
and the drapes drawn for secrecy in the heat of the summer.
They had to debate the issues and write the notes and the entire Constitution with quill pens. Although the Bill of Rights – the
first X Amendments – was not included in the first VII Articles, it was fleshed out. It was grueling, but they had no alternative
and it was in that context that they specified calling for…a convention for proposing Amendments. A convention could only
be done one way as far as they were concerned. How could they have possibly envisioned the 21ST Century?
Today, the several States – all fifty of them – have the internet and video-conferencing; why on earth would they all need to
convene in a locked room with the drapes drawn when they can start convening tomorrow on the internet? When they are ready
to convene in person they have airplanes, trains and cars to convene in a centrally located, air conditioned hotel convention center
with the press and TV cameras present. Secrecy was essential in 1787 – it’s forbidden today.
The very public discussion that will ensue will be a powerful and transparent venture into our constitution, our amendment
process and the onslaught of illegal immigration and imposition of Obamacare. We citizens can simultaneously petition our state
legislators (Pg 32). It will be the 21ST Century version of a convention to propose just one amendment. State legislators will
decide to place the amendment on their state’s ballot and the simple majority of those citizens who vote will make the final
ratification decision in each state. If our state legislators fail to exert our states’ rights, no one else will!
State legislators and their constituents have the right to talk among themselves and settle on the final wording of an amendment.
State legislatures have the right to put an amendment proposal to a vote and if 38 states – or more – vote in the affirmative to
propose the same amendment, there would be no need for further confirmation – it would already be ratified and if the “positive
institution” – congress – denied its authenticity, they would do so at their own political peril.
In other words, a “Popular” Amendment – “shall be valid to all Intents and Purposes, as Part of this Constitution, when
ratified by the Legislatures of three fourths of the several States.” It would be an intense debate, but how else would “the
Legislatures of two thirds of the several States” come up with an amendment that they all agree on without discussing it
among themselves first and securing approval from their citizen-voters? And if it has already been “proposed” by 38 state
legislatures a second vote would be redundant. The unequivocal simplicity of Article V is its strength – not its weakness.
Our Constitution is not a fragile document that we the people in the 21ST Century should be fearful of amending. It is a set of
instructions for all American citizens – including politicians – to adhere to and to amend when we deem it necessary. The
original VII Articles of our Constitution would never have been agreed to by the first thirteen states if the second method in
Article V was not included. Those first thirteen state delegates insisted on having the power to override the three branches of our
federal government – executive, legislative and judicial. They demanded the ability to protect their states’ rights when the
federal government fails to do so. Our Founders created the framework and left the specifics to future generations to decide
through legislation or by way of the Article V amendment process. Congress proposed the first XXVII Constitutional
Amendments – it’s the American people’s turn now. As this process unfolds, our politicians will start getting the message.
If our Constitution doesn’t specifically tell our politicians they can or can’t do something, they simply do as they please, which
explains why our national debt is now over $17 trillion and growing by over $4 billion every day with borrowed or printed
money – and our future unfunded entitlement obligations exceed $70 trillion. Even worse is their tendency to totally ignore our
Constitution as they have been doing more often lately because we have failed to use Article V to rein them in along the way.
What if we had forced a balanced budget amendment down their collective egos two decades ago when our national debt was still
manageable? We had the power, but sadly failed to exercise it and we are now literally paying a very dear price for our timidity.
Amendment XXIX can be that elusive amendment – if we the people and our state legislators summon the courage.
It requires the affirmative vote of the simple majority of American citizens who vote in the super majority of 38 states to ratify an
amendment. All of the first XXVII Amendments deal with specific issues and are unequivocal with one exception relative to
immigration. The unintended consequence of the first sentence in Amendment XIV is discussed below.
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The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 – Now Known as Obamacare
You may ask why Obamacare shows up in a “Case” and a proposed Constitutional Amendment that are otherwise devoted to
illegal immigration. This Case was started over three years ago and as the true nature of Obamacare unfolded this past year it
became apparent that the only way to rescind it is by an amendment to our Constitution. The combination of stopping illegal
immigration and amnesty and rescinding Obamacare will reset American politics and refocus our political establishment on the
job we elect them to do. Instead of piling on more economic problems they need to start solving the ones we already have.
Both of these issues have the common thread of catering to special interest groups that contribute to their election campaigns with
cash and votes. There is only one special interest group in America and it’s made up of our citizens and legal immigrants from
an array of nationalities, heritages, races and religions and most of us are fed up with our politicians constantly dividing us into
factions and pitting us against each other so they can be elected to Congress and the White House.
These high offices were established by our Founders in our Constitution in 1787 and come with the ultimate responsibility of
protecting the United States. They have been reduced to a cabal not unlike the tyrannical rule of England’s King George III.
There is only one governing principle that fits America and it is centered on the personal freedoms of our legal residents – not the
power of the federal government to control every aspect of American life as they have been doing aggressively for decades.
Their desire to take over total control of our health care system is not acceptable. It’s a “bridge to far” and must be rescinded.
The Affordable Health Care Act itself is 2,700 pages and the rules and regulations they have promulgated so far fill 15,000 pages
with thousands more pages sure to come. No one knows all of the ways it will disrupt literally every aspect of our health care in
America and your new triage doctor will be an Internal Revenue Service (IRS) agent to whom your health care will be entrusted.
The Democratic Party’s goal is to make America’s health care a “single payer” system run exclusively by our federal government
and the elimination of private health care insurance. President Obama promised dozens of times in speeches since 2009 that “if
you like your health care plan and your doctor, you can keep both, period.” Over four million Americans have already had their
health care insurance canceled by their provider and everyone now agrees that tens of millions more will suffer the same fate this
year and in 2014. Available insurance policies in the federal and state exchanges are proving to be more costly and force most to
change doctors. President Obama’s promises have given a whole new meaning to “bait and switch.” Obamacare would have
failed to pass if his promises were known to be untrue in 2009. If revealed in 2012, he might have been a one-term president.
The administration has granted waivers to “special interest” groups of their choosing, which is advance payment for their 2014
and 2016 votes. With White House “approval” both houses of Congress and their staff members are now exempted from the
increased cost of Obamacare for three years. Heaven forbid they should suffer any financial pain from the laws they pass.
Unemployment is on the rise and new 2013 job creation is 77% part time. Employers are reducing the hours of their full-time
employees to get under the 30-hour threshold requiring them to supply health care insurance. Companies are bracing themselves
for the January 2014 kickoff of Obamacare. Rescinding it will restart full-time jobs creation and save the 40-hour work week.
The Washington Times reported on April 17, 2013: “A senior Democratic senator [Max Baucus] who helped write President
Obama’s health care law stunned administration officials by saying openly he thinks it’s headed for a train wreck.” They should
have read it instead of taking then Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi’s advice to “pass the bill so we can find out what’s in it.”
They didn’t learn anything from that mistake because most senators also didn’t read the 1,200 page Border Security, Economic
Opportunity and Immigration Modernization Act of 2013 (S.744) before they passed it. How can these men and women cast
their vote on massive laws without reading them first? How can they be so disrespectful to America and her legal residents?
Their web site is a mammoth failure. Their desperation is apparent. Their health care law is disintegrating, but they will
implement it piecemeal anyway and it will soon reach a point of no return unless we the people and our state legislatures rescind
Obamacare. When a bad law is combined with power and desperation the results are always institutionalized diminution of
America. Our history is replete with examples that have weakened us, but didn’t destroy us because of our past economic
strength. This time it’s different. This time it will break us. This time it will “fundamentally transform” America.
To their credit, the Republican controlled House of Representatives has tried to “defund” Obamacare, which has proved to be
impossible If we citizens and our state legislators don’t take this bull by the horns, Obamacare will gore America’s legal
residents forever more. Combined with continued illegal immigration and amnesty it will be a whole herd of bulls stampeding
across every state in our union and the destruction of America’s economy and our rule of law will be complete and irreversible.
Article V clearly empowers We the People and our State Legislators to amend our Constitution and these issues before us at this
critical juncture in our nation’s history clearly exhort us to use that power with the utmost care, respect and determination.
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Proposed Constitutional Amendment XXVIII – See Petition on Page 32
Section 1. The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act enacted by Congress on March 23, 2010 shall be rescinded in its
entirety; and power over health care laws and regulations shall be delegated to the several State Legislatures; and Medicare shall
remain the status quo.
Section 2. Amnesty nor legal status of any nature shall not be granted to any person illegally residing in the United States; and
any person granted amnesty by Congress or executive order in 2021/ 2022 shall revert upon ratification of this amendment; &
persons illegally residing in the United States, including asylum seekers and Visa overstayers, shall have 180 days from
ratification of this amendment to depart the United States; and they shall be permitted to apply for reentry subject to the laws of
the United States; and any person illegally residing in the United States after 180 days from ratification shall be deported and
shall be prohibited from returning; and any person convicted for smuggling and /or selling illegal drugs with a history of causing
overdose deaths or enslaving any person for any purpose or killing a law enforcement officer shall be sentenced to death; & the
President and Congress shall secure all borders of the United States by every means at their disposal starting with finishing the
wall on our SW border.
And power over legal immigration into the USA shall be delegated to the Several States.
Section 3. Congress shall grant to the States and to every legal jurisdiction within each State the authority to enforce the laws
enacted by this article of amendment; and the Immigration and Customs Enforcement Agency shall take custody of and deport
any person illegally residing in the United States and apprehended by any State legal jurisdiction; and they shall cooperate with
the States and compensate the States for their efforts in enforcement of this amendment; and the
USA shall not pay any person nor family for any claim arising from illegal entry into the USA.
Section 4. All persons shall show proof of USA citizenship to register and bona fide voter photo identification (ID) to vote,
which shall be issued by the Registrar of Elections (ROES) where they reside starting immediately upon ratification; and ROES
shall allow non-ambulatory voters to text, mail or e-mail a current picture to create their Photo ID; and absentee ballots shall be
notarized and the Notary Public shall require the photo ID. And only the official printed ballot with a computer readable
sequential serial number and bar code printed at the top-center by each County and Parish shall be counted; & voters can note
their serial # to find it on the sequential list of vote serial numbers ROES post on their web site; & drop boxes & ballot
collecting are prohibited; & ROES shall purge non-citizens, deceased & moved people from their voter registration rolls; and
ROES are prohibited from sending unsolicited applications to request an absentee ballot; and early voting shall not commence
prior to 14 days before Voting Day and shall be suspended on the Sunday & Monday preceding Voting Day; and absentee ballots
shall be returned before poll closing time on Voting Day; & Partisan Poll Watchers shall have free unobstructed movement
within a polling place, entitled to sit or stand conveniently near election workers, not voters; and drive-through voting shall be
prohibited and all in-person voting shall be in an air conditioned building; & Voter registration shall stop 48 hours prior to start
of voting.
Section 5. Pursuant to Article IV Section 4, State Legislatures shall Apply to the USA to quell domestic Violence; & POTUS &
COTUS shall adhere to their guarantee to every State in this Union a Republican Form of Government & protection against
Invasion & domestic Violence.
Section 6. The first sentence of the XIV Amendment is hereby amended to require that to be granted United States citizenship at
birth, both parents shall be USA Citizens; & a child born to legal immigrants who are both subsequently naturalized shall be
simultaneously naturalized; & no person born prior to the passage of this Amendment whose parents were not United States
citizens and to whom United States citizenship was granted at the time of their birth shall be permitted to sponsor any person into
the United States; and those people who have already been sponsored by them shall be prohibited from sponsoring any other
person into the United States.
Section 7. The Supreme Court of the United States shall be limited to nine Justices; and the United States shall be limited to 50
States; and Washington DC shall not be granted Statehood. and any action taken to thwart this Section shall revert upon
ratification of this amendment.
Section 8. School Choice, which allows public education funds to follow students to the schools or services that best fit their
needs,whether that is to a public school, private school, charter school, home school or any other learning environment families
choose, shall be granted to parents and guardians of PreK-12th grade public school students in the USA; and teaching of Critical
Race Theory,1619 Project, sex education, transgendering, nor any aspect thereof them shall be prohibited in K-12th grade, Public,
charter or Private schools and any other school receiving taxpayer funds. And males who transgender to Female shall not be
permitted to compete with Biological Females in any K-12th grade public or private school and in Colleges, Universities,
Olympic tryouts & amateur or professional athletic competitions in the United States; and they shall be prohibited from using
Biological Female restrooms.
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Section 9. Physical Infrastructure funds allocated by Congress shall be divided equally among the 435 Congressional Districts to
be spent in their sole discretion on roads, bridges, Public Schools (PS) and any other physical infrastructure projects they deem
necessary; and each Congressional District’s City Councils, County/Parish Commissions and PS Boards shall form a Committee
consisting of one woman and one man from each elected body to receive and spend these funds; and they shall submit a detailed
Quarterly Report on their progress to Congress & their citizens on their web site; and payment to lobbyists shall be forbidden.
Section 10. No child under 18 shall be mandated to take a vaccination to attend school without parental consent; & no adult shall
lose their job if they choose to not take a vaccination; and any person who has lost their job for choosing to not be vaccinated shall
be reinstated with back pay.
Section 11. The U SA shall not reenter the Iran Agreement; and the USA shall leave the Paris Climate Agreement permanently.
And construction of the Keystone XL pipeline may restart upon ratification of this Amendment; and all oil, natural gas or other
pipelines shall be approved or not by all of the pass-through States’ Legislatures. And power over fossil fuels under the USA &
the Gulf of Mexico shall be delegated to the Several State Legislatures. And if the $3.5T- plus or minus- Social Spending bill is
passed into law, it shall be rescinded in its entirety; and IRS monitoring of any person’s bank account shall remain the status quo
as of September 1, 2021.
Section 12. USA’s Rule of Law shall be applied in each instance without bias nor equivocation.

TEXAS BORDER SECURITY; A STRATEGIC MILITARY ASSESSMENT
September 2011; Written by: Ret. Gen. Barry R. McCaffrey and Ret. Maj. Gen. Robert H. Scales, PhD
“Executive Summary: During the past two years the state of Texas has become increasingly threatened by the spread of
Mexican cartel organized crime. The threat reflects a change in the strategic intent of the cartels to move their operations into the
United States. In effect, the cartels seek to create a “sanitary zone” inside the Texas border – one county deep – that will provide
sanctuary from Mexican law enforcement and, at the same time, enable the cartels to transform Texas’ border counties into
narcotics transshipment points for continued transport and distribution into the continental United States. To achieve their
objectives the cartels are relying increasingly on organized gangs to provide expendable and unaccountable manpower to do their
dirty work. These gangs are recruited in Texas city streets and inside Texas prisons by top-tier gangs who work in conjunction
with the cartels.”
“Strategic: America’s fight against narco-terrorism, when viewed at the strategic level, takes on the classic trappings of a real
war. Crime, gangs and terrorism have converged in such a way that they form a collective threat to the national security of the
United States. America is being assaulted not just from across our southern border, but from across the hemisphere and beyond.
All of Central and South America have become an interconnected source of violence and terrorism. Drug cartels exploit porous
borders using all the traditional elements of military force, including command and control, logistics, intelligence, information
operations and the application of increasingly deadly firepower. The intention is to increasingly bring governments at all levels
throughout the Americas under the influence of international cartels.” Go to: Texas Border Security: A Strategic Military
Assessment to read this entire report. It takes several seconds to download this PDF.
This map was copied from Stratfor Global Intelligence with permission: www.stratfor.com

We shipped our jobs to China and they ship ephedra back through Mexico to America. Ephedra is a precursor in the making of
methamphetamine, the most addictive and fatal drug made in Mexico and the USA by the cartels. China, Mexico, Columbia,
Venezuela, Honduras, Chile and Brazil are running their own version of illicit “free trade” with the United States. The Mexican
government blames the cartels on the USA because our citizens use drugs. That is a patently absurd excuse for their abject
failure to crush the drug cartels that they have allowed to fester in Mexico for decades. Pushing their blame off on America’s
legal residents is shameful and we should be telling them that at every opportunity. The drug cartels are Mexico’s fault, not ours.
The Mexican government has encouraged their citizens to trespass into America to send billions of tax-free dollars back home.
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According to a CNN report “The Department of Justice’s National Drug Intelligence Center estimates that in 2009
and 2010, [Mexican drug] cartels operated in 1,286 U.S. cities. The center named only 50 cities in 2006.”

Map by: www.strafor.com. America is under siege – she is being sacrificed to this murderous crimininal element for the
sake of our political establishment’s lust for power. Amnesty will accelorate this invasion, sealing our fate far into the
future. The Mexican drug cartels have their own private delivery system inside OUR COUNTRY! America’s “War on
Drugs” has capitulated to the Mexican drug cartels. Why has the most powerful government in the world let this happen?
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Texas Governor Rick Perry: “It’s a national disgrace”
Gov. Perry was interviewed by Greta Van Susteren On the Record on Fox News May 24, 2011. In response to President
Obama’s remark that day in El Paso, TX that “This border is as safe as it has ever been”, Gov. Perry said: “That’s just nonsense.”
Gov. Perry went on to say: “There is great terror on our southern border and it’s a national disgrace. The Department of
Homeland Security is cutting grants that are supposed to be coming to the Border States instead of beefing them up. There is
very strong evidence they either don’t know or don’t care what’s going on at this border.”
U.S. News and World Report, 2/16/11: “While they have made strides in arresting illegals and building a fence along the U.S. –
Mexican line, the Border Patrol only has “operational control” of 44 percent of the southern border, and of that, only 15 percent
is air tight, according to new General Accountability Office report.”
This border is 2,000 miles long and after 48 years of massive illegal trespass across it, only 300 miles is locked down and 580
miles is under “operational control” – which means that about half of those who try get through to America. That leaves 1,120
miles of the Mexican border unprotected. The Obama administration’s cutback of border security programs has actually made it
less secure now. Does anyone actually believe they will ever close down this border without a Constitutional amendment?

The Other Four Thousand Mile Border to This Story
The Washington Times reported on, 2/1/11: “The top two senators on the Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs
Committee said Tuesday the federal government has control of only 32 miles of the 4,000-mile-border with Canada, providing an
easier entry point than the southern border, Mr. Lieberman told reporters, after releasing a report from the General Accountability
Office (GAO).”
“Sen. Joe Lieberman, I-CT and committee chairman, said that the lack of a strong defense along the northern border is
“absolutely alarming” and that it leaves the American public “grossly under protected” from terrorists attacks, drug smugglers
and other illegal activity. The DHS has concluded that the risk of terrorist activity across our northern border is actually higher
than our southern border.”
After four decades of massive illegal immigration, our federal government admitted two years ago that less than 1% of America’s
4,000 mile northern border with Canada is protected! That this revelation came to light in 2011 leaves no doubt that our political
establishment at every level in Washington, DC has had no intention of stopping illegal immigration for the past forty-eight
years. Our presidents and most of our senators, congressmen and congresswomen – on both sides of the isle – have had another
agenda in mind for far too long and should be ashamed that they have let the dark cloud of massive illegal immigration fall upon
America, her citizens and her legal immigrants.

Fast and Furious – Failed and Fatal
The sheer idiocy displayed by the Department of Justice (DOJ) and Alcohol and Firearms (ATF) program to sell lethal weapons
to Mexican drug cartels so they could “trace them” is obvious to most Americans. Many rank and file law enforcement officers
in the Border Patrol, ATF and ICE opposed it from the start. Of the 2,500 weapons sold, only 500 have been retrieved. The
remaining estimated 2,000 weapons have been and will continue to be used to kill Mexicans and Americans.
The DOJ cover up has been and will continue to be a scandalous blight on our nation. That the House of Representatives was
compelled to vote to hold AG Eric Holder in contempt of congress is tragic. President Obama’s claim of “executive privilege” to
withhold full disclosure of F&F from congress is the inevitable result of four decades of governmental manipulation of our laws.
The labyrinth of deception and chaos they have constructed has tainted every level of our national institutions and our rule of law.

Visa Overstayers, Birthright Citizenship and Anchor Babies
There have been periods since1965 when the Republicans or the Democrats each controlled the White House and Congress and
could have stopped illegal trespass by securing our borders and causing the trespassers to depart; neither party chose to and it is
safe to say that neither ever will. On this issue, the political parties are incestuous and no election will provide a cure. Without a
Constitutional Amendment we might as well save our breath and adjust our lives to illegal aliens spilling across our country’s
borders from every point on the compass by land, sea and air, far into the future.
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America’s sovereignty has become so disrespected since 1965 that even those we invite with a visa ignore the expiration date,
“overstay” and become illegal aliens. A visa used to be a first class ticket to visit America, but has been reduced to just another
way to break our laws. All of the nineteen 9/11 terrorists entered the USA by way of a visa and at least two were overstayers.
Had our government uniformly controlled the visa issuance and enforced the expiration dates the World Trade Center and the
Pentagon might have been spared and 2,977 innocent people might still be alive. Everyone now agrees that at least 40% of
America’s current illegal alien population came from all over the world by way of a temporary visa and never left (Pg 33).
The AP reported on March 11, 2011: “Five U.S. Representatives [all Dems] led by Rep. Nancy Pelosi are calling for a federal
crackdown on what they say are phony colleges handing out student visas to potential criminals and terrorists.” They say: “The
colleges are fronts for people who pay to illegally enter the United States and note several of the 9/11 terrorists entered the United
States on student visas. Sham universities are not real institutions of higher learning, but rather operate solely for the purpose of
manipulating immigration law to admit foreign nationals into the country.”
Although commendable that they are exposing this fraudulent visa trafficking, why did it take them almost ten years from the
9/11/01 terrorist attacks to bring it up? Could it be just another diversion to take America’s mind off of the administration’s fullcourt-press to grant amnesty to over twelve million illegal aliens here now? Visa overstayers come from nationalities other than
those coveted by Democrats. And why does any private organization have the authority to issue U.S. visas in the first place?
The first sentence of Amendment XIV, Section 1, of the Constitution of the United States of America: “All persons born or
naturalized in the United States and subject to the jurisdiction there of, are citizens of the United States and of the State
wherein they reside.” It was intended to insure that freed slaves and their children would have full United States citizenship
after the Civil War. It was ratified in 1868 and has been abused for “birthright citizenship” for far too long.
Visa overstayers and those who trespass our two land borders settle in and start having babies who automatically become U.S.
citizens – they are called “anchor babies.” When these anchor babies turn 21 years of age they can sponsor their entire family as
immigrants. Hundreds of thousands of women have also been coming on a visa when pregnant to intentionally have their anchor
baby – it’s called “birth tourism” and U.S. travel agents, hotels and birth tourism centers promote this trip to pregnant women
worldwide. They have the baby, get him/her a United States birth certificate and either return home or overstay and wait for
amnesty. For example, women from South Korea are among the abusers of Amendment XIV. We have protected their border
from communist North Korea for 60 years, but they have no respect for our border. South Korea is one of 145 countries that ban
birthright citizenship. Estimates range from 100,000 to 200,000 birth-tourism babies are born each year in the USA. Once again,
our government does not know how many from which countries and most of them really don’t care.
Hundreds of thousands of women yearly walk into the nearest hospital when it’s time to deliver their baby, more often without
any means of payment and U.S. hospitals are required to absorb the cost (Pg 51). The Wall Street Journal (WSJ) reported on
8/12/10 that according to the nonpartisan Pew Hispanic Center’s report: “One in 12 babies born in the U.S in 2008 were offspring
of illegal immigrants, according to a new study, an estimate that could inflame the debate over birthright citizenship.” Of the 4.5
million babies born in the USA in 2008, about 360,000 were “anchor babies” born to illegal aliens. “The report, based on Pew’s
analysis of the Census Bureau’s March 2009 Current Population Survey, also found the lion’s share, or 79% of the 5.1 million
children of illegal immigrants residing in the U.S. in 2009 were born in the country and are therefore citizens.”
These 4,029,000 “anchor babies” plus the 2010-2013 arrivals – over one million more – could conceivably sponsor over
40,000,000 family members into America when they turn 21years of age. Birth right citizenship trumps America’s legal
immigration policy; these anchor-baby citizens (over 5 million currently), whose parents trespassed our borders before they were
born, can sponsor their extended family at will. That was clearly not the original intent of Amendment XIV. This disrespect for
America’s laws can only be stopped by an amendment to our Constitution – if done by legislation it would be an unconstitutional
law. Adverse consequences of our laws must be corrected, not just left to do their damage.

Arizona’s Law Stunned America’s Political Establishment – How Dare They
Arizona finally had it by 2010 with the federal government’s disastrous failure to enforce our federal illegal alien laws so they
passed an enforcement law that gave Arizona’s law enforcement officers the same powers that the federal officers have when
dealing with illegal aliens. It was bad enough when President Obama chastised Arizona for passing the law. But when Mexico’s
President Felipe Calderone came to America and in his speech to a joint session of our congress in 2010 said that “I strongly
disagree with the law recently adopted in Arizona” and all of our Senate and House Democrats stood up and applauded, it was
chilling. Whose side of our border are they on? How can they so blatantly side with a foreign leader against one of our
sovereign states? They can because they have little or no respect for our states’ rights once they are elected to federal office.
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Arizona is just one of the gateways for massive trespass into America and has an estimated 360,000 illegal aliens residing there.
It is also estimated that 500,000 illegal aliens, from practically every country on earth, cross the borders of Arizona, Texas,
California, New Mexico and Canada and by sea and air every year and spread out across America. Arizona’s courageous battle
against illegal immigration is all of America’s battle and we need to join with them. Five other states passed a similar law and
many other states were considering their own version before our Supreme Court ruled otherwise as discussed below.
The U.S. Department of Justice filed a law suit in the Phoenix Federal Court on July 7, 2010, against Arizona’s law, which took
effect on July 29, 2010. Their suit says: “The nation’s immigration laws reflect a careful and considered balance of national law
enforcement, foreign relations, and humanitarian interests.” And that: “A state may not establish its own immigration policy or
enforce state laws in a manner that interferes with the federal immigration laws. The Constitution and the federal immigration
laws do not permit the development of a patchwork of state and local immigration policies throughout the country.”
It is incongruous that the Obama Administration and Eric Holder’s Department of Justice are reading the Constitution to us when
in their actions they rarely adhere to it. Only when it suits them, does our Constitution hold sway.
First of all, there has not been for forty-eight years anything that remotely resembles “a careful and considered balance of
national law enforcement” or “humanitarian interests” on the part of our federal government in the application of America’s
immigration laws. Federal enforcement has catastrophically failed and has resulted in chaos “throughout the country.” Do they
actually believe what they say in their lawsuit? Do they actually expect us to believe it?
Secondly, the Constitution says in Article I, Section 8. “The Congress [not the White House] shall have Power To establish
an uniform Rule of Naturalization.” There is no “uniform Rule of Naturalization” – there has only been a “patchwork” of
federal laws and rules promulgated by the political party in power at the time to achieve their self serving political goals and give
them an edge in the next election. “Naturalization” is granting American citizenship to a person of foreign birth – not all of the
rules, amnesty laws and unlegislated presidential executive orders over which they claim to have Constitutional authority.
In the Declaration of Independence on July 4, 1776, the Founders accused England’s King George the III of: “…obstructing the
Laws for Naturalization of Foreigners…” The same can be said of our “kings” for the past forty-plus years for they have
obstructed our Laws of Naturalization in defiance of the citizens of the United States and sued sovereign states that were simply
trying to enforce the immigration laws that our federal government refuses to enforce. At the same time they sanction the
estimated 200 “sanctuary cities” that are flagrantly defying their immigration laws.
For forty-eight years our politicians have used a criminal activity to manipulate America’s electoral process to satiate their
relentless appetite for self gratification and power. They have used the American people’s Constitution as cover for their political
chicanery and it’s time for us to reclaim it and set them straight.
Lastly, the Obama administration’s DOJ lawsuit was a last-ditch effort to play to their political base in the mid-term elections in
2010. In every poll a strong majority of the American public wanted the Arizona illegal immigration enforcement law adopted
by their state. Instead of suing Arizona, they should have realized that their abuse of our immigration laws for political power
had already backfired just as their lawsuit has and the Supreme Court’s decision will.
Arizonians got sick and tired of protesting to no avail and passed a law that has awakened our politicians at every level. We
should not let them sleep until they have fulfilled their responsibility to all of America’s citizens and legal immigrants. Arizona’s
legislators and her Governor Jan Brewer have more courage and conviction than most of the politicians in Washington put
together. Arizona shined the harsh light of truth on our government. They are showing us what real leadership looks like.
On July 29, 2010, U.S. District Judge Susan Bolton, appointed by President Bill Clinton, struck down key provisions of the
Arizona law. Arizona Governor Jan Brewer vowed immediately that her state will pursue their appeal to the United States
Supreme Court (SCOTUS). She said of Judge Bolton’s decision: “It’s a temporary bump in the road.”
According to the AP, “Mexico’s Foreign Secretary Patricia Espinoza called the ruling “a step in the right direction” and said
“staff at the five Mexican consulates in Arizona will work extra hours in the coming weeks to educate migrants [illegal aliens]
about the law.” The Mexican government is obstructing justice in Arizona and throughout the USA.
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The Washington Post reported on February 10, 2011: “Gov. Jan Brewer sued the federal government Thursday for failing to
control Arizona’s border with Mexico and enforce immigration laws, and for sticking the state with huge costs associated with
jailing illegal immigrants who commit [other] crimes. The law suit claims the federal government has failed to protect Arizona
from an “invasion” of illegal immigrants. Brewer’s court filing serves as a countersuit in the federal government’s legal
challenge to Arizona’s enforcement immigration law. The U.S. Justice Department is seeking to invalidate the law.” Arizona’s
governor and legislators define political courage. Our other forty-nine states should have the very same grievances with the feds.
True to her word, Gov. Brewer announced on August 10, 2011 that she filed a petition asking SCOTUS to consider Arizona’s
appeal of the U.S. District Court decision, which struck down key provisions of Arizona’s illegal immigration enforcement law.
On 12/10/11 SCOTUS agreed to hear oral arguments on Arizona’s appeal on April 25, 2012; and to decide the case by late June.
Gov. Brewer also signed laws for solicitation of on-line donations for legal fees and to build more fencing on Arizona’s border.
Alabama, S. Carolina, Indiana and Utah passed versions of Arizona’s law – political courage is contagious. The U.S. DOJ filed
suit against all four – so much for states’ rights. Georgia passed a law similar to Arizona’s in May of 2011 and the American
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) filed a class action law suit to stop it – which is not too surprising.
What’s incredible is that Mexico, Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua
and Peru filed amicus briefs with the court in support of the ACLU – against Georgia’s illegal alien law! These countries should
be demanding that their citizens return home instead of defending them. In fact, why don’t all foreign countries whose citizens
are illegally residing in America do the same? Illegal immigration should be an integral element in America’s foreign policy and
countries whose citizens are here illegally should be required to cooperate with us if they want cooperation from us in trade
agreements, foreign aid and mutual security concerns. Our borders are just as important to us as their borders are to them.
Supreme Court Decides – To punt this Political Football into America’s Future – Sadly
The following is from CNN Politics: “SCOTUS handed down their decision on the Arizona illegal alien law on June 25, 2012. It
was a 5 to 3 ruling with one abstention. The majority included Justice Anthony Kennedy, Chief Justice John Roberts, Justice
Steven Breyer, Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg and Justice Sonia Sotomayor.

The minority included Justice Antonin Scalia, Justice Clarence Thomas and Justice Samuel Alito.

Key provision Upheld: The court let stand one of the most controversial parts of the bill – a provision that lets police check a
person's immigration status while enforcing other laws if "reasonable suspicion" exists that the person is in the United States
illegally.

Struck down: The Supreme Court's 5-3 ruling struck down key parts of the Arizona law; provisions struck down included:
• Authorizing police to arrest immigrants without warrant where "probable cause" exists that they committed any
public offense making them removable from the country.
• Making it a state crime for "unauthorized immigrants" to fail to carry registration papers and other government identification.
• Forbidding those not authorized for employment in the United States to apply, solicit or perform work. That would include
immigrants standing in a parking lot who "gesture or nod" their willingness to be employed.”
States that have passed or plan to pass illegal immigration laws can forget it now – SCOTUS has spoken. For the record, Chief
Justice John Roberts joined with the majority in gutting Arizona’s law. He also joined with the liberal majority in upholding
Obamacare. You may recall that originally the law imposed a “fee” on those of us who opted not to have health care insurance.
Chief Justice Roberts and the other four Justices took it upon themselves to change the “fee” to calling it a “tax” and voted to
uphold the entire law. They actually rewrote the law for congress so they could uphold it. Why would they do that? This is
exactly the reason those first thirteen state delegates to the Constitutional Convention demanded our protection in Article V.
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Justice Anthony Kennedy delivered the majority opinion of the court in which he wrote: “The National Government has
significant power to regulate immigration. With power comes responsibility, and the sound exercise of national power over
immigration depends on the Nation’s meeting its responsibility to base its laws on a political will informed by searching,
thoughtful, rational civic discourse. Arizona may have understandable frustrations with the problems caused by illegal
immigration while that process continues, but the State[s] may not pursue policies that undermine federal law.”
“Frustrations” falls far short of describing Arizonian’s state of mind! And illegal immigration is not a “process” it’s an invasion!
Justice Antonin Scalia delivered the minority opinion of the court in which he wrote: "If securing its territory in this fashion is
not within the power of Arizona, we should cease referring to it as a sovereign state." Precisely!
The “significant power” Justice Kennedy assigns to our federal government as to “…an uniform Rule of Naturalization” is
debatable – not absolute – but there is no doubt it “comes with responsibility.” The rest of his statement does not in any way
describe how our political establishment has gone about using its “power” to fulfill its “responsibility.” For over four decades
they have used their “power” to crush descent and have stunningly failed to fulfill their “responsibility” in virtually every aspect
of illegal immigration for crass and deceitful “political” advantage.
We have forty-eight years of proof to show us how our “National Government” will use their “power” in the future – Justice
Kennedy’s admonition from on high matters not to them. President Obama and the Democratic Party have their own plan for
America’s future and it does not include any restrictions on illegal immigration or amnesty. The Republican Party goes-along to
get-along instead of putting up a fight. Compromise is too often “an excuse for no political courage and the enemy of good law.”
How can Arizona be accused of “pursuing policies that undermine federal law” when it is the feds themselves who have
“undermined” Arizona’s and America’s social, legal and economic wellbeing for over four decades by their failure to enforce the
laws over which they claim to have absolute Constitutional authority? If the feds won’t protect the states, the states must protect
their own citizens and legal immigrants. Where does it say in the Constitution that our states must just stand quietly by and
watch as their sovereignty is transgressed and their social fabric is torn asunder? Our Founders meant no such thing!
The “power” of SCOTUS is almost absolute in our Constitutional Republic and their ruling is – for now – the law of the land.
They have in effect certified our federal government’s forty-plus years of malfeasance and dismal failure to fulfill its primary
“responsibility” to America, her citizens and her legal immigrants. Had the United States Supreme Court recognized Arizona’s
states’ rights and upheld their entire law, we might have set out on a course to immigration reform within the “political will”
nationwide. They chose not to, which leaves Article V as the only way for we the people and our state legislatures to overrule
them and the political establishment they appear to have joined forces with. Arizona’s law emanated from the “political will” of
Arizona’s citizens and elected leaders. Our states’ “political will” seldom holds sway with SCOTUS.
“Statement by Arizona Governor Jan Brewer June 25, 2012” – [After the SCOTUS Ruling]
“President Obama Once Again Abandons Citizens of Arizona”
“As though we needed any more evidence, President Obama has demonstrated anew his utter disregard for the safety and security
of the Arizona people. Within the last two hours, I have been notified the Obama administration has revoked the 287(g)
agreement under the authority of which Arizona law enforcement officers have partnered with the federal government in the
enforcement of immigration law.
Of course, it is no coincidence that this announcement comes immediately on the heels of the U.S. Supreme Court’s ruling
upholding the constitutionality of the heart of Arizona’s anti-illegal immigration law: SB 1070.
It’s worth noting that 68 law enforcement entities in 24 states have functioning 287(g) agreements with the federal government.
But it appears the only agreements eliminated today were those in Arizona, the state that happens to be on the front lines of
America’s fight against illegal immigration. We are on our own, apparently.
I suppose I shouldn’t be surprised. The Obama administration has fought the people of Arizona at every turn – downplaying the
threat that a porous border poses to our citizens, filing suit in order to block our State from protecting itself, unilaterally granting
immunity to tens of thousands of illegal aliens living in our midst, and now this. Still, the disarmament of Arizona’s 287(g)
agreements is a new low, even for this administration.”
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“Since 2006, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security credits the 287(g) program with identifying nearly 300,000 potentiallyremovable aliens nationwide. Immigration and Customs Enforcement has trained and certified more than 1,500 state and local
officers to assist in the enforcement of immigration law, including many in Arizona.
In fact, even as the President was wiping out Arizona’s 287(g) agreements, the ICE website itself continued to herald the
collaborative approach of the 287(g) program, noting, ‘Terrorism and criminal activity are most effectively combated through a
multi-agency/multi-authority approach that encompasses federal, state and local resources, skills and expertise.’
The President’s action should be of concern to all Americans. This fight is not over. President Obama may disregard Congress.
He may target individual states like Arizona. He may generally act with impunity. But he is not above judgment – and the
American people will have theirs very soon.”
A question for Justice Anthony Kennedy, Chief Justice John Roberts, Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Justice Steven Breyer and
Justice Sonia Sotomayor: Do President Obama’s, AG Holder’s, and the DHS’s above described actions fall under the category of
“searching, thoughtful, rational civic discourse” in your mind? Or are they in reality punitive punishments to show Arizona the
error of her ways as they have been doing since they took office in 2009? And previous administrations have for four decades.
Arizona’s Governor Jan Brewer and State Legislators are fighting for the safety and wellbeing of their citizens and legal
immigrants – that is the “power” and “responsibility” granted to them by their citizen-electorate. It would be like a cool breeze
blowing across Arizona’s beautiful Sonoran Desert if Obama, Holder, Nepolitano, SCOTUS and the rest of the political
establishment in Washington, DC would start using their “power” to fulfill their “responsibilities” with the same courage,
integrity and determination. Gov. Jan Brewer and Arizona’s State Legislators rank among the best of us.

Florida Estimates 825,000 Illegal Aliens Reside In State – Who Cares?
The first installment of a three part series called Law & Border was published in the Naples (FL) Daily News (NDN) on February
13, 2011. Their graph shows that there were an estimated 240,000 illegal aliens in Florida in 1990; 575,000 in 2000; 925,000 in
2005; and 825,000 in 2010. This trend reflects the nationwide trend that resulted from the failed 1986 Immigration Reform and
Control Act. Illegal aliens in Florida in 1986 were amnestied and by 1990 there were 240,000 more.
The 100,000 reduction from 2005 to 2010 also reflects the reduction that occurred in Arizona when they passed their law and in
all of the other states that did the same. The Florida legislature did not pass a similar law as they promised in campaign speeches,
but the move toward it was promised in 2010 when they were seeking votes. When Arizona was in the process of passing their
law, one-hundred thousand illegal aliens departed to friendlier territory or returned to their native country.
NDN: “Enforcing immigration laws was a rally cry for Florida Republicans throughout the summer [of 2010], but support of the
rhetoric surrounding the need for legislation has tapered off. That could be because supporters are now facing push back from
the business community.”
“The Florida Chamber of Commerce – which was among the GOP’s biggest financial supporters in last year’s election [2010] –
has told legislators to proceed with caution when they deal with immigration laws. Any actions that are taken on immigration
reform should take into consideration the effect that may have on foreign investment, said David Brill, President of the Florida
Chamber. Florida has a greater reliance on tourism than Arizona, Brill said, and Arizona lost an estimated $141 million in
revenue because of the decline in tourism and conferences that occurred when [AZ] Senate Bill 1070 was enacted last year.”
Prior to the SCOTUS ruling – on May 7, 2011 – the Florida Legislature ended their 2011 session and on March 11, 2012 their
2012 session without passing one single law to impede illegal immigration. The Chamber of Commerce got their money’s worth
and Florida has experienced a rise in its illegal alien population once again now that its politicians have caved in to them.
Pressure from their financial supporters renders many of our politicians, nationwide, weak in the knees. Florida legislators could
have passed the Arizona law in 2011and SCOTUS would have taken them off the hook with Mr. Brill’s Chamber of Commerce.
The cost of illegal immigration in Florida and throughout America, Mr. Brill, makes the loss of tourist dollars seem insignificant.
When you are warning Florida’s governor and legislators not to bite the hand that pays them campaign dollars, ask them how
much money Florida and its 67 counties have spent on law enforcement, prisons, jails, hospitals, welfare and schools for the past
forty-eight years for the hundreds of thousands of illegal aliens who have resided there. Those costs, Mr. Brill, are counted in
tens of billions of dollars in Florida – and in hundreds of billions of dollars nationwide – not in millions of dollars.
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While you are there Mr. Brill, ask them how many Floridians have been killed and how many women and children have been
raped by illegal aliens since the 1960s. Ask them to show you the history of illegal alien criminal activity that Florida’s citizens,
legal immigrants, tourists and convention attendees have been the victims of since the 1960s. Pose these same questions to your
counterparts across America. You should rethink your priorities Mr. Brill and so should America’s politicians – tourism, cheap
labor, reelection of politicians and your high paying job are way down the list.
Once Florida’s Republican Governor Rick Scott and all of the new and incumbent Republican legislators and Attorney General
were elected or reelected, the truth of their campaign promises were exposed. Their deception is all too familiar to Florida’s and
to America’s electorate and we have been falling for it for forty-plus years with respect to illegal immigration and an assortment
of other serious issues nationwide. Isn’t it time for a different approach? Isn’t it time to imbed their instructions in our
Constitution and put a stop to their serial equivocation throughout America? Shame on all of you!

Illegal Immigration’s Unsustainable Cost in Blood and Treasure
The Federation for American Immigration Reform (FAIR) www.fairus.org estimates that Florida’s annual cost of illegal
immigration is over $5.4 billion; $84B for all of the states; and $29B at the federal level. FAIR has been analyzing this issue for
over thirty years and their web site is continually updated. Visit their web site and see for yourself the estimated annual cost in
your state – it’s probably close to or even above your state’s budget deficit. These costs include, but are not limited to schools,
law enforcement, prisons, jails, welfare and hospitals – areas of our economy with a money trail.
Not included are the cost of stolen property, ID theft, fraud, tax evasion, and many other forms of crime. Loss in property values
in high crime areas and lower wages and unemployment for legal immigrants because illegal aliens work cheap and off the books
are nearly impossible to know, but those annual costs are also in the billions of dollars nationwide. Besides, employing an
estimated eight million illegal aliens nationwide for low wages with no company benefits is disgraceful and is tantamount to
slave labor in 21ST Century America (Pgs 32-34). The IRS has been paying illegal aliens billions of dollars per year in Additional
Child Tax Credits for the past several years – an estimated $7.4B last year alone (Pg 58). Our nation’s hospital system has been
taken to the brink of bankruptcy by EMTALA – Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act of 1985 and has raised the
annual cost of medical care by hundreds of billions of dollars for all of America’s citizens and legal immigrants (Pgs 51-54).
There is another cost that is not quantifiable and no amount of money can ever compensate for and that is the killing of a family
member, a friend, law enforcement officers or border patrol agents and the rape of women and children. There seems to be no
agency of our government including the DOJ or ICE that has kept track of these statistics for the past forty-eight years. What can
be gleaned from what little they have reported is that tens of thousands of American citizens and legal immigrants have been
killed and/or raped by illegal aliens since illegal immigration took on a life of its own in America over forty years ago.
As discussed above, 35,000 illegal aliens that have finally been identified by ICE in the last four years who had been screened in
just 14% of our state prisons and jails by 2010 were “arrested previously for the most serious crimes, including murder and rape.”
Why were they released (Pg 71)? Would our government please explain this to the American people?
It warrants repeating, also from above, that if the other 86% of America’s prisons and jails average out the same, there could have
been as many as 239,238 criminal illegal aliens screened in state prisons and jails throughout America by 2010 that fell into this
most serious crime category “including murder and rape.” The other 205,000 criminal illegal aliens identified in just 14% of
state prisons and jails committed “less serious crimes” – which means just about any other crime you can imagine. You’ll have
to imagine what they are since our government won’t say and federal prisons and detention centers are the best kept secrets of all.
If only our federal government could keep our national security and military secrets as well.
The 240,000 criminal illegal aliens specifically identified by ICE in their 2008 Secure Communities finger print program that had
been in just 14% of America’s prisons and jails by 2010 is stunning. If the remaining 86% of U.S. prisons and jails averaged out
the same, there could have been as many as 1,714,285 criminal illegal aliens identified by 2010. If you apply the previous arrest
record and number of crimes discovered in the 2005 GAO random study of 55,322 criminal illegal aliens, it’s off the charts.
As the GAO learned in 2005, each of those 55,322 criminals had been arrested an average of eight times for an average of twelve
crimes. Applied to the 2010 extrapolated estimate of 1,714,285 criminals and it could have been a grand total of 13,714,280
arrests for 20,571,096 crimes by 2010. Note: It has taken the past forty-eight years of criminal illegal alien activity to accumulate
this estimated rap sheet and it is growing at an accelerated rate as our illegal alien population grows ever larger – every day –
year after year. It defies reason that our presidents, senators and representatives have allowed this assault on America.
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Considering what we do know from the 2005 GAO random study and the more recent ICE Secure Communities finger print
program, these estimated numbers are not unreasonable. Add the unknown federal prison and detention center statistics and these
numbers are no doubt understated. Add the illegal aliens who have not yet been arrested the first time. Add the unreported
crimes due to the threat of retribution (Pgs 63-65). Add the criminals who have trespassed since 2010 and will by the end of this
year and every year thereafter. Illegal immigration and the resulting criminality builds on itself day upon day, month after
month, year in and year out while our federal officials rack their collective brains to contrive arbitrary and deceptive ways to drag
their feet on border security and grant amnesty – again and again and again and again. It’s very close to perpetual motion!

Backdoor Amnesty – Their Deception Knows No Bounds
The rumor circulated in June of 2010 that President Obama was considering granting amnesty to 12,000,000 illegal aliens by
Executive Order. Now that he has been reelected that’s exactly what he will do – if congress won’t. That this could even be
considered exposes our government’s contempt for our Constitution and its separation of powers.
Susan Carroll with the Houston Chronicle reported on 8/25/10: “The Homeland Security Department is systematically reviewing
thousands of pending immigration cases [in Texas] and moving to dismiss those filed against illegal-immigration suspects who
have no serious criminal record, according to several sources familiar with the efforts. Culling the immigration court system
dockets of non-[serious] criminals started in earnest about a month ago. Critics assailed the plan as another sign that the Obama
administration is trying to create a kind of backdoor amnesty program.” This policy was implemented throughout the United
States in 2010 and continues today (Pg 71).
The first thing that comes to mind is that the vast majority of American citizens and legal immigrants consider any “criminal
record” serious. In light of the fact that DHS, ICE and the DOJ have no idea how many illegal aliens there are in the United
States nor how many have a criminal record, “serious” or not, we have to ask: What do they consider “serious” now and how far
will they lower the bar to eventually grant “backdoor amnesty” to most of the twelve to twenty million illegal aliens estimated to
be in America? The brass at DHS, ICE and the DOJ has been making a big issue recently about their crackdown on “serious”
criminal illegal aliens. Our DHS and DOJ attorneys are bypassing our court system and have been elevated to judge and jury
status in order to rule if a crime is “serious” or not (Pg 71).
Secondly, the DOJ may not think that illegally trespassing across our borders constitutes a “serious” crime, but most Americans
and legal immigrants adamantly disagree. They can say it a thousand times that entering our country illegally is no big deal and
most of us will answer that it is a big deal and we want it stopped. Those who favor amnesty always downplay the seriousness of
illegal trespass of our borders. To make matters worse, the DOJ – Republicans and Democrats – have actually sent over $2
billion in aid to over 200 “sanctuary cities” in America since 2000 so they can continue to harbor illegal aliens. They are
warehousing them like chattel until amnesty can be achieved to the detriment of America’s legal residents!
Our political establishment is setting the stage for granting blanket amnesty – again. They are stalling our border security, suing
sovereign states and one of their sheriffs, dismissing illegal immigrant cases and making a show of rousting “serious” criminal
illegal aliens. The White House and Congress have reaffirmed their power and are ratcheting up their contempt for our
Constitution. Democrats, Republicans and Independents have one thing in mind: Their 2014 mid-term election campaign.

Nothing is Sacred – Including the United States’ 2010 Census and Voter Registration
Power does in fact “corrupt absolutely” and illegal immigration has absolutely corrupted our politics and our rule of law. As if
this illegality hasn’t corrupted our politics enough, the 2010 census counted illegal aliens the same as citizens and legal
immigrants – which fraudulently increased the allotted seats in the House of Representatives in some states, reducing seats in
others. States with large illegal alien populations achieve greater political power, increased Electoral College votes and receive a
larger share of our tax dollars. The Obama administration corrupted our 2010 census for political advantage in 2012.
Speaking to a Hispanic group on Tuesday, 8/10/10, Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid made a startling statement. He Said: “I
don’t know how anyone of Hispanic origin can be a Republican. OK? Do I need to say more?” Senator Reid and the
Democratic Party actually believe that Hispanics are their private stock. They want twelve to twenty million illegal aliens
amnestied ASAP because they believe – rightly so – that most of the Hispanics among them would be Democratic voters making
them nearly unbeatable in the future. They are giving an ominous new meaning to “stuffing the ballot box.” On June 16, 2013,
SCOTUS struck down Arizona’s law requiring proof of citizenship to vote in federal elections. Federal law does not require
proof of citizenship to vote, which seems on its face to be unbelievable (Pg 70). Think about that for a minute.
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The GOP realized they are in a Catch 22 – if they call for deportation, they will alienate their illegal alien supporters in the
business community for whom the cheap labor is profitable. They parrot the Democrat’s canard that illegal aliens are just taking
jobs that American workers don’t want when in reality, if these jobs paid decent wages and benefits, millions of American
citizens and legal immigrants would snap them up; especially now with millions of both unemployed.
American companies that employ an estimated eight million illegal aliens (Pgs 34-35) should be ashamed – their greed is showing.
Employers don’t have the right to break our immigration laws for profit’s sake and burden tax payers with the cost of welfare,
law enforcement, medical care and public education. Politicians must not enable scofflaw employers or illegal aliens – we elect
them to make and enforce our laws, not to conspire with those who break them. The GOP also thinks that if they appease the
Hispanic/Latino amnesty lobby, more Hispanics and Latinos will vote for them – a doubtful result and a bad reason for caving in.
When amnesty was granted to nearly six million illegal aliens from 1986 to 2000 it caused a virtual flood of illegal trespassers
across our borders by land, sea and air. Those who would breach our borders were encouraged by America’s failure to seek out
illegal aliens and deport them. They surmised that if they could trespass our borders, their odds were high that they too would
eventually be granted amnesty. When their numbers reached over ten million more by 2000, they became a political force. Noncitizens – legal and illegal – have been and are still being registered to vote. Margins of victory are often slim these days and just
a few votes can change an election. Since federal law doesn’t require proof of citizenship to vote, our states’ hands are tied.
Since no American citizen should resent being asked for proof of citizenship to vote, why is that not a requirement for voter
registration nationwide? When did we become so lax in our election law enforcement? Since our political establishment started
pitting non-citizens against our citizen electorate. A republic that fails to secure its voter registration rolls will eventually cease
to be a sovereign nation based in the rule of law – and since jurors are chosen nationwide from registered voters, the “peers” by
whom you are “judged” one day may be non-citizens. Of all our activities that require a bona fide photo ID, voting is at the top
of the list. Every motor vehicle office in America issues driver licenses with photos in minutes. Voter registrars should too.
AG Holder was frantically trying to stop the voter photo ID laws, passed and planned, in several states before last November’
elections and still is today (Pg 39). There is only one reason to oppose a bona fide voter photo ID law: So non-citizens and
deceased people can vote! Voter registration rolls nationwide are being scrutinized in order to purge non-citizens and deceased
people. States that finally started working on this issue last year encountered a puzzling attack by the U.S. Dept. of Justice and
Attorney General Eric Holder. Instead of just assisting them in their efforts, Holder accused them of “voter suppression.”
Florida’s Sec. of State found suspected non-citizens registered to vote statewide; Holder tried to stop Florida’s purge (Pgs 39-43).
The DHS Sec. Janet Nepolitano refused to share her non-citizen data base with all of the states so they can cross-reference it with
their voter registration rolls until a law suit forced her to share (Pgs 41-42). You would think that the DOJ and the DHS would
offer help to the states to enforce our voter registration and voting laws. Local voter registrars must not be impeded in any way
as they go about their job of making sure that all who vote are alive and are citizens of the United States. Also, early voting laws
are passed by incumbents and it gives them an unfair advantage over their challengers. States attempting to shorten early voting
days were targeted last year by the benefiters. Early voting must be short and uniform nationwide.

America’s Southern Theater in the War on Terrorism and Drug Cartels
The FBI says that “Al-Qaeda, Hamas and Hezzbola have moved into South and Central America and Mexico (Pgs 56-57; 63-65)
and are disguising themselves as Latinos, forging new identification and sneaking across our southern border.” America has a
new theater in the war on terrorism and this time it’s right next door. As the Islamic revolutions throughout the Middle East and
North Africa accelerate, our border security takes precedence over any other border in the world. Our government needs to apply
the same urgency to our borders that they did in Iraq and Afghanistan for the past decade and worldwide for a hundred years.
Smuggling weapons of mass destruction – nuclear, chemical or biological – into America – is a great deal easier by land than by
sea or air. ICE says that hundreds of men from countries that sponsor Islamic terrorism have been caught crossing our southern
border in recent years – about 30% who try as far as they know. Many more are here now and will one day strike us from within.
A handbook for suicide bombers, published in Iran, was found in the Arizona desert in January of 2011.
It is inexplicable how lax our border security still is over ten years after the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center causing the
death of 2,726 innocent people; and 250 more innocent people who died in the crashes of two other high jacked planes – one in a
Pennsylvania field and the other into the Pentagon. The proven and relentless threat of radical Islamic terrorism makes it
imperative that our border security be impervious. While the feds debate bombing Damascus, Hezzbola is walking across our
southern border and the Mexican drug cartels are selling their poison to our kids. Their priorities list is upside down.
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Our political establishment has played politics with our national and domestic security while these criminal and terrorist elements
have virtually walked, flown or boated across our borders and set up shop all over America during the past four decades. They
are entrenched and many would also be amnestied if the feds grant amnesty – again. They are doubtless contributing their blood
money to the pro-amnesty lobbyists and our politicians are willing to look the other way.
As if America didn’t have enough home grown criminals, our politicians have allowed the invasion of millions more and the
criminal gangs and terrorist cells they have fostered are rich, well organized, well armed, high tech and brutal (Pgs 11-14). These
are the same drug gangs that massacred 72 immigrants passing through Mexico in August of 2010 from Central and South
America because they wouldn’t smuggle drugs across our southern border. These same drug gangs set off seven car bomb
attacks in Mexico in 2010-2011. Could they have learned that trick from Al-Qaeda? Is America next? These same drug gangs
murdered 17 teenagers at a birthday party in Mexico in October of 2010 and 14 patients at a drug rehab center two days later –
and the same Islamic terrorists that murdered nearly three thousand innocent people on September 11, 2001 inside America.
It needs to be said that Mexican drug gang thugs murdered Border Patrol Agent Brian A. Terry, 40, on December 14, 2010 –
eleven miles inside the USA. Weapons sold in the Fast and Furious gun running fiasco were found at the scene of the crime.
Border Patrol Agent Nicholas J. Ivie, 30, was killed on October 2, 2012 while investigating a suspected intrusion eight miles
inside the USA near Naco, Arizona. One of his fellow Agents was seriously wounded. “Friendly fire” is suspected, but neither
of these killings nor thousands more would have happened at all if our government had secured our borders decades ago.
The AP reported on 3/6/11: “The U.S. Justice Department says Mexican drug cartels more than doubled heroin production in
2009.” The nexus from the Afghanistan opium poppy production to Al Qaida to Mexico’s drug cartels is apparently working out
well – heroin is cheap in America now. Business is good for them and devastating for America. There have been well over
50,000 brutal gang related murders and 20K more MIA in Mexico since 2006 when President Felipe Calderone declared war on
Mexico’s heavily armed and relentless drug cartels (Pgs 41-42). The murder capital of the world is Ciudad Juarez, Mexico, across
the Rio Grande from El Paso, Texas with over 6,000 reported murders there since January of 2008; many more murders go
unreported. Beheading of many of their victims is a warning to those who cross them. From March 31 to April 3, 2011— four
days — there were forty-one murders in Ciudad Juarez. Seventy-four journalists have been murdered in Mexico since 2000 –
fourteen murdered since 2010 – for courageously reporting on drug cartels (Pgs 46-47). Where is the condemnation from the
American press? These are the bravest of the brave in the journalism community and they should be standing up for them.
More often lately, Americans are among those murdered in Mexico and America by drug cartel thugs. These gangs have branch
offices throughout America (Pg 12) as do the terrorists. Drug cartels have been buying property and businesses in small Mexican
towns and eventually take over the whole town – they are now attempting the same thing in the United States of America. They
murder Mexico’s mayors, prosecutors, and policemen and innocent men, women and children, and each other at will (Pgs 59-60).
The Mexican government is losing their war just as we will lose ours, if we don’t flush every element of illegal immigration from
the United States. The drug gangs are in it for the money – the Islamic terrorists are in it to kill us. Both illicit organizations
benefit from the estimated $50 billion annual trade in drugs and human beings. America’s Third World War is coming across our
southern border while our politicians look the other way – toward their next election campaign.
Osama bin Laden is dead, but the Islamic jihad he fostered is very much alive and hundreds – if not thousands – of his jihadist
soldiers live among us. Our government should work as hard to rid America of them as they did to rid the world of Osama bin
Laden. The Islamic terrorists actually pay the Mexican drug cartels to use their drug and human smuggling routes into America
and the drug cartels pay the jihadists for training in the art of terrorist warfare!

The FBI: Human Trafficking – Modern-Day Slavery
The Federal Bureau of Investigation has several web sites dedicated to human trafficking into America – go to: FBI Human
Trafficking. The following quote is from one of those sites: “It’s sad but true: here in this country, people are being bought,
sold, and smuggled like modern-day slaves. They are trapped in lives of misery – often beaten, starved, and forced to work as
prostitutes or to take grueling jobs as migrant, domestic, restaurant, or factory workers with little or no pay. We’re working hard
to stop human trafficking – not only because of the personal and psychological toll it takes on society, but also because it
facilitates the illegal movement of immigrants across borders and provides a ready source of income for organized crime groups
and even terrorists.”
Granting amnesty – again – will make human slavery a permanent shame in America as it was before the Civil War, only this
time the slaves come from many of the world’s nationalities, not just Africa, and they are invisible to most of us. Many of these
unfortunate human beings come from the same countries from whence have come the pro-amnesty lobbyists. Don’t they know
that their support of illegal aliens and amnesty has helped to trap people who share their heritage in a life of human bondage?
How can they be so blind? Is this the America we want our children and grandchildren to inherit? Of course we don’t.
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The Dream Act and Back Door Amnesty Revisited
The relentless and brutal Mexican drug cartels and Islamic terrorists are bringing their war across America’s borders while our
DOJ sues sovereign states for trying to stop them; posts signs in Arizona’s National Parks warning visitors of the dangers; runs a
“backdoor” amnesty program; ignores our northern border; and pushes the Dream Act, which will grant amnesty to over two
million children of illegal aliens called “Dreamers” up to the age of thirty-five (Pgs 4 & 71). We never hear of the negative impact
that illegal immigration has on the children of legal immigrants and their parents. Legal immigrant families suffer in silence. We
citizens of America must not be silent any longer.
Senator Lindsey Graham, R-SC, said on FOX News Sunday, 11/28/10, when discussing the Dream Act: “You can’t grant
amnesty to two million illegal immigrants until you secure the borders.”
The stark reality, Senator Graham, is that our borders will never, ever be secured unless we first deport those who are currently in
the United States illegally. Until we reverse the flow of illegal aliens back across our borders to their country of origin and
eliminate the sanctuaries awaiting new trespassers, the invasion of illegal aliens will continue to grow exponentially by land, sea
and air. As long as amnesty is a possibility there will be tens of millions more who will keep coming. The current bill put forth
by the “Gang of 8” senators and passed by the full senate granting “legal status” to the illegal aliens now in the USA has already
caused a dramatic increase in the illegal trespassers of our southern border (Pgs 66-67) and visa overstayers.
If we grant “legal status” (read amnesty) to the estimated twelve to twenty million illegal aliens here now, America will be
relegated to a permanent civil war against expanding multi-national criminal and terrorist elements entrenched in every state,
county, parish and city in the United States and the next four decades and beyond will bring forth a living hell on America’s
citizens and legal immigrants. We will immerse ourselves into the same abyss that Mexico has been in for the past two decades
(Pgs 11-14; 28-29; 64-66). Our sovereignty will be abandoned and irretrievable.
Wake up Senator Graham, reelection is not the be-all and end-all that you and your “friends” in both houses of congress think it
is. You senators and representatives don’t work for illegal aliens – you work for American citizens and legal immigrants.
On Friday, June 17, 2011, ICE Director John Morton issued a “Memorandum” at the behest of President Obama that in effect
implemented elements of the Dream Act – thrice defeated in congress in 2010 because of a national outcry from American
citizens. Syndicated columnist Charles Krauthammer said on Fox News with Chris Wallace: “This is outright lawlessness on the
part of the administration. Whatever the politics of this, we do have a Constitution and under it, the legislature, the congress
enacts the laws and the executive executes them – it doesn’t make them up.”
On June 15, 2012, in a Rose Garden speech, President Obama further implemented the Dream Act in defiance of our separation
of powers and the majority of America’s citizens (Pg 4). He said: “It’s the right thing to do.” There is no enabling law Mr.
President – please tell us why you think you can so willfully bypass congressional authority. What makes you so special?

Amnesty Is Not Immigration Reform – It’s Surrender
Surrendering our country to another twelve to twenty million illegal aliens, including members of criminal gangs and terrorist
cells from many countries worldwide would be certifiable insanity and would trigger an escalation of the illegal border crossings
much worse than it did in 1986 and 1994 to 2000. The next round of illegal trespassers would have even more inside help and
the members of criminal gangs and terrorist cells of many nationalities that help them would be documented – play that scenario
out in your mind for a minute. Picture Al-Qaeda teamed with the Mexican drug cartels in Mexico and in America – picture
Ciudad Juarez, Mexico – picture America powerless to stop them. History tells us that is exactly what will happen if we repeat a
colossal mistake by granting amnesty to over twelve million— and possibly as many as twenty million more illegal aliens. Our
government would simply grant “blanket amnesty” as they did in 1986 and 1994-2000 – no questions asked.
Judicial Watch reported on March 3, 2012: “In its quest to implement stealth amnesty, the Obama Administration is working
behind the scenes to halt the deportation of certain illegal aliens by granting them “unlawful presence waivers” [UPW]. They
have actually contrived a three word name to avoid calling it amnesty. Simply put, the Obama Administration can’t grant a UPW
(read amnesty) without first having a law passed by congress.
On March 30, 2012, ICE announced that they will be releasing into America nearly 300,000 illegal aliens being held because
they only have 34,000 beds in the federal detention centers (Pg 24). Their warehouses just got too full.
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Immigration officials lack bed space for 90 percent of apprehended illegal aliens - DHS Proposes more cuts
Published: 10:28 PM 03/31/2012
By Michael Volpe - The Daily Caller
“The Cook County Jail in Chicago, the second largest county jail in the nation, is where inmates are processed for release. Cook
County Commissioners have passed an ordinance this month that orders the jail not to hold illegal immigrants until Immigration
and Customs Enforcement officers can pick them up. Their move is part of a backlash against a federal policy that many see as
unfair to immigrants, breaking up families and costing local government money they don't have to keep suspects for the 48 hours
ICE needs to take them into federal custody.
A U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement official has told The Daily Caller that the agency only has enough space to hold
approximately one in ten suspected illegal aliens that it processes [in 250 “detention centers” throughout the US]. The rest must
be released because of a lack of beds in holding facilities. Yet the current budget proposal from the Department of Homeland
Security, which oversees ICE, calls for a reduction — not an increase — in the number of beds in those facilities.
“ICE only has 34,000 detention beds and over 300,000 individuals in removal proceedings,” said an ICE official who requested
anonymity. The rest are given bonds or tracking devices, or simply released on their own recognizance. In a Feb. 23 op-ed,
Texas (R) Rep. Lamar Smith responded to the proposed cut in ICE’s capacity to keep suspected illegal aliens in custody (Pg 54).
“Under his budget for 2013, Mr. Obama reduces the number of detention bed spaces by 1,200 beds — from 34,000 to 32,800”
Smith noted. “The administration proposes using the resulting funds to enhance its alternatives-to-detention programs. But these
programs result in higher levels of illegal immigrants disappearing into American communities.”
Department of Justice records, Smith insisted, “reveal that since 1996, 40 percent of all non-detained illegal immigrants in
removal proceedings simply became fugitives.” A funding increase could bring an immediate increase in bed space, since ICE
leases space from county-level jails to supplement its own immigration detention facilities.”

This is not “The right thing to do” Mr. President
The Obama administration claims to be concentrating their “limited resources” on rounding up the “most serious criminal illegal
aliens” while they release 300,000 “previously arrested less serious criminals” into America. Of course we don’t know the
seriousness of their crimes; we just have to take their word for it (Pg 71). Why not deport them? In February 2013 they started
blaming “sequestration” for having to release illegal aliens from detention centers across America even before it had taken affect.
President Obama’s use of illegal immigration and its criminal element is frightening. His administration added over six trillion
dollars in debt in his first term and blames their inability to stop illegal immigration on “limited resources” while they release
captured illegal aliens into America’s cities and grants amnesty to millions more without bothering to ask congress for an
enabling law.
The very fact that our government had over 300,000 illegal aliens in detention centers is probably news to most Americans. It’s
not just one center; it’s 250 of them in communities across the country. That they would arbitrarily release them into our
neighborhoods is criminal. What makes them think this is “the right thing to do” as President Obama said in his Rose Garden
speech granting unlegislated amnesty to possibly as many as two million more illegal aliens (Pg 4)?
It’s the “right thing” for them to do in their mind as they go about preparing to create “immigration reform” out of whole cloth
that will amnesty those 300,000 illegal aliens and all of the rest of the twelve to twenty million now residing illegally in America.
If you don’t care about the long term negative impact on our nation, just about any means justifies their end result. If your goal is
to artificially increase your voter base by forcing as many as twenty million illegal aliens here now into our population and
millions more who will be energized due to our porous border security and the promise of amnesty, then by all means allow as
many illegal aliens as possible to trespass our borders and keep them once they are here. The more the merrier.
This is not “the right thing to do” Mr. President and the Republican majority in the House of Representatives should proactively
start representing the American people and our states’ rights and put a stop to this malfeasance. They won’t – we must.
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I do solemnly swear (until this ceremony is over)
Millions of Americans, legal immigrants and state and local government officials can and should tell their own stories about how
illegal immigration has negatively impacted their lives and the lives of their families and friends. California has over two million
illegal aliens in residence and someone else closer to it has to tell that story. It is tragic that our federal government has allowed
this invasion to persist for over four decades when our federal politicians and judges have all sworn to do otherwise. States
trying to end it have been stopped cold by the DOJ and SCOTUS as they have done in Arizona, Alabama, Utah, Georgia, South
Carolina, and Indiana and the many states that were working on their own illegal alien laws before SCOTUS struck them down.
When proposed Amendment XXVIII is ratified it will be a deterrent to those who simply covet U.S citizenship. They will know
that if they illegally cross our borders they will eventually be deported and will be prohibited from ever becoming a citizen of the
United States. Those who come with criminal intent will no doubt keep trying and we must make sure they don’t succeed with
every resource at our disposal.
As it is now, over 1,000 people on average cross our borders illegally every single day, year after year, while our politicians
strategize on how they can be used for political gain. They make speeches and expect us to believe they are sincere when in
reality it is their election that is their primary concern and they have no stomach for upholding our country’s rule of law.
They should not run at all if our rule of law is not their standard. They should not run if America’s citizens and legal immigrants
will not be foremost in their mind every single day of their term of office regardless of the political consequences. It’s time to
put an end to their self-serving equivocation and blatant mendacity. It’s time for them stand up to their oath of office throughout
their term. It’s time for America’s citizens to shock them back to reality.
The Presidential oath of office in the U.S. Constitution, Article II, Section 1: I do solemnly swear that I will faithfully
execute the Office of the United States, and will to the best of my Ability, preserve, protect and defend the Constitution of
the United States. The Congressional and state oath of office in the U.S. Constitution, Article VI, Clause 3: The Senators
and Representatives before mentioned, and the members of the several state legislatures, and all executive and judicial
officers, both of the United States and the several states, shall be bound by oath or affirmation, to support this
constitution;…
“I do solemnly swear” are just words to most of our elected leaders at the federal level. Too often the men and women we elect
to all levels of leadership from the president on down turn away from their campaign promises and their oath of office – they call
it bipartisanship, reaching across the aisle and compromise – when in reality it is deception. This deception must stop and our
Constitution is our brake pedal.
Most compromise in American politics has been to the left for the past century and the gutting of America’s immigration policy
since 1965 has incrementally put our national and domestic security in jeopardy. Illegal trespass across our borders and the
resulting criminality must not be subjected to compromise between political parties vying for election.
Republicans and Democrats are diametrically opposed on issues such as government-run health care, Second Amendment gun
rights and abortion. Our multi-party system gives us choices to vote for men and women who will at the very least argue our
case from the White House and in congress and we let them fight it out. Sometimes we like the outcome and sometimes we don’t
and that’s how a republic is meant to work.
The problem with illegal immigration and amnesty is that neither party makes a strong argument against it once elected. Neither
party has shut down our borders when they had the power to do so and both parties want to grant amnesty – again – for different
reasons. The majority of us adamantly disagree, but no matter who we elect, illegal immigration grows unabated. On the issue
of illegal immigration our political parties coalesce between elections and that’s not how a republic is meant to work.
The 1986 Immigration and Control Act is the most destructive law ever foisted on America and its negative impact grows while
our political establishment runs interference for those who desire a twenty-first century version. Apparently the Constitution has
not been clear and concise enough for most of our federal officials and some of our state and local officials to understand for the
past four decades as it relates to illegal immigration. They obviously need it spelled out in no uncertain terms by the American
people just how we want them to enforce our immigration laws.
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Fine, that is precisely the intent of the First Amendment to our Constitution, which gives us the right “…to petition the
Government for a redress of grievances” (Pg 32). When the Founders planted that right in the Bill of Rights – the first X
Amendments – they were speaking to us across the centuries. They knew we would need that right to protect our freedoms
when an out of control government would inevitably come to believe they are above the law.
Well, they are not above the law and it’s time we straightened them out. We choose our leaders by election, we tell them what
they are permitted to do in the United States Constitution and from time to time we need to amend their instructions and clarify
their job description. Does anyone doubt that if the Founders were here today, they would wholeheartedly agree?
There is no question that illegal immigration is a grievance that the majority of Americans have with their government and it is
without a doubt in critical need of redress. The American people can bring about a rebirth of our Constitution and reestablish its
power to protect and defend our rule of law and our freedoms. The impact on our political establishment will resound for
decades into the future and show them that America’s citizens have grown very tired of their foolishness.
“I do solemnly swear” are not just words – it is a sacred promise these selected few men and women make to the American
people to protect our nation during their tenure as stewards of the most revered institution of governance in the history of human
civilization. Our federal politicians “solemnly swear to preserve, protect and defend the Constitution” – not their seat in the
White House and Congress.
It’s high time they started living up to the trust we place in them. It’s high time the American people stand up and demand that
they do! As this debate unfolds it will expose those politicians who have no respect for our rule of law and whose only concern
is for their own election.

America’s Founders Gave Us the Second Method in Article V
A Popular Amendment, as Framer James Wilson called it – the People’s Amendment to our Constitution – will give our
politicians their marching orders from the American people. It’s time for the American people to make their collective voice
heard in our nation’s capital so forcefully that they will not soon forget that we intend to make them adhere to the Constitution
and our rule of law henceforth. America’s citizens are, in effect, the fourth branch of our government and we have the power to
override the other three branches by amending our Constitution. Our Founders gave us that right and the rules of engagement in
Article V and they fully expected us to use that power when we shall deem it necessary, just as they did.
Our Founders were not arrogant men and did not believe they were the final arbiters of America’s destiny. They placed their
trust in future generations to want freedom and a law-based republic bad enough to protect it when it is called for. When Founder
Benjamin Franklin exited the Constitutional Convention on September 18, 1787, he was asked what form of government we will
have – a republic or a monarchy. Dr. Franklin replied: “A republic, if you can keep it.”
The question we the people need to answer at this crucial juncture is: Do we want to keep our constitutional republic, based in the
rule of law, or do we simply succumb to an arrogant political establishment that has chosen to manipulate our immigration laws
since 1965 to win elections to the detriment of America, her citizens and her legal immigrants? If we succumb now, we will lose
the final remnants of our republic, our rule of law and our freedoms. America as we know it will rapidly slip away from our
children and grandchildren and future would-be legal immigrants will decide that America isn’t so special after all.
The first X Amendments, The Bill of Rights, were proposed in 1789 by James Madison, our fourth president, and were ratified
in 1791. America’s Founding Fathers were also the first to propose amendments to our Constitution – 21ST Century American
citizens will be in good company when we propose Amendment XXVIII. Amendment XXVII requires that a law to raise
congressional pay cannot take effect until an election of Representatives intervenes and was also proposed by Madison on
September 17, 1789. It was finally ratified by the thirty-eighth state on May 5, 1992. When an issue arose that could only be
rectified inside the Constitution, the Founders did not hesitate to use Article V and neither should we. Congress has proposed
amendments and has had them ratified by "we the people" twenty-seven times. It’s our turn now to do both.
Thanks to our Constitutional form of government and Article V we need not resort to war for redress of our grievances with our
federal government as the Colonies were forced to do against England. America’s Founding Fathers gave us Article V for the
peaceful resolution of our most critical grievances with our federal government and it’s time for us to put it to good use. Left to
congress not one single action spelled out in the proposed amendment that is the subject of this “Case” will ever be enforced no
matter who we elect. The only way to bring about those actions is the second method in Article V of our Constitution.
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We the people are the 21ST Century surrogates for our Founders and we disrespect them when we fail to protect our nation by
using the very powerful Article V they wrote into our Constitution for just that purpose. Two hundred and twenty five years ago,
those thirteen state delegates to the Constitutional Convention agreed on two methods for proposing amendments to our
Constitution. Congress can propose an amendment and they need us to ratify it. We the people through our state legislators can
propose an amendment, but we don’t need congress to agree with us. How perfect is that? It’s the only way for us to override
congress and the Supreme Court and protect our states’ rights. Those delegates were pretty smart and so are we.

America’s Military Forces and First Responders Didn’t Sacrifice for Our Politician’s Careers
America’s Founding Fathers and Mothers and their families and the first American citizens of the first thirteen states risked their
lives and over 8,000 soldiers in America’s first army were killed in the Revolutionary War to birth America. Our best young men
and women in our military have died or were grievously wounded in battle since then to protect those hard-won freedoms. Our
local law enforcement officers, firemen and women and EMS responders do the same in our communities every day and
hundreds of them have died or have been grievously wounded by criminal and terrorist illegal aliens residing among us.
All of these brave people did not do that and are not continuing to do it today so our politicians could shamelessly usurp our
immigration laws to win elections. They risked their lives and gave their lives in the beginning to win freedom from tyranny and
since then to prevent its return. We owe all of these heroes our best effort to protect their legacy – and most of our federal
politicians for the past four decades owe them an apology.
Do we really want to continue protesting to no avail for the next forty-five years and watch our country come apart or do we want
to put a stop to the madness of illegal immigration (and Obamacare)? Our rule of law is critical to our nation’s survival and the
only way we have to codify this declaration is to imbed it in the Constitution of the United States of America once and for all
future generations. As brilliant and prescient as the Framers of our Constitution were, they failed to foresee that our elected
leaders would someday allow millions of illegal aliens to infiltrate the United States and use them as a political strategy.
The United States Congress, on both sides of the isle, and the White House are politically incapable of stopping this massive
incursion from all over the world and have no intention of asking the millions of illegal aliens residing among us to depart. Most
of our political establishment has become so arrogant and deceitful that they believe their election comes first. Their delusional
lust for power blinds them to the deterioration of our rule of law that they have caused.
Article V is the only reason the rest of our Constitution has worked its magic for the past 224 years. Read the first XXVII
Amendments and ask yourself if America would have survived without them. We can follow our failed political establishment
further into criminality and chaos or we can take the initiative and lead America back to the rule of law – it is our absolute right
and our undeniable responsibility. To paraphrase Benjamin Franklin: We have a republic, if we can keep it. Dr. Franklin
challenged all future Americans with those profound words he spoke on September 18, 1787. How will we now respond?

Another Round of Political Equivocation
Equivocation: “The use of vague or ambiguous and sometimes misleading language.” During the 2012 election campaign, we
were awash in political speak until November 6, when illegal immigration was rarely discussed. “Immigration reform” and its
more forceful reiteration – “comprehensive immigration reform” – were given lip-service by Republicans, Democrats and
Independents alike. “Securing our borders must come first” – “path to citizenship” – and the ever popular “illegal immigrants
only take jobs that Americans don’t want” – were essential phrases in their political-speak handbook. Most candidates couched
their positions in just the right terms so as not to raise the ire of the pro-amnesty lobby as they begged for a share of their votes.
President Obama did as much in his “comprehensive immigration reform” speech on the U.S. – Mexican border on May 10,
2011. It was his first visit to the border since taking office. President Obama said that “our borders are more secure than ever”
and that “the Republicans are never satisfied.” Then he added: “Maybe they’ll say we need a moat – and alligators in the moat.”
Mr. President – illegal immigration is a deadly serious human tragedy and does not lend itself to humor. You sir and your eight
predecessors have failed to protect America’s citizens and legal immigrants for the past forty-eight years and your failure can’t be
masked by making silly jabs at your political opponents.
You Mr. President and the rest of you politicians clawing for power need to remember that you work for America, her citizens
and her legal immigrants – not for those who are in the United States illegally. You have no right to barter our laws in exchange
for votes. You have no right to brush aside our rule of law for power’s sake.
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The Other Side of Our Southern Border with Mexico
The maps shown in this “Case” were copied from the STRATFOR GLOBAL INTELLIGENCE web site with permission and
show the strangle-hold the drug cartels have on Mexico. Is this America’s future as well? These drug cartels and an assortment
of criminal gangs and Islamic terrorist cells from many of the world’s nationalities are entrenched in America – amnesty for
illegal aliens currently in America would dramatically increase their power to inflict great harm on our nation.
It has been reported that Islamic terrorist organizations – Al Qaeda, Hezbollah and Hamas – have actually been paying to use the
Mexican cartel’s drug and human smuggling routes into America for the past several years and this new source of illicit income
has made the drug cartels even richer and more powerful.
The Mexican government is out-manned and out-gunned just as America will soon be unless our government uses every resource
at their disposal to crush them. Time is of the essence and is rapidly running out and we the people are America’s last resort –
our federal government surrendered long ago. If we also surrender to these drug cartel armies and their new terrorist friends, they
will overwhelm us just as they are overwhelming Mexico and much of Central and South America.
California, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas are on the front line of this greatest invasion in the history of the United States and
they are pleading for our help. These are our fellow Americans who just happen to live on this 2,000 mile porous border. They
have lived with the criminality of illegal trespass for over four decades while our federal government has let this “national
disgrace” – as Texas Governor Perry calls it – to persist. We can leave them to fight our battle for us or we can come to their aid
by way of Article V of the Constitution of the United States.

This 2011 map portends America’s future if we the people and our state legislators fail to act.
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Mexican drug cartels have ramped up their invasion of America over the past five years in large part due to our political
establishment’s unrelenting effort to grant amnesty to 12-20 million illegal aliens here currently. It matters not to the Mexican
drug cartels that they are facilitating the radicle Islamic terrorists in their jihad to kill Americans.
Mark Rockwell reported in Government Security News www.govinfosecuity.com: “The Director of Homeland Security, Janet
Napolitano, recently directed ICE to develop a national-level mass migration plan. The plan will outline how to address the
health care, sheltering, processing, transition and disposition of large numbers of undocumented individuals who might arrive in
the U.S. as the result of a mass migration, said ICE on December 13, 2011.” Mass migration of undocumented individuals can
only come from Mexico and only if our border is not secured. The only reason this “mass migration” is imminent and needs a
“plan” would be if our government grants amnesty to 12 to 20 million illegal aliens here now with the promise of border security
by some future date. DHS is rumored to have over a billion bullets in stock or on order – the GAO is currently investigating this
report. DHS has ordered 2,700 armored vehicles; they appear to be preparing for a massive increase of illegal immigration.
This Case for a Popular Amendment to the Constitution of United States of America falls short of telling the whole story of
illegal immigration. Hopefully it is sufficient to stimulate a broader discussion of the actions needed to combat it and bring
America back to the rule of law. Our country’s future is threatened and America’s citizens and state legislators are America’s
last hope. Article V was written into our Constitution to give us the power to defend ourselves against our government when
they blatantly ignore their responsibly to protect and defend our nation and her legal residents.
If amnesty is granted once again, illegal immigration will become insoluble. We will live with a relentless expansion of criminal
gangs and terrorist cells that will overwhelm our legal system and our ability to control it for generations into our future – if ever.
We have defeated our enemies for 225 years – illegal immigration will defeat us if it is not stopped by every means at our
disposal. It can be stopped if we the people and our state legislators summon the courage. Amending our constitution is a
serious undertaking – it will require a coordinated effort by America’s citizen- electorate and their legislators in at least 38 states.
Working together we can bring about a paradigm shift in American politics and reinvigorate respect for our rule of law.
If we fail to act now, we the people will look back on these undeniable facts and regret our failure to defend America when it was
our turn. If we act now, future generations of American citizens will speak of their parents and grandparents with respect that we
had the courage to defend their homeland and make it safe for their children and grandchildren. If we act now, future generations
of legal immigrants and those who achieve United States citizenship will be able to tell their children and grandchildren how we
citizens made America safe for them to come here to strive for the American dream.
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We Can Stop Illegal Immigration, Amnesty and Obamacare
If We the People and our State Legislators Summon the Courage
We citizens have become bystanders-in-waiting for principled leaders when the leaders we seek are us. There have been millions
of words written and said in opposition to illegal immigration, amnesty and Obamacare and our political establishment has
chosen not to heed the warnings. Most of them don’t really care what we write or say, they only care about their next election.
Until we the people go over their collective heads and directly to the Constitution and Article V, what we say is just ranting and
raving to them and they are immune to it. Ratification of this proposed “Popular” Amendment XXVIII will have a dramatic
positive effect on America’s Constitution, politics, economy, legal system, health care system and national and domestic security.
It will immediately start the process of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Rescinding Obamacare and our federal government’s attempt to take total control of our health care system.
Reversing the flow of illegal immigration back across our borders.
Securing America’s borders and returning security to all of our United States.
Cutting the annual cost of our federal, state, county, parish and city budgets by at least $150 billion; and preventing the
crushing increase in these costs caused by the massive illegal immigration that will result if amnesty is granted – again.
Restoring our states’ rights and their social, legal and financial stability; and giving them the dignity that they deserve!
Reducing the crime rate nationwide – including “murder and rape” – and just about every other crime you can imagine.
Freeing our law enforcement officers nationwide to do their job without the burden of dealing with illegal aliens with
their hands tied behind their backs and the federal government’s lawsuits, harassment and malfeasance.
Ending human trafficking across our borders and “modern-day human slavery” as the FBI describes it.
Winning America’s “War on Drugs” and saving countless children from a life of addiction and early death.
Stopping the billions of dollars in fraudulently issued food stamps and payments of Child Tax Credits to illegal aliens.
Stopping the outflow of billions of un-taxed dollars to foreign countries by the drug cartels and employed illegal aliens.
Eliminating the cost of free medical care that our hospitals nationwide are required to give to illegal aliens under the
1985 Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act and thereby helping to restore their financial stability.
Reducing unemployment nationwide as the estimated eight million jobs now held by illegal aliens open up to legal
immigrants – many from the very same countries – and to our citizens. And restoring the forty-hour work week.
Increasing the wages of legal immigrants giving them a boost up the ladder to the American dream.
Making America’s legal immigrant communities safe and secure for our new neighbors from all over the world to work
and play and raise their families without fear; and giving them the dignity that they deserve!
Making it special once again to be invited to live in America and becoming a citizen for all future generations of legal
immigrants and their children and grandchildren; and reinvigorating our legal immigration policy.
Freeing our elections from voter fraud by requiring proof of United States citizenship and bona fide photo ID to vote.
Stopping “birth right citizenship” recipients from sponsoring tens of millions of their family members into America and
thereby rewarding their parents for illegally trespassing into America before they were born.
Healing the divisive factionalism that is splintering our beautiful country.
Making the English language America’s official language once and for all future generations.
Notifying the world that America’s borders are sovereign and not to be crossed illegally henceforth.
Notifying our current and future Presidents, Senators, Representatives, Supreme Court Justices and Federal Judges that
America’s Constitution is there to protect our nation, our states’ rights and our legal residents and that we the people
and our state legislators know how to use Article V if they fail to adhere to it in the future.
Reinvigorating respect for our rule of law from America’s citizens, including politicians, legal immigrants and the rest
of the world as well; and getting America back to the job of rebuilding our institutions and our economy.
Restoring respect for The Constitution of the United States of America; and giving it the dignity that it deserves!

If we grant amnesty to twelve to twenty million more illegal aliens and allow the five million recipients of “birth right
citizenship” to sponsor at least forty million family members into America when they turn 21, this estimated 50-60 million newly
“entitled” people would overwhelm and bankrupt Social Security, Medicare, our health care and welfare systems and finally the
United States. Ask your state and federal elected officials if this statement is true or false. Unemployment would rise as these
newly entitled millions will always work for less than our citizens and legal immigrants. In good times our economy would be
unable to absorb that many newly entitled people. In the dire times that exist today and well into the future, they would be totally
unsustainable and this irreversible impact would fall on all of America’s legal residents forever more. This is the “fundamental
transformation” of America we’ve heard about so often since the 2008 presidential election campaign.
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The pro-amnesty lobby, and the Obama administration are now trying to convince us that illegal immigration has subsided and
we needn’t worry about it anymore. To quote Texas Gov. Rick Perry again: “That’s just nonsense.” There are still twelve to
twenty million illegal aliens in America and more are still coming from all over the world – every day. Fewer jobs may have
dissuaded some, but not many. The siren call for amnesty, which is becoming louder every day, will continue to entice people to
break in as long as it’s a possibility. If amnesty or legal status is granted – again – the invasion will surge to new heights (Pgs 6366). The Mexican drug cartels and assorted multi-national criminal gangs and Islamic terrorist cells from all over the world that
have brought their crime culture to America will celebrate their good luck. Amnesty plays right into their bloody hands.
Do your own research. Good places to start in addition to www.fairus.org are www.cis.org/illegal, www.alipac.us,
www.ojjpac.org, www.stratfor.com, www.judicialwatch.beta, www.ImagrationsHumanCost.org, www.fncic-voiacm.com,
www.numbersusa.com, www.michaelcutler.net, www.usillegalaliens.com. These sites do a commendable job of documenting
illegal immigration’s impact on America and will lead you to other sources of historical information to help you to better
understand it. The pro-amnesty lobby hopes you don’t bother! They are now mounting an attack on these brave organizations to
discredit them. When you can’t argue the facts, beat up the messengers.
Those who want us to ignore our immigration laws and grant amnesty – again – care not at all for the welfare of illegal aliens.
Instead they are using these people to increase their voter base and to garner votes from the pro-amnesty lobby. It is ludicrous
that we have allowed illegal aliens to become a factor in our national elections. Their relentless push for amnesty and our
government’s actual granting of amnesty in the 1980s and 1994-2000 has encouraged millions of hopeful people from all over
the world to break our laws and place themselves in a very dangerous and hopeless situation. Granting amnesty for the eighth
time will only encourage millions more. The dichotomy is that the illegal aliens have broken just about all of our laws while we
have thrown out just about all of our rules of law and Constitutional constraints to make them and their supporters happy.
Coming to America legally must be an exhilarating experience. Coming illegally and evading our law enforcement must be a
daily torture for those who were otherwise law abiding citizens in their native land. Those who were criminals in their native
land have come to America with criminal intent and they must be stopped once and for all.
Many of those who never broke the law before they broke ours have resorted to crime once here because they were not satisfied
with low wages for hard work. They become the labor pool for the multi-national criminal gangs infesting literally every state in
our union in 1,286 American cities (Pg 12). The gangs recruit the children of legal immigrants and American citizens. Illegal
aliens volunteer or these gangs threaten them with exposure or much worse if they don’t comply. The cartels threaten to kill their
family back home in their native country if they report crimes or refuse to sell drugs (Pg 64). Many of these trespassers who were
law abiding before they came not only broke our laws by crossing our southern border, they carried a back pack of drugs for the
Mexican drug cartels as payment for safe passage into America over the cartel’s drug and human trafficking routes. Many have
paid thousands of dollars to be smuggled into America and were then forced into human bondage by their smugglers.
Over four million people in many countries are patiently waiting for America’s invitation. Millions more couldn’t wait and
decided to break the laws of the very country they covet. America must make it clear to everyone, worldwide, that we want as
many law abiding people as we can reasonably integrate into our society – but also that it will be on our terms – not theirs. Our
rule of law is the steel thread that has woven the fabric of “the last best hope of earth” as Abraham Lincoln said of America in his
Address to Congress on December 1, 1862 and once those threads are corroded away that hope will evaporate. Sans our rule of
law the economic and social chaos literally exploding worldwide will spread across America like a California forest fire that we
can’t extinguish. The radical Islamic terrorists are not “on the run” and are instead walking and flying across our borders. Chaos
is tyranny’s best friend – illegal immigration is America’s worst enemy and this enemy lives among us while our leaders cast
their eyes toward their next election. They use this chaos to deceive us into believing they will solve it – if only we will vote for
them – one more time. Between elections their deception shows itself as they resume their goal of granting amnesty – again.
We citizens and legal immigrants all love America – and we citizens and our state legislators are the “last best hope” to save her.
If you have gotten this far in reading my Case and concur, please take the next step by petitioning your state legislature (Pg 32). I
am convinced that most of America’s state legislators are searching for a real solution to illegal immigration and Obamacare and
need to know that their citizens support them if they pursue a Constitutional Amendment. It must come from us my fellow
Americans and I pray that we the people and our state legislators summon the courage that it will most certainly take.
Please print the “Petition” below, sign it in red or blue pen, and mail it to your state legislature. A mail-in petition drive will
have a powerful effect on all levels of our government nationwide. I have already mailed mine and it felt real good to petition
my government for the redress of my obvious grievance with them. Join with me and we can start the process of healing our
beautiful country for our children and grandchildren and those who ask to live in America for generations into our future.
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A Petition for a Popular Amendment to the Constitution of the United States of America
We the undersigned hereby Petition the Legislature of the State of
following Amendment to the Constitution of the United States of America.

for support of the
Date:

Section 1: The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act enacted by Congress on March 23, 2010 shall be rescinded in its
entirety; and the legislatures in the several states shall decide in their sole discretion the health care insurance laws in their state.
Section 2: Amnesty or legal status of any nature shall not be granted to any person illegally residing in the United States.
Section 3: Any person illegally residing in the United States shall have one hundred and eighty days from the ratification of this
article of amendment to depart the United States; and they shall be permitted to apply for reentry to the United States subject to
all legal requirements pursuant to the laws of the United States; and any person illegally residing in the United States after one
hundred and eighty days from ratification shall be deported; and they shall be prohibited from returning to the United States.
Section 4: The Congress of the United States shall pass legislation specifically requiring the President to employ every resource
available to the federal government to secure all of the borders of the United States against illegal intrusion by individuals by
land, sea and air; and Congress shall establish time tables for completion; and they shall closely monitor the progress.
Section 5: The Congress shall grant to the States and to every legal jurisdiction within each State the authority to enforce the
laws enacted by this article of amendment; and the Immigration and Customs Enforcement Agency shall take custody of and
deport any person illegally residing in the United States and apprehended by any State legal jurisdiction; and they shall cooperate
with the States and compensate the States for their efforts in enforcement of this amendment; and no State legal jurisdiction shall
grant sanctuary to any person illegally residing in the United States.
Section 6: No person or business shall employ any person illegally residing in the United States; and all persons residing in the
United States shall be required to show proof of legal residency when they are apprehended for any violation of the law and upon
application for a job, driver’s license, social security number or government service.
Section 7: All persons shall be required to show proof of United States citizenship when registering to vote and bona fide photo
identification (ID) to vote, which shall be issued upon their registration or re-registration by the registrar of elections where they
reside; and absentee ballots shall be notarized and the notary public shall require said bona fide photo ID; and all States shall
purge non-citizens and deceased people from their voter registration rolls; and early voting shall not commence prior to seven
days before voting day and shall be suspended on the Sunday and Monday immediately preceding voting day.
Section 8: The first sentence of the fourteenth article of amendment to the Constitution of the United States is hereby amended to
require that to be granted United States citizenship at birth both parents shall be United States citizens; and a child born to legal
immigrants who are both subsequently naturalized shall be simultaneously naturalized; and no person born prior to the passage of
this article of amendment whose parents were not United States citizens and to whom United States citizenship was granted at the
time of their birth shall be permitted to sponsor any person into the United States.
Section 9: The English language shall be the official language of the United States. As the official language, the English
language shall be used for all public acts including every order, resolution, vote, or election, and for all records and judicial
proceedings of the Government of the United States and the governments of the several States.
Section 10: The Congress shall have power to enforce this article by appropriate legislation.
U.S. Citizen’s Signature

Address

County or Parish

Zip Code

Articles and Statistics
Federation for American Immigration Reform www.fairus.org – Illegal Aliens Taking U.S. Jobs
“Illegal aliens come to the United States to take jobs that offer them greater opportunity, and they are often welcomed by U.S.
employers who are able to hire them for wages lower than they would have to pay to hire U.S. workers. This employment is
illegal under a law enacted in 1986, but some employers ignore the law and hire illegal workers in the underground economy.
Others simply accept fake employment documents and hire the illegal workers as if they were legal. Because there is no
requirement to verify documents presented by workers, employers can easily evade compliance.
The illegal alien workers are mostly persons who sneaked into the country – nearly all Mexicans or Central Americans who enter
from Mexico. There is also, however, illegal entry across the border with Canada, with apprehensions by the Border Patrol of
more than 6,000 aliens in 2010. There is also a significant portion of the illegal alien population that arrives with visas and stays
illegally. These ‘overstayers’ are estimated variously to between one-third and 40 percent of the illegal alien population.
[These visa overstayers come from all over the world and stay quietly under the radar hoping for amnesty.]
The defenders of illegal aliens – ethnic advocacy groups, employer groups, and church-based groups – often assert that illegal
aliens only take jobs unwanted by U.S. workers. This is patently false because they are working in jobs in which U.S. workers are
also employed – whether in construction, agricultural harvesting or service professions.
If the hiring of illegal alien workers is prevalent in a sector of the economy, as it has become the case in seasonal crop
agriculture, the willingness of foreign workers to accept lower wages because of their illegal status acts to depress wages and
working conditions for all workers in that occupation. This in turn makes employment in that sector less attractive to U.S.
workers who have other options.
The result is a form of circular logic, i.e., the more that illegal aliens are able to take jobs in a sector of the economy, the less
attractive the sector becomes to U.S. workers, and the greater appearance of validity to the lie that only illegal aliens are willing
to take jobs in the sector. Only by enforcing the immigration law against employment of illegal alien workers can this spiral to
the bottom be broken and force employers to restore wages and working conditions to levels that will attract U.S. workers and
legal foreign workers.”

How Many U.S. Jobs Are Taken by Illegal Aliens?
“Just as the size of the illegal alien population can only be estimated, the number of illegal aliens working in the United States is
also subject to estimation. A large share of the illegal alien population is generally accepted as being in the workforce because
that is what motivates most illegal immigration.
However, there are some family members, especially children of illegal aliens not in the labor force, while others may be in
prison. One recent estimate by researchers at the Pew Hispanic Center puts the number of illegal aliens in the workforce at 8
million out of an overall population of 11.2 million illegal aliens, i.e., 71.4 percent. That estimate is generally accepted as
reasonable.
FAIR’s estimate of the illegal alien population in 2010 is slightly higher than that of the Pew estimate, i.e., 11.9 million. FAIR’s
estimate of the number of illegal aliens in the workforce – using the share estimate of the Pew study – is similarly slightly higher,
i.e., slightly fewer than 8.5 million jobs encumbered by illegal alien workers.”
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Where Are the Jobs Taken by Illegal Aliens Located?
“Below is a listing of the estimated number of jobs encumbered by illegal alien workers by state (and Washington, DC). The
estimate is proportional to FAIR’s estimate of the illegal alien population residing in each state. The listing does not include an
estimate for those states that have estimated illegal alien populations of 5,000 or fewer (Maine, Montana, North and South
Dakota, Vermont, W. Virginia, and Wyoming).”

State
Alaska

Jobs Taken
7,140

Arizona

278,460

Arkansas

39,270

California
Colorado

1,881,390
139,230

Connecticut

85,680

Delaware

21,420

Washington DC

24,990

Florida

585,480

Georgia

321,300

Hawaii

21,420

Idaho

21,420

Illinois

392,700

Indiana

85,680

Iowa

46,410

Kansas

49,980

Kentucky

35,700

Louisiana

42,840

Maryland

210,630

Massachusetts

135,660

Michigan

82,110

Minnesota

71,400

Mississippi

21,420

Missouri

42,840

Nebraska

28,560

Nevada
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142,800

N. Hampshire

10,710

N. Jersey

292,740

N. Mexico

71,400

N. York

535,500

N. Carolina

292,740

Ohio

78,540

Oklahoma

60,690

Oregon

121,380

Pennsylvania

128,520

Rhode Island

24,990

S. Carolina

49,980

Tennessee

85,680

Texas

1,292,340

Utah

71,400

Virginia

185,640

Washington

196,350

Wisconsin

67,830

Alabama

89,250

Updated December 2011
Passel, Jeffrey S. and D’Vera Cohn, “Unauthorized Immigrant Population: National and State Trends, 2010,” Pew
Hispanic Center, February, 2011.
Inflow of New Legal Permanent Residents, Top Five Sending Countries and Regions

Country
Mexico
China
India
Philippines
Dominican Republic

2010
139,120
70,863
69,162
58,173
53,870

Region
Americas
Asia
Africa
Europe
All Immigrants

2010
423,784
422,058
101,351
88,730
1,042,625

Source: US Department of Homeland Security, Office of Immigration Statistics
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Distribution of Illegal Aliens by State
“The following table shows estimates of the illegal immigrant population by state by DHS3 and the Pew Hispanic Center4 as well
as the current estimates by FAIR.

State
Alabama

FAIR

Pew

DHS

125,000

120,000

10,000

10,000

390,000

400,000

Arkansas

55,000

55,000

California

2,635,000

2,550,000

Colorado

195,000

180,000

Connecticut

120,000

120,000

Delaware

30,000

25,000

Washington DC

35,000

25,000

Florida

820,000

825,000

760,000

Georgia

450,000

425,000

460,000

Hawaii

30,000

40,000

Idaho

30,000

35,000

Illinois

550,000

525,000

Indiana

120,000

110,000

65,000

75,000

Alaska
Arizona

Iowa
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470,000

2,570,000

490,000

70,000

65,000

Kentucky

50,000

80,000

Louisiana

60,000

65,000

5,000

10,000

Maryland

295,000

275,000

Massachusetts

190,000

160,000

Michigan

115,000

150,000

Minnesota

100,000

85,000

Mississippi

30,000

45,000

Missouri

60,000

55,000

Montana

5,000

10,000

40,000

45,000

200,000

190,000

15,000

15,000

N. Jersey

410,000

550,000

N. Mexico

100,000

85,000

N. York

750,000

625,000

460,000

N. Carolina

410,000

325,000

390,000

5,000

10,000

110,000

100,000

85,000

75,000

Kansas

Maine

Nebraska
Nevada
N. Hampshire

N. Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma

260

370

Oregon

170,000

160,000

Pennsylvania

180,000

160,000

Rhode Island

35,000

30,000

S. Carolina

70,000

55,000

5,000

10,000

120,000

140,000

1,810,000

1,650,000

100,000

110,000

5,000

10,000

Virginia

260,000

210,000

Washington

275,000

230,000

5,000

10,000

Wisconsin

95,000

100,000

Wyoming

5,000

10,000

11,900,000

11,200,000

S. Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont

W. Virginia

Total

1.
2.
3.
4.

1,770,000

10,790,000

Robert Justich and Betty Ng, "The Underground Labor Force is Rising to the Surface," Bear Sterns, 1/3/2005.
Barlett, Donald and James Steele, "Who Left the Door Open?" TIME Magazine, September 12, 2004.
The estimates by DHS are provided only for the 10 states with the largest illegal alien populations.
Pew Hispanic Center estimates of the illegal immigration population are stated as a range, e.g., California 2.35
million to 2.75 million as well as mid-point estimate, e.g. California 2.55 million. Updated December 2011

Why did the Department of Homeland Security withhold their estimate of illegal aliens in thirty-nine states? Do they actually
know? Do they really care? How can we possibly solve the problem if they don’t share their information with law enforcement
nationwide and the American people? Their solution is “comprehensive immigration reform.” Translation: amnesty.
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Justice Dept Opposes Texas Voter Photo ID Law [So Non-Citizens and Deceased People Can Vote]
By PETE YOST | Associated Press
“WASHINGTON (AP) — “The Justice Department's civil rights division on Monday objected to a new photo ID requirement for
voters in Texas because many Hispanic voters lack state-issued identification. Texas follows South Carolina as the second state
in recent months to become embroiled in a court battle with the Justice Department over new photo ID requirements for voters.
Photo ID laws have become a point of contention in the 2012 elections. Liberal groups have said the requirements are the product
of Republican-controlled state governments and are aimed at disenfranchising people who tend to vote Democratic — AfricanAmericans, Hispanics, people of low-income and college students. Proponents of such legislation say the measures are aimed at
combating voter fraud. But advocacy groups for minorities and the poor dispute that and argue there is no evidence of significant
voter fraud.
In regard to Texas, "I cannot conclude that the state has sustained its burden" of showing that the newly enacted law has neither a
discriminatory purpose nor effect, Thomas E. Perez, the head of the Justice Department's civil rights division, said in a letter to
the Texas secretary of state.
Texas Attorney General Greg Abbot has said the Obama administration is hostile to laws like the one passed last year in Texas.
The National Conference of State Legislatures called the voter ID issue "the hottest topic of legislation in the field of elections in
2011," with legislation introduced in 34 states.
The department had been reviewing the Texas law since last year and discussing the matter with state officials. In January, Texas
officials sued U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder, seeking a court judgment that the state's recently enacted voter ID law was not
discriminatory in purpose or effect.
As a state with a history of voter discrimination, Texas is required under section 5 of the Voting Rights Act to get advance
approval of voting changes from either the Justice Department or the U.S. District Court in Washington, D.C. In a letter to Texas
officials that was also filed in the court case in Washington, the Justice Department said Hispanic voters in Texas are more than
twice as likely than non-Hispanic voters to lack a driver's license or personal state-issued photo ID. The department said that even
the lowest estimates showed about half of Hispanic registered voters lack such identification. The range was so broad because
the state provided two sets of registered voter data.”

Justice Department sues state of Florida over Gov. Rick Scott's voter purge
By ASSOCIATED PRESS Tuesday, June 12, 2012
TALLAHASSEE —“The governor's contentious push to remove thousands of potentially ineligible voters from Florida's lists has
been met with a lawsuit from the Justice Department and handled very differently by the state's independent election supervisors,
many of whom questioned the accuracy of the effort.
Gov. Rick Scott initiated the push last year to identify and remove non-U.S. citizens. The U.S. Department of Justice on Tuesday,
as it had threatened, filed a federal lawsuit against the state calling on it halt the ongoing purge because it is within 90 days of a
federal election. The Scott administration a day earlier filed its own lawsuit demanding access to a federal immigration database
that it says could help identify non-U.S. citizens.
And a survey by The Associated Press shows that many of the counties have not been uniform in the way they have treated the
registered voters initially identified by the state as ineligible. It's up to the state's 67 election supervisors –most of whom are
elected – to ultimately decide whether to remove a voter from the rolls. Some suspended their efforts because of questions about
the accuracy of the list and never even sent out letters to voters asking about their citizenship status. The Justice lawsuit also
questioned the list. It said it has "critical imperfections, which lead to errors that harm and confuse voters."
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"The Department of Justice has an overriding interest in protecting the rights of eligible citizens to register and vote free from
unlawful burdens," said Thomas Perez, assistant attorney general for the Department of Justice Civil Rights Division. As for the
election supervisors, two of them removed voters from the rolls only to reinstate them once the controversy over the state-created
list erupted. Others have removed voters because the residents did not respond to certified letters asking them about their
citizenship.
Scott — who went on national television Tuesday to defend Florida's actions so far – brushed aside any concerns those local
election supervisors had not been uniform about how they have handled the list. "I think they all care about doing their job the
right way," Scott said at a ribbon cutting in Miami Lakes. "Every county is a little bit different, but I'm sure they're doing it the
best way for their county."
Florida initially compared driver's license records with voter registration records and turned up as many as 182,000 registered
voters who may not be U.S. citizens. But state officials did not release that list and instead sought access to a federal immigration
database to verify the matches. That request so far has been turned down by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security.
Earlier this year, state officials sent to local election officials a much smaller list of more than 2,600 voters and asked them to
check the names. State officials contended that this list should be accurate because many of the people on it had told the state
they only planned to be in the U.S. temporarily. But many supervisors quickly began to question the accuracy of the names on the
list and found errors. The 37 election offices that responded to AP said they had found more than 500 legitimate citizens on the
list and had removed 43 voters.
Many of those voters acknowledged they were not citizens, but people in Collier and Lee counties were removed because they
ignored requests for information from local election officials despite receiving a certified letter. Two counties — Pinellas and
Jackson — removed voters because they did not respond but then decided to reinstate them.
"Those voter records were reactivated when it became obvious that the information on the state's list was not dependable," wrote
Pinellas County Supervisor of Elections Deborah Clark in an email. Some counties, such as Palm Beach and Leon, never sent out
letters to voters.
Scott said the push to remove ineligible voters was needed to ensure that legitimate voters did not have their ballots diminished.
He pointed out that new data from state officials showed that more than 50 ineligible voters had cast votes and that nearly 100
non-U.S. citizens had been removed from the rolls since April. "That's illegal. That's a crime," Scott said. "We know that over 50
of them have voted in elections. They impact races. They dilute the vote of U.S. races and that's not right." The governor,
however, did not note that many of those removed from the rolls in recent months were not on the list prepared by state officials
but had been deleted local supervisors. © 2012 Scripps Newspaper Group — Online

Gov. Scott: 'Right to vote is sacred,' and should not be diluted by noncitizens
Naples Daily News by JAKE NORDBYE – Wednesday, June 13, 2012
ESTERO —“Florida Gov. Rick Scott says he won't back down from the federal government in his effort to remove potentially
ineligible voters from the state's rolls. "The right to vote is a sacred right, and we're making sure that is not diluted by
noncitizens. We've done the right thing," Scott said Wednesday in Estero. "As the governor, I'm going to enforce the laws of the
land and I expect other government entities to do the same thing.
Scott spoke at Florida Citrus Mutual's annual conference at the Hyatt Coconut Point for about 30 minutes. He received a loud
ovation from about 100 people attending the citrus industry's conference's first day when he said it was shocking there is still a
conversation in the U.S. on whether or not non-U.S. citizens should have the right to vote.
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Scott pioneered a push last year to identify and remove non-U.S. citizens from the rolls in Florida. In response, the U.S.
Department of Justice filed a federal lawsuit Tuesday against the state and called on it stop the ongoing purge because it is within
90 days of a federal election. Asked for his response to the Justice Department's lawsuit on Wednesday, Scott said his
administration is not performing a voter purge. Florida's elections controversy began in a five-minute chat in February 2011
between Scott and then-Secretary of State Kurt Browning, his top election official. At the time, Browning showed Scott a
presentation about Florida's voting rolls and elections issues for the political newcomer, the Miami Herald reported Wednesday.
That's when Scott — a Republican who campaigned as an immigration hardliner — asked a simple question: How do we know
everyone on the rolls is a U.S. citizen? "I said it was an honor system," Browning recalls. "That's how it's always been done."
"People don't always tell the truth," Browning recalled Scott saying. So, Browning decided to find out how many noncitizens
were actually on the rolls.
Wednesday, Scott said his administration was forced to sue Homeland Security — a lawsuit filed Monday demanding access to a
massive immigration database called Systematic Alien Verification for Entitlements Program, or SAVE — and that the action
could not have been avoided. "The (Florida) Secretary of State's office started asking for the right to access the Homeland
Security database a year ago, and for whatever reason Homeland Security elected not to give it," Scott said. "We tried with a
small sample using our motor vehicle data, and what we found was that non-citizens are voting in our races." Earlier this year,
state officials sent local election officials a list of more than 2,600 voters and asked them to check the names. Thirty-seven
election offices found more than 500 legitimate citizens on the list and have removed 43 voters. However, some election officials
have raised questions about the accuracy of the names on the list.
When asked about his level of certainty about the list on Wednesday, Scott didn't directly address the questions about accuracy.
Instead, Scott said that is why his administration needs access to the Homeland Security database. "No one has given us a
rationale for why it hasn't been given," Scott said. "Look, this is not a partisan issue. I am still optimistic that we can work with
the Department of Justice and Homeland Security to make sure that the races in Florida are honest and fair." [It is a partisan
issue – Gov. Scott was trying to be diplomatic.]
U.S. Rep. Tom Rooney of Florida's 16th District attended the conference and said Scott is simply doing his job. "We're not too
far from the year 2000," said Rooney, a Republican. "I grew up in Palm Beach County, the home of the hanging chad. We've
have to show the rest of our country and our electorate that we have rock solid voting system that people can feel confident that it
is working. "Scott was also asked for his response to the Justice Department's argument that the purge violates federal law, which
bans such steps within 90 days of a federal election.”
"The rule in Florida is that non-citizens don't vote in our races," Scott responded. "I have not met one person in our country that
thinks non-U.S. citizens should have the right to vote. We've done everything we can to work with Homeland Security and I'm
still optimistic that they will give us access to the database." © 2012 Scripps Newspaper Group Online

A Federal Judge is Rejecting a Request to Block Florida's
Controversial Move to Remove Potentially Ineligible Voters
WCTV – TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) -- June 27, 2012
U.S. District Judge Robert Hinkle on Wednesday ruled that the state can identify and remove voters who may not be U.S. citizens
even if it is close to the upcoming Aug. 14 election. But state officials during the hearing said they have voluntarily stopped the
voter purge.
State officials already asked local election supervisors to check out the citizenship status of more than 2,600 voters but the state
has also drawn up a list of 180,000 voters. A spokesman for Gov. Rick Scott said the state will not distribute that list unless the
state first can check the names against a federal immigration database. Most counties in Florida had already stopped removing
voters. Court: “Irreparable Harm” If Non-Citizens Allowed to Vote
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Florida Governor's Press Office:
Tallahassee, Fla. – “Today a federal judge rejected a Department of Justice request to issue a temporary restraining order
blocking Florida from removing non-citizens from the voter rolls and rejected DOJ’s argument that the National Voter
Registration Act prohibits removal of non-citizens from the voter rolls. The court also said that permitting known non-citizens to
vote would result in “irreparable harm” to eligible voters. Florida Governor Rick Scott was pleased with the decision, which is
consistent with his position that Florida has an obligation to remove non-citizens from the voter rolls.
“The court made a common-sense decision consistent with what I’ve been saying all along: that irreparable harm will result if
non-citizens are allowed to vote. Today’s ruling puts the burden on the federal government to provide Florida with access to the
Department of Homeland Security’s citizenship database. We know from just a small sample that an alarming number of noncitizens are on the voter rolls and many of them have illegally voted in past elections. The federal government has the power to
prevent such irreparable harm from continuing, and Florida once again implores them to grant access to the SAVE database.”
Nearly a year ago, the state requested access to a citizenship database, maintained by the Department of Homeland Security,
called the Systematic Alien Verification for Entitlements (SAVE) database that would allow Florida to more accurately identify
non-citizens who are registered to vote. To date, the federal government continues to block access, thereby preventing Florida’s
efforts to ensure fair elections.”

THE CAPITAL, TALLAHASSEE, June 27, 2012
Brandon Larrabee, the News Service of Florida
“A federal judge who struck down part of a controversial state elections law will hold a hearing Wednesday morning on whether
to issue a temporary restraining order in a separate case concerning a state-ordered voter purge. The U.S. Department of Justice
has asked U.S. District Judge Robert Hinkle to bar elections officials from removing any suspected non-citizens from the rolls by
using an inaccurate state database at the center of the effort. The state argues that no voters are currently in danger of being
pushed off and that the courts should wait to rule on the case.
Wednesday's arguments will mark the first major courtroom battle in a complicated legal fight over the purge. The Justice
Department has sued the state over the initiative, saying it violates the National Voter Registration Act and that Florida should
have sought permission from federal officials. All major changes to election procedures have to be approved under the Voting
Rights Act before going into effect in five counties with a history of voting discrimination.
At the same time, the state has sued the Department of Homeland Security in an effort to gain access to a federal database that
election officials say would make the purge more accurate. DHS says the state hasn't provided it with enough information to use
the database. In its brief in the purge case, the Department of Justice argues that the voter purge runs afoul of a provision of the
NVRA that bars removing voters from the rolls for all but a handful of reasons in the 90 days before a federal election. The state's
primaries are scheduled for Aug. 14.
"In light of the foregoing, the state cannot ignore the requirements of the NVRA simply because it disagrees with the balance
Congress struck between the need for accurate and current voter rolls and protections to prevent harms to voters caused by voter
removal programs," the filing says. But the state has fired back, saying that the program has effectively been stalled by the
questions about its legality, meaning that an emergency order by the court isn't necessary. And it vigorously defends the
scrubbing of the rolls.
"DOJ?s newfound haste in seeking a TRO is completely unwarranted, as defendants are not currently taking any action that could
cause any injury to voters, let alone irreparable injury," the state argued in its response. "At best, DOJ's request for a TRO
appears to be based on a misunderstanding of the facts, which could have been avoided, had it engaged in the required conferral
with defendants." The federal government says it did notify the state that it would ask for the restraining order.”
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Lawyers for the state also argued that the portion of the law that lists the reasons for removing voters from the rolls in the 90-day
timeframe also bars removal of voters for any reason except for those listed or an address change. "In short, on any reading of
the NVRA, a state may either remove non-citizens from the rolls at any time, or not at all," the filing says. "It is self-evident
which of these results Congress intended." Hinkle has already ruled against the state in one case that is part of a months-long
battle over voter registration ahead of a November presidential election in which Florida's electoral votes could be key. He struck
down portions of a law regulating voter-registration organizations, most notably a provision requiring voter registration forms to
be returned to elections officials within 48 hours of being filled out. The state could still appeal that decision.

Judge blocks Pennsylvania voter ID law for November election
By the CNN Wire Staff
updated 3:44 PM EDT, Tue October 2, 2012

Voter ID law under fire in Pennsylvania
•
•
•
•

NEW: Several states have laws requiring photo IDs to vote
Some argue the laws aim to suppress traditionally Democratic minority vote
Tuesday's ruling only applies to next month's presidential election
Supporters say the law prevents fraud; detractors say it disenfranchises voters
Philadelphia (CNN) -- A Pennsylvania judge ruled Tuesday that state officials cannot enforce a new voter
identification law in next month's presidential election.
“The ruling by Commonwealth Court Judge Robert Simpson is expected to be appealed, but amounted to good news
for Democrats who contend the voter ID law is motivated by Republican efforts to suppress the traditionally
Democratic minority vote.
It's a huge victory in that the photo ID requirement for the November election has been blocked and people without
ID will be able to vote on regular ballots," said Witold "Vic" Walczak, legal director for the American Civil
Liberties Union in Pennsylvania.”
Supporters argue that the law signed in March by Republican Gov. Tom Corbett will prevent voter fraud and is
upheld by the Constitution. "Today's ruling is a temporary setback," said Horace Cooper, director of the National
Center for Public Policy Research's Voter Identification Task Force.” Go to: www.cnn.com to read this entire
article.
Update: PA State Judge Bernard McGinley holding court in Pittsburgh issued an injunction against enforcement of
PA’s voter ID law through the November 5, 2013 general election. Try to enter his court without showing photo ID.
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Let’s Make it Easier for Illegal Aliens
“SEATTLE (AP) October 29, 2011 – “The U.S. Border Patrol has quietly stopped its controversial practice of routinely
searching buses, trains and airports for illegal immigrants at transportation hubs along the northern border and in the nation's
interior, preventing agents from using what had long been an effective tool for tracking down people here illegally, The
Associated Press has learned. Current and former Border Patrol agents said field offices around the country began receiving the
order last month – soon after the Obama administration announced that to ease an overburdened immigration system it would
allow many illegal immigrants to remain in the country while it focuses on deporting those who have committed crimes.
The routine bus, train and airport checks typically involved agents milling about and questioning people who appeared
suspicious, and had long been criticized by immigrant rights groups. Critics said the tactic amounted to racial profiling and
violated travelers' civil liberties. But agents said it was an effective way to catch unlawful immigrants, including smugglers and
possible terrorists, who had evaded detection at the border, as well as people who had overstayed their visas. Often, those who
evade initial detection head quickly for the nearest public transportation in hopes of reaching other parts of the country.
Gene Davis, a retired deputy chief in the Border Patrol’s sector in Blaine, Wash. noted that a check of the Bellingham bus station
in 1997 yielded an arrest of Palestinian Gaza Ibraham Abu Mezer. Abu Mezer skipped out on a $5,000 bond – only to turn up
later in Brooklyn, where New York police shot him as he prepared to bomb the city’s subway system. Davis also noted that
would-be millennium bomb suspect Ahmed Ressam was arrested at the border in late 1999 when he left a ferry from British
Columbia to Washington in a rented car full of explosives.
Halting the practice has baffled the agents, especially in some stations along the northern border - from Bellingham, Wash., to
Houlton, Maine - where the so-called "transportation checks" have been the bulk of their everyday duties. The Border Patrol is
authorized to check vehicles within 100 miles of the border.” ‘The order has not been made public, but two agents described it to
the AP on condition of anonymity because the government does not authorize them to speak to the media. The union that
represents Border Patrol agents planned to issue a news release about the change Monday.
"Orders have been sent out from Border Patrol headquarters in Washington, D.C., to Border Patrol sectors nationwide that checks
of transportation hubs and systems located away from the southwest border of the United States will only be conducted if there is
intelligence indicating a threat," the release says. Those who have received the orders said agents may still go to train and bus
stations and airports if they have specific "actionable intelligence" that there is an illegal immigrant there who recently entered
the country. An agent in Washington State said it's not clear how agents are supposed to glean such intelligence, and even if they
did, under the new directive they still require clearance from Washington, D.C., headquarters before they can respond.
The Border Patrol informed officials at the Bellingham airport on Thursday that from now on they would only be allowed to
come to the airport “if there’s an action that needs their assistance,” said airport manager Daniel Zenk. “I’m shocked,” Zenk
said. “We welcome the security presence the Border Patrol provides.” Shawn Moran, vice president of the union that represents
agents, was outraged at the changes. "Stated plainly, Border Patrol managers are increasing the layers of bureaucracy and
making it as difficult as possible for Border Patrol agents to conduct their core duties," the National Border Patrol Council's
statement said. "The only risks being managed by this move are too many apprehensions, negative media attention and
complaints generated by immigrant rights groups."
Contributing to this report were Associated Press writers Alicia Caldwell in Washington, D.C., Manuel Valdes in Seattle, Ben Dobbin in
Rochester, N.Y., and Carolyn Thompson from Buffalo, N.Y.

47,000 People Killed in Drug Violence in Mexico [Some say it is well over 50,000 now with 20,000 MIA]
By ADRIANA GOMEZ, Associated Press

January 10, 2012

“MEXICO CITY (AP): Two decapitated bodies were found at the entrance to one of Mexico's most luxurious shopping malls on
Wednesday and prosecutors announced that more than 47,000 people have been killed in drug violence in the five years since
President Felipe Calderon launched a military crackdown against drug cartels. The bodies were found before dawn inside a
burning SUV just off a toll highway at the entrance to the shopping mall in the heart of the Santa Fe district that is a haven for
international corporations, diplomats and the wealthy. The heads and a threatening message were dumped nearby, Mexico City
prosecutors said in a statement.
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Local media published images of the charred car and reported the note written on hot pink paper was signed by the drug gang
"Mano con Ojos," or "Hand with Eyes." The gang was once part of the Beltran Leyva drug cartel. The victims, a man and a
woman in their 30s, have not been identified, prosecutors said. They said the SUV with license plates from the neighboring State
of Mexico had been stolen. Mexico's sprawling capital had been something of a haven from the brutal cartel violence along the
border and in outlying states. But gangs have been fighting for an increasingly lucrative local drug market for more than a year,
mainly on capital's working class outer neighborhoods and suburbs. The Santa Fe district, built atop a former landfill on the
western edge of Mexico City, houses the Mexican headquarters of major corporations and the Iberoamerican University, one of
Mexico's top private schools, as well as modernistic, heavily guarded high-rises where wealthy Mexicans and foreigners live.
Most of the violence had escaped Santa Fe, which had been seen as a sterile oasis disconnected from the hubbub of most of the
capital. But as the fight among splintering drug cartels intensifies, the brazen attackers have reached even into the country's most
guarded districts.” “In October, the same Manos con Ojos gang claimed responsibility for leaving two severed heads on a street
across from the nation's top military base in Mexico City. The Attorney General's Office said Wednesday that 47,515 drugrelated killings occurred from December 2006, when Calderon deployed thousands of troops to drug hot spots, through
September 2011.
Drug-related killings went up 11 percent in the first nine months of 2011 when 12,903 people were killed, compared to 11,583 in
the same period of 2010, the office said. The figures indicate that three quarters of all homicides in Mexico are now linked to the
drug war. The office found one small consolation: "It's the first year (since 2006) that the homicide rate increase has been lower
compared to the previous years." There had been a 70 percent increase in drug-related killings in the same period a year earlier,
when death rose from a nine-month total of 6,815 for 2009. Prosecutors said a large majority of the killings last year happened in
eight of Mexico's 32 states.
The Mexican government had been periodically releasing the number of drug war dead but it stopped a year ago when they
reached nearly 35,000. Mexico's freedom of information agency had said it would ask for an investigation if prosecutors didn't
release the data requested by several journalists by Wednesday. The Attorney General's Office said that more than releasing

the number of dead, what's important "it's to guarantee that each killing is investigated." Records show few of the
killings have been investigated.” Copyright © 2012 Associated Press. All rights reserved.
Honduras Becomes Western Hemisphere Cocaine Hub TEGUCIGALPA, Honduras October 30, 2011 (AP)
“On Honduras' swampy Mosquitia coast, entire villages have made a way of life off the country's massive cocaine transshipment
trade. In broad daylight, men, women and children descend on passing go-fast boats to offload bales of cocaine destined for the
United States. Along the Atlantic coast, the wealthy elite have accumulated dozens of ranches, yachts and mansions from the
drug trade. And in San Pedro Sula, local gangs moving drugs north have spawned armies of street-level dealers whose violence
has given the rougher neighborhoods of the northern industrial city a homicide rate that is only comparable to Kabul,
Afghanistan. Long an impoverished backwater in Central America, Honduras has become a main transit route for South
American cocaine.
“Honduras is the number one offload point for traffickers to take cocaine through Mexico to the U.S.," said a U.S. law
enforcement official who could not be quoted by name for security reasons. A U.S. State Department report released in March
called Honduras "one of the primary landing points for South American cocaine." Almost half of the cocaine that reaches the
United States is now offloaded somewhere along the country's coast and heavily forested interior — a total of 20 to 25 tons each
month, according to U.S. and Honduran estimates.
Authorities intercept perhaps 5 percent of that, according to calculations by The Associated Press based on official estimates of
flow and seizures. The flow is hard to stem, said Alfredo Landaverde, a former adviser to the Honduran security ministry,
because there are few other sources of cash income here. "We have to recognize that this society is very vulnerable," Landaverde
said. "This is a country permeated by corruption, among police commanders, businessmen, and politicians." The country is
isolated, impoverished Atlantic coast, remote ranches and largely unguarded border with Guatemala — where much of the
cocaine is taken — also makes it a haven for traffickers.
"When the traffickers are unloading a go-fast boat in the Atlantic coast province of Gracias a Dios, you can sometimes see 70 to
100 people of all ages out there helping unload it," said the U.S. law enforcement official. "The traffickers look for support
among local populations." In the past year, authorities seized 12 tons of cocaine, according to the Honduran government — a
vast improvement from previous years, but still a small portion of the estimated 250 to 300 tons that come through annually.
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“Most of the cocaine arrives in Honduras via the sea, in speedboats, fishing vessels and even submersibles. In July, the U.S.
Coast Guard, with Honduras' help, detained one such craft that had been plying the waters with about 5 tons of cocaine per trip.
Fishermen who once worked catching lobster now look instead for a much more prized catch, the so-called "white lobster" —
bales of cocaine jettisoned by drug traffickers to either escape detection or to be picked up by another boat.
Honduras is also by far the region's biggest center for airborne smuggling. Of the hundreds of illicit flights northward out of
South America, 79 percent land in Honduras, said the U.S. official. Ninety-five percent of those flights hail from Venezuela,
which also has become a link for cocaine produced elsewhere.” By MARK STEVENSON

More victims in Mexican massacre found across border
Friday - 5/4/2012 BY: J.J. Green, wtop.com
“WASHINGTON - A wave of violence in Mexico has led to a string of gruesome discoveries. The bodies of nine people were
found hanging from a bridge in Nuevo Laredo, Mexico, just 6 miles from the U.S. border. Five were men and four women.
Pictures showed the nine bound, gagged and hanged. A message left with the bodies identified them as members of the Gulf
cartel. A rivaling cartel, Los Zetas, is believed to be responsible for the deaths. All of the victims showed signs of torture. Their
hands were tied and their eyes covered, sources tell WTOP.
Mexican authorities say they also discovered 14 headless bodies stuffed into black bags and left inside a van. Fourteen heads
were later found outside the mayor's office, preserved in ice boxes. Mexican military and police authorities are investigating the
23 deaths. U.S. Homeland Security officials are watching the situation carefully because of its proximity to the U.S. and the
encroaching violence growing out of the cartel drug wars.
The bodies of three Mexican journalists were discovered Thursday afternoon in the state of Veracruz. They had been
dismembered and stuffed into black plastic bags dumped into a waste canal. At least seven current and former reporters and
photographers have been slain in Veracruz over the last 18 months. More than 50,000 people have died in drug-related violence
in Mexico since President Felipe Calderon launched a war on cartels, according to the Los Angeles Times. Former Mexican
President Vicente Fox recently told the newspaper that the global war on drugs "useless" and an "absolute failure."

Mexican Journalists Targeted by Drug Cartels for Twelve Years – Their Courage Must Be Remembered
(CNN) – “Three years after the killing of Mexican journalist Armando Rodriguez, his colleagues said they are more determined
than ever to write about the nation's drug cartels despite the risks.”Those who ordered the killing of Armando were wrong
because those who are left are more seasoned and we are working," said Luz Del Carmen Sosa, a reporter for El Diario de Juarez
newspaper who took over Rodriguez's crime beat after his death. "Those who believed we were going to take step back, they
were wrong."
On November 13, 2008, Rodriguez -- called "El Choco" by his colleagues because of his chocolate skin tone -- was about to take
his two young daughters to school when a man approached the garage of his house and fired 11 shots into his chest. His
daughters, one of whom witnessed the attack, have not spoken publicly since the incident and did not attend a memorial event for
their father on Sunday. Rodriguez's wife declined an interview request from CNN. His colleagues believe he was targeted
because of his coverage of drug cartels in the border town of Ciudad Juarez.
Before his death, Rodriguez was among the first journalists to write at length about the violent shift in the city.
He was a high-profile reporter for the most-read paper in the city, covering a dangerous beat. It was a job his friends believe cost
him his life. Local reporters now look at the killing as the first of many targeting journalists for their work. “Since 2000, 74
journalists have been killed in Mexico – 14 since 2010.”
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“On the third anniversary of his death, his newsroom colleagues gathered Sunday to pay tribute and "remember Choco ... friend,
journalist, family man and a great man," the paper's editorial assistant Pedro Torres said at the public event. His colleagues
criticized the investigation into his unsolved killing, saying it is an example of the hundreds of unsolved murders throughout the
city -- widely considered to be one of the most violent in the world.
Sandra Rodriguez Nieto, an El Diario reporter, said she believes that someone is "hiding those responsible" for Rodriguez's
death. It's a charge prosecutors with the Chihuahua State Attorney General's Office have denied. Early in the investigation they
announced the detention of a suspect in the shooting, but never released details about who they held. The lack of information led
to speculation among El Diario's newspaper staff that there was a cover up.
Making matters more complicated were attacks on the investigators working on the case. In July 2009, a convoy carrying José
Ibarra Limón, the first federal prosecutor designated to Rodriguez's case, was riddled with bullets by unknown assailants. The
following August, Pasillas Paul Fong, the secretary of the Seventh Agency who would inherit the case, was executed. Days later,
a third investigator took the case, only to flee Juarez soon afterward.
"This is a situation that hurts, an unacceptable situation," Torres said.
Of the five publications in Juarez, El Diario de Juarez is the most popular paper in terms of circulation and has made a reputation
for aggressively covering drug violence. In September 2010, two of the paper's photographers were attacked -- one was killed. A
clear motive was never established, but investigators at the time did note the car carrying the two young journalists was registered
to the son of the inspector of the State Human Rights Commission, Gustavo de la Rosa Hickerson. Some believe the journalists
were not the intended targets of the attack.
On the same day friends and family buried the slain photographer the newspaper published an open letter to the drug cartels
operating in Juarez. The letter, written by the editorial staff, pleaded for an end to violence against journalists. No newspaper in
Juarez had ever published an editorial directly addressed to the cartels; and no other paper has done so since. "You are, at present,
the de facto authorities in this city," the letter said, "because the legal institutions have not been able to keep our colleagues from
dying." In the wake of Rodriguez's death, del Carmen Sosa said she has no fear and was ready to take full responsibility for her
work, even if it means death. She said she operates under the same mantra as her predecessor.
"Unlike Armando Luis Carlos (Rodriquez), I'm alive," del Carmen Sosa said. "I try to be responsible with my journalism and I
have no fear." In 2010, she was presented with an award for her courageous reporting. "I can only thank God every day ...
because we need justice not only for Armando but for all the homicides in this city," she said.”

Immigration enforcement program to be shut down
By Alan Gomez, USA TODAY 2/22/2012 WASHINGTON

“The Obama administration is starting to shut down a program that deputized local police officers to act as immigration agents.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement officials have trained local officers around the country to act as their agencies'
immigration officers. Working either in jails or in the field, the officers can check the immigration status of suspects and place
immigration holds on them.
The program, known as 287(g), reached its peak under President George W. Bush, when 60 local agencies signed contracts with
ICE to implement it. But that trend slowed significantly under President Obama— only eight agencies have signed up since he
took office, and none has done so since August 2010.”
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“Now, in their proposed budget for the upcoming year, Department of Homeland Security officials say they will not sign new
contracts for 287(g) officers working in the field and will terminate the "least productive" of those agreements — saving an
estimated $17 million. All the contracts between ICE and local police agencies run for three years, so that portion of the program
could be finished by November when the last contract for field officers expires.
In its budget request, DHS said officials instead will focus on expanding Secure Communities, a program that checks the
fingerprints of all people booked into local jails against federal immigration databases. The follow up work in those cases is done
by ICE agents, not local police. "The Secure Communities screening process is more consistent, efficient and cost-effective in
identifying and removing criminal and other priority aliens," the department explained in its budget request.
The program had been criticized by Homeland Security inspector general reports, which found that local officers were not being
properly trained and there was not enough oversight to ensure that local agencies weren't using the program to engage in racial
profiling. A study last year by the Migration Policy Institute, a non-partisan think tank, found that immigrants developed "fear
and mistrust of authorities" when they realized that local police could act as immigration agents.
The main complaint Friday from groups that oppose 287(g) was that the program isn't being terminated immediately, and that its
replacement — Secure Communities — is not much better.
"The 287(g) program has been repeatedly called into question by advocates as well as the Department of Homeland Security's
inspector general, and should be terminated rather than sustained with taxpayer money," said Ali Noorani, executive director of
the National Immigration Forum. "The Secure Communities program is surrounded by grave concerns about the impact to public
safety, community policing and civil rights abuses."
Defenders of the program, such as Jessica Vaughan of the Center for Immigration Studies, say Homeland Security is "putting
politics ahead of public safety" by cutting back the 287(g) program. She said Secure Communities is helpful but that local
officers working in the field are better able to identify illegal immigrants who may not have their fingerprints in federal
databases, making it harder to identify them.
She said some agencies such as the Colorado Department of Public Safety have used their 287(g) officers to suppress drug and
human smuggling, gang activity and identity theft and said many sheriffs and police chiefs prefer the program to Secure
Communities.
"The problem for ICE is that while they may feel that they get political brownie points for this kind of gesture, in reality what the
anti-enforcement groups want is for them to end 287(g) and Secure Communities, not curtail (them)," said Vaughan, director of
policy studies for the center. "So it's futile — they end up making everyone on both sides angry."

Naples Daily News Editorial: “We must protect an immigration policy that works” August 5, 2012
“The Collier County [Florida] Sheriff's Office is proud to be a model for the rest of the country when it comes to working with
federal authorities on deporting illegals. Thanks to a system inaugurated by former Sheriff, Don Hunter, in the wake of 9/11
terrorism, illegals who are arrested and convicted of serious crimes can be held and deported after they serve their sentences.
That's not strong enough to citizens who believe that being here illegally, period, ought to be enough to warrant deportation, but
it is a big step in that direction.
The sharing of important information about illegals' whereabouts and status is a boost to public safety now and later as it gets
repeat offenders off the streets. Now comes word that the federal program that serves as the framework for this successful
partnership may fall to a budget ax under review in Congress. Our community cannot let that happen.
Though some officials, including Collier Sheriff Kevin Rambosk, seem to downplay the chance of this austerity measure actually
taking place and hitting home, let's not take any chances. Let's get Southwest Florida's entire congressional delegation including
both our senators on this case. Let's be pre-emptive.
When it comes to the mystery and doubletalk of immigration policy, this program is a ray of light. In Collier alone, some 3,300
illegals convicted of felonies have been deported in the past five years. This program of teamwork should be expanded rather
than cut back.”
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Imported killers: Illegal aliens in sanctuary cities commit murders

May 13th 2012

“Young Jamiel Shaw was murdered in cold-blood by an illegal alien who should have been deported according to U.S.
immigration law. Photo credit: Police One Magazine” “The residents of so-called sanctuary cities in California witnessed the
trials of two illegal aliens who viciously murdered several victims in separate incidences, a law enforcement source in California
told the Law Enforcement Examiner on Friday.
In two unrelated cases that illustrate the high price communities pay for sanctuary policies, two illegal aliens — both with
extensive criminal records — were convicted of first-degree murder by juries this week in different parts of a border state that’s
actually prided itself on protecting illegal aliens, according to a legal watchdog group that investigates and exposes government
corruption and criminal activity perpetrated by government officials.
In one case –in what some call “The Mother of All Sanctuary Cities” – a San Francisco a jury found Edwin Ramos, a renowned
gang banger, guilty of three first-degree murder counts for the 2008 killings of a 48-year-old man and his two sons. Ramos had a
lengthy criminal record at the time he murdered the family, but San Francisco sanctuary laws shielded him from deportation by
Immigration and Customs Enforcement agents.
“While President Barack Obama and his Attorney General Eric Holder harass and sue states and law enforcement agencies that
enforce immigration law, they have failed to go after any city officials who refuse to comply with federal immigration laws such
as notifying ICE agents regarding criminal aliens,” said former NYPD detective and military intelligence officer Sidney Franes.

Judicial Watch obtained public records that revealed the San Francisco police knew Ramos was an active member of
the notoriously violent MS-13 street gang and that he had numerous run-ins with police officers, including arrests
for weapons and gang-related charges.
Furthermore, police knew Ramos was in the U.S. illegally yet released him after every encounter. In short, the records obtained
by JW prove that don’t-ask, don’t-tell sanctuary policies protect illegal alien gang bangers and put American citizens at risk. The
famously leftist northern California city has long protected illegal immigrants and offered them costly public services that should
be reserved for legal residents and citizens, according to Judicial Watch’s Corruption Chronicles.”
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“In fact, illegal aliens are assured through costly, Spanish-language advertisement campaigns that they will never be reported to
federal law enforcement agents such as ICE, the HSI (Homeland Security Investigations), the U.S. Border Patrol or other agency
that could initiate the deportation process.
San Francisco was officially proclaimed an illegal alien sanctuary city by its board of supervisors in 1989 and now lawmakers are
taking it a huge step further by creating legislation to grant illegal aliens official city identification cards.”

Criminal Alien Pedro Espinoza
“Meanwhile, a few hundred miles south in Los Angeles, another illegal immigrant gang banger, Pedro Espinoza, was also
convicted of first-degree murder this week for gunning down a standout high school football player in 2008. Jurors deliberated
for about four hours before reaching a verdict, according to the JW web site.
According to Judicial Watch,”Espinoza proudly sports a tattoo with the initials ‘B.K,’ which police say, stands for Blood Killer.”
Espinoza had just completed a jail sentence for a previous felony when he murdered the 17-year-old star running back, Jamiel
Shaw, as he walked home. The entire city of Los Angeles mourned the loss of the up-and-coming star athlete.
“What should have happened was prison officials should have contacted ICE prior to his release. But, no… they let him go out
onto the streets to kill. Justice is taking a long nap in California,” said police officer Iris Aquino of New York.
As with San Francisco, Los Angeles has strict policies banning law enforcement officers from inquiring about suspects’
immigration status. In this case it allowed a violent gang banger to gun down a talented young athlete who was being recruited by
top colleges, said the JW blog.
Political activists and citizens are advocating Jamiel’s Law which will target gang members living in the City of Los Angeles
illegally. Eventually, Jamiel’s Law will cover every city and every state in the United States of America. The only people who
should be afraid of Jamiel’s Law are the illegal alien gangs, say the group’s officials.
According to Judicial Watch, the watchdog group based in Washington, D.C., it has led — and continues to lead – a nationwide
effort to eradicate don’t-ask, don’t-tell law enforcement policies like the ones that led to these horrific crimes. In the public
interest, Judicial Watch has filed lawsuits against police departments in Chicago, Los Angeles and Houston where officers are
prohibited from inquiring about suspects’ immigration status.”
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Illegal Aliens and American Medicine by: Madeleine Pelner Cosman, Ph.D., Esq.
The Seen and the Unseen
Journal of American Physicians and Surgeons Volume 10 Number 1; Spring 2005
Madeleine Pelner Cosman, Ph.D., Esq., is a medical lawyer, who formerly taught medical students at the
City University of New York. Contact: MEDLAWMC@aol.com

EMTALA: Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act of 1985
“The influx of illegal aliens has serious hidden medical consequences. We judge reality primarily by what we see. But what we
do not see can be more dangerous, more expensive, and more deadly than what is seen.
Illegal alien’s stealthy assaults on medicine now must rouse Americans to alert and alarm. Even President Bush describes illegal
aliens only as they are seen: strong physical laborers who work hard in undesirable jobs with low wages, who care for their
families, and who pursue the American dream.
What is unseen is their free medical care that has degraded and closed some of America’s finest emergency medical facilities,
and caused hospital bankruptcies: 84 California hospitals are closing their doors. Anchor babies born to illegal aliens instantly
qualify as citizens for welfare benefits and have caused enormous rises in Medicaid costs and stipends under Supplemental
Security Income and Disability Income.
What is seen is the illegal alien who with a strong back may cough, sweat, and bleed, but is assumed healthy even though he and
his illegal alien wife and children were never examined for contagious diseases. By default, we grant health passes to illegal
aliens. Yet many illegal aliens harbor fatal diseases that American medicine fought and vanquished long ago, such as drugresistant tuberculosis, malaria, leprosy, plague, polio, dengue, and Chagas disease.
What is seen is the political statistic that 43 million lives are at risk in America because of lack of medical insurance. What is
unseen is that medical insurance does not equal medical care. Uninsured people receive medical care in hospital emergency
departments (EDs) under the coercive Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act of 1985 (EMTALA), which
obligates hospitals to treat the uninsured but does not pay for that care.
Also unseen is the percentage of the uninsured who are illegal aliens. No one knows how many illegal aliens reside in America.
If there are 10 million, they constitute nearly 25 percent of the uninsured. The percentage could be even higher.
The Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act (EMTALA) requires every ED to treat anyone who enters with an
emergency, including cough, headache, hangnail, cardiac arrest, herniated lumbar disc, drug addiction, alcohol overdose, gunshot
wound, automobile trauma, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-positive infection, mental problem, or personality disorder.
The definition of emergency is flexible and vague enough to include almost any condition. Any patient coming to a hospital ED
requesting emergency care must be screened and treated until ready for discharge, or stabilized for transfer whether or not
insured, documented or able to pay. A woman in labor must remain to deliver her child.
The hospital must have specialists on call at all times for all departments that provide medical services and specialties within the
hospital’s capabilities. EMTALA is an unfunded federal mandate. Government imposes viciously stiff fines and penalties on any
physician and any hospital refusing to treat any patient that a zealous prosecutor deems an emergency patient, even though the
hospital or physician screened and declared the patient’s illness or injury non-emergency.
But government pays neither hospital nor physician for treatments. In addition to the fiscal attack on medical facilities and
personnel, EMTALA is a handy truncheon with which to pummel politically unpopular physicians by falsely accusing them of
violating EMTALA.
High-technology EDs have degenerated into free medical offices. Between 1993 and 2003, 60 California hospitals closed because
half their services became unpaid and another 24 California hospitals verge on closure. Even ambulances from Mexico come to
American EDs with indigents because the drivers know that EMTALA requires accepting patients who come.”
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“That geographic limit has figured in many lawsuits. Los Angeles County Trauma Care Network, built in 1983, was one of
America’s finest emergency medical response organizations. Consisting of 22 hospitals, state-of-the-art equipment, superior
emergency physicians, surgeons, specialists, nurses, technicians, it offered 365-day, round-the-clock emergency care for people
suffering life-threatening car crashes, industrial accidents, urban crime, natural disasters such as earthquake and wildfire, or
terrorism. Now most trauma hospitals have left the network, and so have many emergency physicians and surgeons. EMTALA
contributed to the Trauma Care Network’s loss of focus and loss of money.
Illegal aliens perpetrate much violent crime, the results of which arrive at EDs. Dump and run patients, often requiring
tracheotomy or thoracotomy for stab or gunshot wounds, are dropped on the hospital sidewalk or at the ED as the car speeds
away. Usually such incidents are connected to drugs and gangs. Even if the hospital is not exclusively dedicated to trauma care,
EMTALA still governs treatment.
While most people coming to EDs throughout the United States are not poor and have medical insurance, cities such as Los
Angeles with large illegal alien populations, high crime, and powerful immigrant gangs are losing their hospitals to the ravages of
unpaid care under EMTALA. In Los Angeles, 95 percent of outstanding homicides warrants are for illegal aliens, as are 66
percent of fugitive felony warrants.
The notorious 18 Street Gang has 20,000 members, of whom 60 to 80 percent are illegal aliens, according to the California
Department of Justice and the Los Angeles Police Department, respectively. The Lil Cycos Gang, notorious for murder,
racketeering, and drugs in Los Angeles’ MacArthur Park, was thought to be 60 percent illegals in 2002, and the percentage is
higher now. Francisco Martinez of the Mexican mafia ran the gang while imprisoned for felonious reentry after deportation
within 250 yards of a hospital.
Illegal aliens move freely in crime sanctuary cities. In Los Angeles, San Diego, Stockton, New York, Chicago, Miami, Austin,
and Houston, no hospital, physician, city employee, or police officer is permitted to report immigration violators to the
Department of Homeland Security’s Bureau of Immigration and Customs Enforcement (the old INS or Immigration and
Naturalization Service).
Los Angeles Police Department Special Order 40, begun in 1979 by Chief Daryl Gates, prohibits police officers from initiating
police action where the objective is to discover the alien status of a person. As many as 1,000 illegals cross the 1,940-mile-long
border with Mexico each day. About 33 percent are caught. Many try again, immediately. Authorities estimate that about 3,500
illegal aliens daily become permanent U.S. residents; at least 3 million annually. EMTALA rewards them with extensive,
expensive medical services, free of charge, if they claim an emergency need for care.
Government welcomes illegal aliens by refusal to police our borders, by reluctance to prosecute people who violate basic
American law, and by fervor to please those who abuse our generosity and cynically ply our compassion against us. American
hospitals welcome anchor babies. Illegal alien women come to the hospital in labor and drop their little anchors, each of whom
pulls its illegal alien mother, father, and siblings into permanent residency simply by being born within our borders.
Anchor babies are citizens and instantly qualify for public welfare aid. Between 300,000 and 350,000 anchor babies annually
become citizens because of the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution: All persons born or naturalized in the United
States and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and the State wherein they reside.
In 2003 in Stockton, California, 70 percent of the 2,300 babies born in San Joaquin General Hospital’s maternity ward were
anchor babies, and 45 percent of Stockton children under age six are Latino (up from 30 percent in 1993). In 1994, 74,987 anchor
babies in California hospital maternity units cost $215 million and constituted 36 percent of all Medi-Cal births. Now they
account for substantially more than half.
Consider the story of one illustrative family to show how reality is the sum of the seen and the unseen. The Silverios from
Stockton, California, are illegal aliens seen as hard-laboring fruit-pickers with family values. Cristobal Silverio came illegally
from Oxtotilan, Mexico, in 1997 and brought his wife Felipa, plus three children aged 19, 12, and 8. Felipa, mother of the bride
Lourdes (age 19), gave birth to a new daughter, her anchor baby, named Flor was premature, spent three months in the neonatal
incubator, and cost San Joaquin Hospital more than $300,000. Meanwhile, Lourdes plus her illegal alien husband produced their
own anchor baby, Esmeralda. Grandma Felipa created a second anchor baby, Cristian.”
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“Anchor babies are valuable. A disabled anchor baby is more valuable than a healthy one. The two Silverio anchor babies
generate $1,000 per month in public welfare funding. Flor gets $600 per month for asthma. Healthy Cristian gets $400. Cristobal
and Felipa last year earned $18,000 picking fruit. Flor and Cristian were paid $12,000 for being anchor babies.

This illegal alien family’s annual income tops $30,000. Cristobal Silverio, when drunk one Saturday night, crashed his van.
Though he had no auto insurance or driver license, and owed thousands of dollars, he easily bought another van. Stockton Police
say that 44 percent of all hit and runs are by illegal aliens.

Contagious Diseases
When my grandfather came to America, he first kissed the ground of New York’s Ellis Island then he stripped naked and
coughed hard. Every legal immigrant before 1924 was examined for infectious diseases upon arrival and tested for tuberculosis.
Anyone infected was shipped back to the old country. That was powerful incentive for each newcomer to make heroic efforts to
appear healthy.
Today, immigrants must demonstrate that they are free of communicable diseases and drug addiction to qualify for lawful
permanent residency green cards. Illegal aliens simply cross our borders medically unexamined, hiding in their bodies any
number of communicable diseases.
Many illegals that cross our borders have tuberculosis. That disease had largely disappeared from America, thanks to excellent
hygiene and powerful modern drugs such as isoniazid and rifampin. TB’s swift, deadly return now is lethal for about 60 percent
of those infected because of new Multi-Drug Resistant Tuberculosis (MDR-TB).
Until recently MDR-TB was endemic to Mexico. This MDR-TB is resistant to at least two major antitubercular drugs. Ordinary
TB usually is cured in six months with four drugs that cost about $2,000. MDR-TB takes 24 months with many expensive drugs
that cost around $250,000, with toxic side effects.
Each illegal with MDR-TB coughs and infects 10 to 30 people, who will not show symptoms immediately. Latent disease
explodes later. TB was virtually absent inVirginia until in 2002, when it spiked a 17 percent increase, but Prince William County,
just south of Washington, D.C., had a much larger rise of 188 percent. Public health officials blamed immigrants.
In 2001 the Indiana School of Medicine studied an outbreak of MDR-TB, and traced it to Mexican illegal aliens. The Queens,
New York, health department attributed 81 percent of new TB cases in 2001 to immigrants. The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention ascribed 42 percent of all new TB cases to foreign born people who have up to eight times higher incidence.
Apparently, 66 percent of all TB cases coming to America originate in Mexico, the Philippines, and Vietnam. Virulent TB
outbreaks afflicted schoolteachers and children in Michigan, adults and children in Texas, and policemen in Minnesota. Recently
TB erupted in Portland, Maine, and Del Rey Beach, Florida.
Chagas disease, also called American trypanosomiasis or kissing bug disease is transmitted by the reduviid bug, which prefers to
bite the lips and face. The protozoan parasite that it carries infects 18 million people annually in Latin America and causes 50,000
deaths. This disease also infiltrates America’s blood supply.
Chagas affects blood transfusions and transplanted organs. No cure exists. Hundreds of blood recipients may be silently infected.
After 10 to 20 years, up to 30 percent will die when their hearts or intestines, enlarged and weakened by Chagas, burst. Three
people in 2001 received Chagas-infected organ transplants – two died.

Leprosy, a scourge in Biblical days and in medieval Europe, so horribly destroys flesh and faces it was called the disease of the
soul... Lepers quarantined in leprosaria sounded noisemakers when they ventured out to warn people to stay far away. Leprosy,
Hansen’s disease, was so rare in America that in 40 years only 900 people were afflicted. Suddenly, in the past three years
America has more than 7,000 cases of leprosy. Leprosy now is endemic to northeastern states because illegal aliens and other
immigrants brought leprosy from India, Brazil, the Caribbean, and Mexico.
Dengue fever is exceptionally rare in America, though common in Ecuador, Peru, Vietnam, Thailand, Bangladesh, Malaysia and
Mexico. Recently there was a virulent outbreak of dengue fever in Webb County, Texas, which borders Mexico. Though dengue
is usually not a fatal disease, dengue hemorrhagic fever routinely kills.”
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“Polio was eradicated from America, but now reappears in illegal immigrants, as do intestinal parasites. Malaria was obliterated,
but now is re-emerging in Texas.
About 4,000 children under age five annually in America develop fever, red eyes, strawberry tongue, and acute inflammation of
their coronary arteries and other blood vessels because of the infectious malady called Kawasaki disease. Many suffer heart
attacks and sudden death.
Hepatitis A, B, and C, are resurging. Asians number 4 percent of Americans, but account for more than half of Hepatitis B cases.
Why inoculate American newborns for Hepatitis B when most infected persons are Asians?”

To read the rest of this article with 98 foot notes, go to: www.jpands.org/vol10no1/cosmanpdf
This article was written seven years ago. The damage to the health of American citizens and legal immigrants and to our entire
health care system has steadily worsened over the past forty-five years because our federal government has failed to stop illegal
immigration. Doctor Cosman and others warned our leaders in the White House and Congress and they have chosen not to listen.
The American people can force them to listen by petitioning our State Legislatures to amend the Constitution of the United States
of America. It is our right and our responsibility.

U.S. Senator Jeff Sessions Published the Following Statement on July 26, 2012
“Sen. Sessions hosted a press conference today with top officials from two unions that represent U.S. immigration law
enforcement agencies. ICE agent Chris Crane is President of the National Immigration and Customs Enforcement Council, the
union representing America's more than 7,000 ICE agents and personnel. Border Patrol agent George McCubbin, III is President
of the National Border Patrol Council, the union representing America's more than 17,000 border agents and personnel.
The Administration claims it has diligently enforced immigration law and that the border is “more secure than ever.” But those
on the front lines know this to be untrue. They see the violence, chaos and lawlessness. They have lost confidence in the
leadership of their agencies.
As you will hear today, this administration has engaged in a sustained, relentless effort to undermine America's immigration
laws. They have handcuffed and muffled those charged with protecting the public safety and the integrity of our borders. Such
action has not only weakened our security but our democracy. All Americans, immigrant and native born, will have a better
future if our nation remains unique in the world for the special reverence it places in the rule of law and fairness in our
immigration system." Search the internet: Sen. Jeff Sessions Chris Crane and George McCubbin to view videos of the
conference.”

Immigration agents file suit against Napolitano over 'amnesty' program
By Shannon Bream Published * August 23, 2012 * FoxNews.com
“Ten federal immigration agents have filed suit against Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano claiming recent directives
are forcing them to break the law and ignore their duties when it comes to deporting illegal immigrants. The suit was filed
Thursday in Texas federal court by Immigration and Customs Enforcement officials. It challenges recent directives allowing
some illegal immigrants -- particularly non-felons and those who came to the U.S. as children -- to stay and in some cases get
work permits.
The suit, obtained by Fox News, says the agents are being forced to "violate federal law." It says the new directive
"unconstitutionally usurps and encroaches upon the legislative powers of Congress." ICE Director John Morton is also named as
a defendant. Kris Kobach, lead attorney on the case, equated the move to give thousands of illegal immigrants a reprieve to the
failed Fast and Furious gun-walking operation.
In both instances, the Obama administration ordered federal law enforcement agents to break the law, to ignore the laws that
they're supposed to enforce, and in the case of the ICE agents to actually break federal laws that say you're supposed to deport
certain people," he said. "And in each case, the Obama administration seems to be doing so for political reasons."
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“Napolitano defended the new rules during testimony last month before the House Judiciary Committee. "These policies
promote the efficient use of our resources ensuring that we do not divert them away from the removal of convicted criminals by
pursuing the removal of young people who came to this country as children and who have called no other country home," she
said.
The Supreme Court has recognized the ability of the federal government to use what's known as "prosecutorial discretion" in the
enforcement of immigration law. In the recent case over the Arizona immigration law, the court defended the government's
ability to make "some discretionary decisions." In the suit, the agents are asking a federal judge to block the directives in
question, saying they amount to an end-run around Congress and violate the separation of powers between the Legislative and
Executive branches. Republican lawmakers released a flurry of statements Thursday backing up the suit and challenging the
administration policy.
The Obama administration's amnesty program not only rewards lawbreakers, it also forces ICE agents to violate federal law. ICE
agents should enforce our immigration laws and apprehend illegal immigrants. But the Obama administration makes it
impossible for ICE agents to do their jobs, House Judiciary Committee Chairman Lamar Smith, R-Texas, said in a statement.”
Go to: www.foxnews.com for the rest of the story.

Lamar Smith: Obama's Amnesty Hurts American Taxpayers
Granting deportation stays also encourages more illegal immigration
By LAMAR SMITH
July 6, 2012 U.S. News and World Report

“Rep. Lamar Smith, a Republican from Texas, is chairman of the House Judiciary Committee.”
“Last year, President Obama said that he couldn't "suspend deportations through executive order because there are enough laws
on the books by Congress that are very clear in terms of how we have to enforce our immigration system." He also noted that
"Congress passes the laws. The executive branch's job is to enforce and implement those laws.” But President Obama has
contradicted himself and his word, and has broken his promise to the American people.
The president's recent decision to give amnesty to potentially millions of illegal immigrants insults the American people and
ignores the rule of law. This decision may violate his oath to uphold the Constitution and the laws of the United States.
The president is misleading the American people when he says children will benefit from this amnesty. Under this major policy
change, illegal immigrants who were brought to the United States as children up to the age of 30 will be allowed to remain—not
exactly children. These illegal immigrants will likely receive work authorization and compete with unemployed Americans for
scarce jobs.
The president's amnesty hurts American taxpayers since it serves as a magnet for fraud and encourages more illegal immigration,
which already costs taxpayers billions of dollars each year, including healthcare and education costs. Fraud and more illegal
immigration will further increase these costs on taxpayers.”
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“Many illegal immigrants will falsely claim they came here as children or are under the age of 30 and the federal government has
no way to check whether their claims are true. And amnesty only motivates more illegal immigrant parents to smuggle their
children illegally to the United States hoping to benefit from this amnesty.
While some have estimated that over 1 million illegal immigrants will benefit from this administration's policy, the truth is that it
could benefit millions more when fraud and more illegal immigration are factored in.
President Obama's amnesty blatantly ignores the rule of law that is the foundation of our democracy and violates his oath to
uphold the laws of the land. Congress has the constitutional authority to determine our nation's immigration laws. Less than two
years ago, when President Obama had large Democratic majorities in the House and Senate, the DREAM Act failed to pass.
Executive branch discretionary authority is meant to be applied on a case-by-case basis, not to entire categories of illegal
immigrants.
This move by President Obama is clearly a political ploy announced a few months before an election. But if the president thinks
pandering to Hispanic voters will win him an election, he is wrong—Hispanic voters are smarter than that.
The truth is that President Obama's record of job-killing policies has hurt Hispanics. One million fewer Americans are working
today than when the president took office. The unemployment rate for Hispanics is above 11 percent, about 3 points higher than
the national unemployment rate. And President Obama's amnesty will further diminish job opportunities for Hispanics struggling
to find a job and make ends meet.
With this amnesty, millions of unemployed Americans' dreams of going back to work are crushed because they will have to
continue to compete with illegal immigrants for scarce jobs. We cannot afford for one more person to lose their job because
President Obama has undermined the rule of law and hurt unemployed Americans.”

Former DEA Chief: Hezbollah Eyeing Southwest Border, ‘Hell to Pay in the Not Too Distant Future
CNSNews.TV By: Penny Starr February 2, 2012
“Michael Braun, former Chief of Operations at the Drug Enforcement Agency, testified at a House Foreign Affairs Committee
hearing on Feb. 2, 2012 that Iran's influence in the Western Hemisphere reaches all the way to the U.S. border with Mexico. The
Iranian-supported Shi’ite terrorist group Hezbollah has spread its influence all the way to the U.S. border with Mexico, a House
Foreign Affairs Committee hearing on Iran’s influence in the Western Hemisphere heard on Thursday.
Michael Braun, a former chief of operations at the Drug Enforcement Agency, said Hezbollah had developed relationships with
the powerful Mexican drug cartels to “move their agenda forward.” He cited a plot, recently uncovered by the DEA, involving an
Iranian operative in Mexico allegedly planning to assassinate the Saudi ambassador in Washington, D.C.
Hezbollah are absolute masters at forming close relationships with existing organized crime groups around the world that helps
them facilitate what they need to do to move their agendas forward,” Braun told CNSNews.com following the hearing. “And if
anyone thinks for a moment that they don’t have their eye on the southwest border and all of our country, then they couldn’t be
more wrong.
In his prepared remarks Braun, who also served as interim director of the Department of Justice’s Drug Intelligence Fusion
Center, said Hezbollah and other terrorist groups understand that the Mexican cartels are already operating successfully inside the
United States.
If anyone thinks for one moment that these terrorist organizations do not understand that the Mexican drug trafficking cartels
now dominate drug trafficking in our country – reportedly in more than 250 cities – than they are very stupid or very naive,” he
said.
And these groups most assuredly recognize the strategic value of exploiting that activity, and all that has been built to support it,
for moving their vision forward in this part of the world.” Rep. Ileana Ros-Lehtinen, chairwoman of the committee, said on Feb.
2, 2012, that Iran has changed it tactics to include planning attacks on the United States.”
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“Rep. Ileana Ros-Lehtinen (R-Fla.), chairwoman of the committee, cited Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps-Quds Force
and its connections to the Zeta drug cartel in the foiled assassination attempt on U.S. soil.
She asked Braun whether he believed Iran had “strategic interests” in Central America and the southwest border.
Braun said Quds Force and Hezbollah work “very, very hard” to develop relationships with criminal groups that already have in
place systems for illegal activities, including drug and human trafficking, money laundering and forged document operations.
“And by developing those relations it provides them with the ability to operate far from home in our neighborhood and – as I said
earlier – on our doorstep,” he replied.
Rep. Michael McCaul (R-Texas), committee member and chairman of the Homeland Security Committee’s subcommittee of
oversight and investigations, asked about Hezbollah’s relationship to criminal organizations in the Western Hemisphere and what
it means for U.S. security. Braun warned that those relationships allow “these groups to operate freely in our neighborhood” and
said the U.S. would regret it if the threats were not taken seriously. “I don’t want to sound too crude, but I think there’s going to
be hell to pay in the not too distant future,” he said. For the most part the tone of the hearing was bipartisan in nature, with
Democrats on the committee agreeing that Iran is trying to exert influence in the Western Hemisphere.
Rep. Gary Ackerman (D-N.Y.) said Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad’s recent trip to Venezuela, Cuba, Ecuador and
Nicaragua, is proof that Iran is “up to no good.”
But Rep. Howard Berman (D-Calif.), ranking member of the committee, defended the Obama administration against claims that
it is complacent about the threat Iran poses closer to home. “Our government is fully attentive to this matter,” he said. An expert
witness testifying before the panel, Norman A. Bailey, called for Venezuela to be named a state sponsor of terrorism for
“facilitating Iranian illicit activity,” noting among other things Iran’s role in the Venezuelan banking system.
Responding to this threat requires the United States and allied governments to complicate Iranian access to the Americas, and
penalize those involved in facilitating Tehran’s intrusion, said Bailey, who served in the Reagan administration’s National
Security Council and later in the Office of the Director of National Intelligence, where he served as “mission manager” for
Venezuela and Cuba.
This includes measures such as the designation of certain Venezuelan banks and affiliates by the U.S. Treasury Department and
other agencies for their role in facilitating Iranian illicit activity, and even the outright declaration of Venezuela as a state sponsor
of terrorism – a move that would open the door for the U.S. to take more direct and punitive action against the Chavez regime for
its collusion with both Iran and Hezbollah,” Bailey said.
Ros-Lehtinen recalled what Director of National Intelligence James Clapper said at a Senate hearing on Tuesday, focused on
global threats to the U.S. “[Clapper] stated this week, ‘Iranian officials – probably including supreme leader Ali Khamenei –
have changed their calculus and are now willing to conduct an attack in the United States.” Ros-Lehtinen said Iran’s alliances in
Latin America provide it with “a platform in the region to carry out attacks against the United States, our interests, and allies.”
Go to: www.cnsnews.com/pennystarr
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Illegal immigrants could reap more than $7B in tax credits this year, senator says

“March 20, 2012: Sen. Jeff Sessions, R-Ala., the ranking Republican on the Senate
Budget Committee, gestures during a news conference on Capitol Hill in Washington.”
(AP) Published August 22, 2012 * www.foxnews.com

“Illegal immigrants could receive more than $7 billion this year in federal tax credits, according to one estimate, thanks to a
loophole in the law that allows people not authorized to work to reap the government payments with no questions asked. Sen. Jeff
Sessions' office calculated that, based on recent trends, illegal immigrants could receive roughly $7.4 billion through a provision
known as the Additional Child Tax Credit. That's more than quadruple what the payout was four years ago, but the payments
have been steadily increasing over the past decade.
Though illegal immigrants are prohibited from receiving similar tax credits, a quirk in the law allows them to qualify for the child
tax credit. And it's a "refundable" credit, meaning recipients can reap the money -- with average checks totaling about $1,800 -even if they've paid no taxes.
An aide to Sessions, R-Ala., the top Republican on the Senate Budget Committee, said the issue is a "serious matter that deserves
attention" and another sign of how "Washington is disconnected from reality."
Illegal immigrants can qualify because even people not authorized to work in the U.S. are supposed to file returns with the IRS. If
they don't have a Social Security number, they are provided what's known as an Individual Taxpayer Identification Number in
order to file returns. And those filers are not excluded from claiming the Additional Child Tax Credit, which is offered to some
families with children under 17 years old.
A report last year by the Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration found the claims added up to $4.2 billion in 2010.
Sessions' office calculated the $7.4 billion figure based on the IG report numbers and White House budget numbers. The IG
report last year recommended that Congress pass legislation to "clarify" whether the tax credits should actually be paid to those
not authorized to work in the U.S.
Sessions co-sponsored a bill earlier this year to bar illegal immigrants from receiving the credit, but the bill was blocked from
reaching the floor by Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid. Reid at the time said the bill targeted the children of low-income
Hispanic families. Recent expansions to the credit under the stimulus law are set to expire at the end of the year.”

Hispanic group demands national amnesty for 11 million illegals
Posted By Neil Munro on 3:20 AM 11/09/2012

“Hispanic amnesty activists are expanding their goals beyond the so-called “DREAM Act” youth amnesty, towards a national
amnesty for roughly 11 million Hispanic illegals. President Barack Obama and Congress “need to come together to deliver
change on immigration policy, and by that we mean … a roadmap to citizenship for our parents and communities,” said Cristina
Jimenez, director of an advocacy group, United We Dream. Jimenez was born in Ecuador and arrived in this country as an illegal
immigrant.”
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“Deporting members of our community is irresponsible and unacceptable,” added Lorella Praeli, the group’s policy director.
Their demand is an opening salvo in a post-election campaign to persuade the House GOP to provide “a path to citizenship” for
roughly 11 million illegal immigrants, most of whom are low-skill laborers who compete for jobs against low-skill Americans.
The amnesty goal is supported by many progressive groups, in part, because most Hispanics prefer generous welfare policies, and
so usually vote for Democratic candidates. In contrast, many Republican advocates and legislators favor high-skill immigration,
partly because high-skilled workers spur the economy and lower unemployment.
Republican Rep. John Boehner, the leader of the House of Representatives, has agreed to consider an immigration revamp next
year, but has not described the law he’d like to see. “It is important for us to secure our borders and to enforce our laws. … [And]
I’m confident that the president, myself and others, can find the common ground to take care of this issue once and for all,”
Boehner told ABC on Thursday. But the issue has been gridlocked because most GOP leaders prefer high-skill immigration,
while most progressives believe that continued arrival of low-skill immigrants boosts their political power.
For example, the board of Jimenez’s group includes Josh Bernstein, the “immigration director” for the Service Employees
International Union. That union’s membership has been boosted by the recruitment of many foreigners working without legal
permission in the United States. Polls show some support for amnesty, but other polls of working-class Americans in swing
states show opposition. Gov Mitt Romney lost the 2012 election, in part, because of low turnout by blue-collar workers in Ohio
and other states.
The renewed advocacy for a national amnesty comes as the formal unemployment rate among Americans ticked up to 7.9
percent. Roughly 23 million Americans are unemployed or underemployed. Many additional low-skill workers Americans are
paid low wages because employers have many potential job-applicants.
In June, Obama announced a temporary amnesty for roughly 800,000 younger illegal-immigrants. That move greatly boosted
Obama’s political support among Latinos prior to the Nov. 6 election. Under this so-called “Deferred Action” measure, up to
1.76 million illegal immigrants could get work permits, according to an estimate by the Migration Policy Institute. Only 6 percent
of the eligible illegals have college educations, the MPI estimated. However, Obama’s June decision isn’t enough, said Sonia
Martinez, another young illegal immigrant working with the United We Dream group. “I’m undocumented [and Deferred
Action] is really important for me and my daughter. … [But] we believe that Deferred Action is not enough for us,” she said.
“We’ll be fighting to keep families together,” instead of winning amnesty for younger illegal immigrants, she said.”
This is just the first of many “invoices” President Obama will receive from special interest groups for getting him reelected. The
cost of his second term to America’s taxpayers will make the two billion dollars the two presidential candidates spent seem like
petty cash. Our great-great grandchildren will still be making the interest payments. Wait until we see what the labor and teacher
union’s invoices total. By the end of President Obama’s second term he will have doubled our national debt and added trillions
more to our future interest and entitlement obligations. That is unless we the people start pushing back with Article V of our
Constitution.

Mexican Mayor Maria Santos Gorrostieta Killed by Gunmen was Defiant to the End

Published November 28, 2012 Fox News Latino

“Mexican Mayor María Santos Gorrostieta has become a symbol of the country’s fight against its ruthless drug cartels.
(LEFT) (YouTube/Grillonautas2) One of the photos published in a local newspaper of the scars she had sustained in
the two assassination attempts on her life before her eventual death last week by the cartels (RIGHT) (Credit:
Facebook/Maria Santos Gorrostieta)”
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“She’s been labeled a “heroine of the 21st century,” a symbol of defiance in México’s fight against the country’s ruthless drug
cartels -- and possibly bullet-proof, after surviving two assassination attempts. But when Mexican police identified the body of a
half-nude, tortured and mutilated woman on a rural road in the state of Michoacán, María Santos Gorrostieta also became another
statistic in the country’s grisly drug war.
The discovery of her body ended the suspicion of what happened to the former mayor of the small town of Tiquicheo, who stood
up to the cartels. On Nov.12, while dropping her daughter off at school in the state capital of Morelia, gunmen pulled in front of
her car and adducted her as she pleaded for them to leave her child alone. Five days later, her body was found by farm workers
from San Juan Tararameo, Cuitzeo Township, who was heading to work. Despite my own safety and that of my family, what
occupies my mind is my responsibility towards my people.
Maria Santos Gorrostieta was born in 1976, Santos Gorrostieta, who held a PhD, became the mayor of Tiquicheo in 2008, and
almost immediately incurred the wrath of México’s organized crime for her outspoken stance against the cartels.
The state of Michoacán is the home turf of the quasi-religious drug cartel, La Familia Michoacana. The state has become a
hotbed for operations growing marijuana and poppy for heroin as well as a major importer of cocaine from South America and
chemicals used to make methamphetamines from Asia. Since outgoing Mexican President Felipe Calderón declared war on the
country’s drug cartels in 2006, around 60,000 people have perished in the ensuing violence - including over 20 mayors.
“Despite my own safety and that of my family, what occupies my mind is my responsibility toward my people, the children, the
women, the elderly and the men who break their souls every day without rest to find a piece of bread for their children,” Santos
Gorrostieta said, who besides taking a strong stance against the drug cartels was also known for her social work among the
region’s poor. Within a year of taking office, the mayor was ambushed by cartel gunmen and suffered at least seven gunshot
wounds. Despite escaping with her life, her husband and the town’s former mayor José Sánchez Chávez was killed.
Only three months later, gunmen once again opened fire on Santos Gorrostieta as she was traveling in her brother’s car. Shortly
after, she made headlines across the globe by displaying her wounds in photographs published in Tiquicheo’s municipal
newsletter. “I wanted to show you my wounded, mutilated body,” she wrote, according to the Telegraph newspaper “Because
I’m not ashamed of it. It’s living testimony that I am a strong and righteous woman, and despite my wounds, I’m still on my
feet.” There were also purportedly at least two other assassination attempts that she never reported, the México City Daily stated.
Once she left office in 2011, her public protection was withdrawn.
She ran for a seat in México’s Congress recently, where she was defeated, and Mexican authorities believe that the cartel gunmen
waited until her security detail was withdrawn to strike. Santos Gorrostieta is survived by her daughter and two sons. Her
husband, who she married two years after her first was killed, has now been officially reported as missing. Her death
overshadowed the meeting yesterday between U.S. President Barack Obama and Mexican President-elect Enrique Peña Nieto.”
“The new Mexican president has vowed that his top security priority will not be arresting the leaders of the organizations that
move hundreds of millions of dollars of narcotics each year into the United States. Instead, he and his advisers say, they will
focus the government's resources on reducing homicide, kidnapping and extortion — the crimes that do the most damage to the
greatest number of Mexicans — by flooding police and troops into towns and cities with the highest rates of violent crime.”
“Her footprint should be remembered,” wrote Rox Exum, a columnist for the Chattanoogan newspaper. “The two presidents …
should assure that Dr. María Gorrostieta – in her defiant quest for freedom -- did not die in vain.”
Read more: http://latino.foxnews.com/latino/news/2012/11/28/mexican-mayor-maria-santos-gorrostieta-killed-by-gunmen-wasdefiant-to-end/#ixzz2DjH65C00
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Audit: Feds’ immigration check system fails 12 percent of the time
The Washington Times * Stephen Dinan * Tuesday, December 18, 2012

Alejandro N. Mayorkas is director of the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service
“The federal government's system of tracking immigrants' status is so broken that it gives a green light to one in eight aliens who
have been ordered deported, according to an audit Tuesday that found the government has gone on to approve some of those who
slip through for work in sensitive areas of airports and granted them benefits such as Medicaid or food stamps.
Some of those aliens who should have been kicked out had serious criminal records, including for assault and extortion,
according to the audit by the Homeland Security Department's inspector general. All told, some 800,000 immigrants are living in
the U.S. who already have been ordered deported but have not yet left — or been removed by the government — from the
country.
The Homeland Security Department is supposed to maintain an up-to-date list of those deportable aliens so that other government
agencies are aware of their status and know they should be denied benefits. The system is known as the: Systematic Alien
Verification for Entitlements program, or SAVE.
But a random sample of queries to the system found that 12 percent of the time, the system OKs an immigrant who should have
been deported. "The failures in our sample include individuals who applied for unemployment and disability insurance, food
stamps, driver's licenses and other benefits," the auditors said. "Several individuals had criminal records, including assault with a
deadly weapon, extortion, drug convictions and other convictions such as burglary, stalking and child abuse."
The SAVE system, maintained by U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS), is one key check other agencies use to
weed out illegal immigrants who try to apply for benefits. It is supposed to be used by states when determining whether to issue
driver's licenses, and President Obama's health care law requires it be checked to make sure ineligible immigrants aren't getting
new health benefits.
"The ultimate decision to provide or deny benefits rests with the federal, state, and local agencies that submitted the verification
inquiry," the auditors said. "However, by erroneously verifying that a deportable individual has status to receive benefits, SAVE
may have enabled the inquiring agency to grant financial and other benefits (e.g., access to secure areas, education grants, and
housing assistance) to people who are no longer eligible to receive those benefits."
Immigrants can be ordered deported for many reasons. Some are illegal immigrants who were never granted admission in the first
place, while others are legal immigrants or temporary visa holders who committed crimes that should get them deported. The
auditors found one case where someone earned a green card in 1983, was convicted of multiple felonies including extortion and
abuse, and was ordered deported in 2003, but whom the SAVE system still green-lighted when the California Department of
Health Services checked his status.
Another man was convicted of homicide and manslaughter, was ordered deported but was still green-lighted by SAVE when the
District of Columbia checked to see if he was eligible for student aid. The auditors said that man has since been deported. In his
official response to the audit, USCIS Director Alejandro N. Mayorkas said Homeland Security officials recognize they need to do
a better job of updating the records. He said part of the problem is that the records span multiple agencies, including USCIS and
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement. "USClS will work with ICE to map a way forward to ensure that more timely
information is shared," he said.
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DEA Boss: Mexican Drug Cartels Are So Deeply Embedded
In Chicago we have to operate like we’re On the Border
Sep. 27, 2012 Jason Howerton

Special Agent in Charge for Chicago DEA Jack Riley (Photo credit: Chicago Sun-Times)
“The city may be nearly 2,000 miles from Mexico, but the country’s drug cartels are so deeply embedded in Chicago that local
and federal law enforcement are forced to operate as if they are “on the border,” according to Jack Riley, special agent in charge
for the Chicago Field Division of the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA).
Because of Chicago’s location in the heart of the United States, its large Mexican population and its abundance of street gang
activity, drug cartels have designated the city as one of its main hubs of operation in America, Riley told TheBlaze in an
exclusive interview. Inevitably, the increasing presence of cartels has also contributed to the Windy City’s skyrocketing violent
crime rates, the DEA boss revealed.
“My opinion is, right now, a number of the Mexican cartels are probably the most organized, well-funded, vicious
criminal organizations that we’ve ever seen,” said Riley.
Right now, at least three major Mexican cartels are fighting for control of billions of dollars worth of marijuana, cocaine and
heroin in Chicago. That includes the ruthless Zetas and the powerful Sinaloa cartel, run by Joaquin “El Chapo” Guzman,
arguably the most wanted man in North America, and perhaps the entire world. However, the influence of drug cartels is
seemingly overlooked repeatedly by the media when it reports on Chicago’s crime rate and rampant drug-related violence.
The city of Chicago, which Riley says has the “strongest police department” in the country, has been dealing with organized
crime groups since the early 1930s, most notably the Italian mafia. But as ruthless as Al Capone and the mobs once were,
Mexican drug trafficking organizations like the Sinaloa Cartel put them to shame, Riley said.
“If I pitted the Italian organized crime groups against for instance, ‘Chapo’ Guzman and the Sinaloa Cartel, it wouldn’t be a
fight,” he told TheBlaze. “In my opinion, Chapo Guzman is the new Al Capone or Scarface to Chicago. His ability to
corrupt, his ability to enforce his sanctions and to really do with an endless supply of revenue is in my opinion far greater than
older Italian organized crime.”

Joaquin Guzman Loera, alias "El Chapo Guzman" (AP Photo/Damian Dovarganes
The Department of Justice’s National Drug Intelligence Center estimates that in “2009 and 2010, [Mexican drug] cartels operated
in 1,286 U.S. cities. The center named only 50 cities in 2006,” according to a CNN report.”
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“Riley is well acquainted with Guzman. In fact, he posed such a threat to the Mexican drug cartels when he ran a DEA operation
on the border in El Paso, the Sinaloa Cartel boss reportedly put a bounty on his head, according to WLS-TV. The drug cartels
from Mexico have found willing business partners in more than 100,000 “documented” street gang members in Chicago. The
cartel operatives hide in plain sight, within the crowds of millions of hardworking Mexican citizens living in the city. “It’s the
perfect cover,” Riley said.
The drug trafficking organizations are based in Mexico but, he explained, they have operatives in various cities across the nation.
In Chicago, local gangs are used by cartels as a means to get their products onto the streets without putting their operations at
risk, all the while raking in massive profits from drug sales. Cartels move every drug you can think of, including cocaine,
marijuana, heroin and methamphetamines.
Overall, police records indicate Chicago’s murder rate is up 31 percent from 2011. Further, Mayor Rahm Emanuel in August
requested federal assistance to combat violence and drugs. The Chicago Sun-Times reported on Aug. 31 that at least 82 people
were injured or killed in shootings within a one week period, 10 in one night alone. Additionally, as of Aug. 23, there had been
351 shooting deaths so far in 2012. Needless to say, violence in Chicago is a big problem. When asked how much of a role
Mexican drug cartel activity plays in the out-of-control violent crime rates, Riley said that “at some point, you have to make the
correlation that yeah, it does have an impact on the violent issue here in Chicago and also across the Midwest.” Other powerful
Mexican drug cartels include:

•
•
•
•
•

Los Zetas
Gulf Cartel
Juarez Cartel
Tijuana Cartel
Knights Templar

ILLEGAL MEXICAN DRUGS SPREADING THROUGHOUT U.S. LIKE CANCER
By Michael Cutler; www.michaelcutler.net and www.bordertalk.com
June 2, 2009
NewsWithViews.com

“Michael W. Cutler graduated from Brooklyn College of the City University of New York in 1971 with a B.A. in Communications
Arts and Sciences. Mr. Cutler began working for the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) in October 1971 when he
entered on duty as an Immigration Inspector assigned to John F. Kennedy International Airport. In August 1975 he became a
Criminal Investigator (Special Agent) for the INS at NYC.
He rotated through virtually every squad in the Investigations Branch. From 1988 until 1991 he was assigned as the INS
representative to the Unified Intelligence Division (UID) of the DEA in New York. In 1991 he was promoted to the position of
Senior Special Agent and was assigned to the Organized Crime, Drug Enforcement Task Force (OCDETF) which required that
he work with members of other law enforcement agencies including the FBI, DEA, ATF, U.S. Customs and local and state police
as well as law enforcement organizations of other countries including Israel, Canada, Great Britain and Japan, to conduct
investigations of aliens involved in major drug trafficking organizations. He retired from the INS in February 2002, after a
career that spanned some 30 years. Finally, Michael Cutler has appeared on numerous television and radio programs including
Lou Dobbs, Fox News, MSNBC and many other television and radio news-oriented programs to discuss the enforcement of
immigration laws.”
“A news report appeared in yesterday's edition of the New York Times. It makes it clear that the Mexican drug cartels are
spreading throughout our county like a malignant tumor. It also makes it clear that the smugglers who move illegal aliens into our
country are also using those same illegal aliens to further their efforts at peddling narcotics in the United States.
When George W. Bush debated John Kerry during President Bush's campaign for re-election he made a statement I took strong
issue with. President Bush had said that as the former governor of a border state he understood the issue of immigration. As a
retired INS special agent and as a New Yorker, I knew that the immigration crisis was not limited to the Border States but
impacts each and every one of our nation's 50 states. A couple of weeks ago Atlanta, Georgia was identified as being a major
"hub" for the Mexican cartels. Today's article focuses on America's heartland.”
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“Increasingly the news reports are making it clear; quantities of narcotics across our country are soaring and Americans are
getting hooked. Americans are also dying. As more people are becoming addicted to drugs it should be anticipated that more
street-level crimes will be committed by addicts who are desperate to get the money to feed their drug habits.
Commonsense would dictate that because of the clear interconnections between the smugglers and the growing illegal alien
communities in our country that any effective strategy to combat what the article states is the greatest organized crime threat
confronting our nation today. Consider this quote from the article:
Federal officials now consider the cartels the greatest organized crime threat to the United States. Officials say the groups are
taking over heroin distribution from Colombians and Dominicans and making new inroads across the country, pushing a
powerful form of heroin grown and processed in Mexico known as “black tar” for its dark color and sticky texture.
Their operations often piggyback on a growing and struggling [legal] Mexican immigrant population. In a case that provides a
window into how this works, two illegal immigrant dealers pleaded guilty to manslaughter last year in Mr. Eisel’s death, in a rare
federal manslaughter prosecution from a drug overdose.
As I have noted in many of my previous commentaries about the immigration crisis and its nexus to crime and the threat of
terrorism, criminal organizations are eager to employ members of their same immigrant community because it is easy to threaten
the lives of family members still living in the home country. Consider this quote from the article: Connecting the distribution
rings to the cartel leadership in Mexico has proved difficult. Those arrested here typically say they fear for the safety of their
families in Mexico if word gets back that they have been too cooperative.
The problem is that many of our politicians are grammatically challenged. They can only conjugate verbs in the first person
singular. The three most important people they know are “Me, myself and I.” They couldn't care less about the security of our
nation or the lives of our citizens. Peter Gadiel is the founder of an organization I have been advising for a number of years, “9/11
Families for a Secure America.” Peter's son was one of the many people who were slaughtered at the World Trade Center on
September 11, 2001. He is understandably enraged by the senseless deaths of his son and those other people whose lives were so
brutally ended on that late summer morning in New York nearly 8 years ago. He often refers to those senseless deaths, from the
perspective of unscrupulous corporations and politicians as the “Cost of doing business.”
Today we are reading about how members of the administration blame the drug addiction of Americans for the flow of billions of
dollars, each year, into the coffers of the drug cartels in Mexico. Indeed our nation has a serious problem with drug addiction. But
the other two addictions that members of the administration and Mexico's government will never talk about are the demand for
illegal alien workers and the Mexican government's addiction to the remittances wired home from the United States to Mexico by
its citizens who work illegally in the United States. Each year more than 20 billion dollars is wired from the United States to
Mexico- mostly by illegal alien workers. Additional billions are otherwise sent from the United States to Mexico.
Seeing the clear nexus between alien smuggling and drug smuggling and seeing the clear nexus between illegal aliens and the
drug trade, you would imagine that our government would come up with an effective and comprehensive strategy to combat this
huge crisis. The only comprehensive strategy that the administration and many of the politicians can seem to come up with is
“Comprehensive Immigration Reform!”
They would legalize millions of illegal aliens and ignore the need to create an effective strategy to deal with illegal immigration
to secure our borders and stop the cartels dead in their tracks. Without hiring an adequate number of ICE special agents and
conducting anti-smuggling investigations across our nation, there is no way that we will be able to defeat the cartels.
According to a recent news report, ICE currently has 100 special agents assigned to conducting investigations into alien
smuggling for our entire country! As one of the first members of the anit-smuggling unit in New York City back in the late
1970's I can tell you that it is critically important to have agents conducting smuggling investigations throughout our country.
Most illegal aliens do not simply seek to cross the border and then put up a tent. Most illegal aliens run our nation's borders with
the intent to head for just about every city in our country.
By having an adequate number of agents working these smuggling investigations throughout the United States, it would become
possible to identify the smuggling rings and disrupt their nefarious operations. Without the resources, smuggling will only
continue to grow along with the drug trafficking and other criminal activities. It is also clear that crime breeds more crime.”
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“As young, unattached men are smuggled into the United States, the demand for prostitution increases – the smugglers are more
than happy to meet this demand and make still more profit from trafficking in young women, many of whom have no desire to
become prostitutes. The suffering that this causes is truly inestimable.
Yet any time that someone steps forward and says that the borders need to be secured against illegal entry, the open borders
advocates who gain money and/or political power through the massive influx of illegal aliens are quick to raise the issue of
“racism!” Nothing could be further from the truth! The presence of huge numbers of illegal aliens in our country who make use
of various services to enable them to send money to their families in their home countries and to also be able to work illegally by
providing them with identity documents and, increasingly, stolen identities, provide services that are also absolutely essential for
criminals and terrorists.
Additionally, communities containing large numbers of illegal aliens create the perfect “haystack” in which the deadly “needles”
(the criminals) may hide. The immigrant communities in the United States often fall prey to the criminals such as the Mexican
cartels. Consider, again, the quote from the news report: Connecting the distribution rings to the cartel leadership in Mexico has
proved difficult. Those arrested here typically say they fear for the safety of their families in Mexico if word gets back that they
have been too cooperative. How difficult would it be for members of the cartel to coerce cooperation from members of the
immigrant community (legal and illegal aliens alike) by threatening the lives of their family members back home?
By failing to aggressively go after these cartels early on, our government has made it increasingly difficult to successfully fight
this battle. As more members of the cartel enter our country and more people are coerced into assisting them in the United States
the cartels earn more money and gain more power. Not unlike a metastasized tumor, as the tendrils of these malevolent
organizations reach into more communities the level of damage to people increases and the difficulties in stopping the cartels will
increase.
More lives will be lost across our country- lost to the violence of those attempting to get their hands on money to feed their
addictions, lives lost to the scourge of drugs that will die of overdoses or related issues. Lives will also be lost from the
perspective of those who will, because of drug use, lose their jobs and destroy their families. Economic as well as societal costs
associated with all of this will soar.
But then, as my friend Peter would say, for all too many of our nation's leaders, “This is the cost of doing business.” If you share
my anger and frustration at the failures of our government to create secure borders and an immigration system that has real
integrity, then you need to contact your elected representatives. For politicians all that matters is getting elected and then
reelected.
We the people need to not only vote in elections but make our frustrations known to those who are supposed to represent us. Now
the violence is increasingly spilling across the border of the United States and permeating our country. This is not a new
phenomenon, but is simply happening with far greater frequency and with far greater brazenness. It is time that our nation had
true leaders and not in job title only! That day will never come if we the People fail to get involved and make demands on those
who are paid to represent us! [See Page 31]
If you ran a company and your employees showed up two hours late for work, took a three hour lunch and ducked out early. You
would quickly fire such and employee. If you had an employee who routinely ignored your instructions and failed to do the job
you paid him to do and worse, thumbed his nose at you, you would quickly fire that insubordinate employee. If you had an
employee who misspent the money you gave her to accomplish goals you established, you would fire that employee.
Now I want you to consider who represents you and your family in the House of Representatives and the United States Senate. if
you are among the fortunate few who feel that you are being effectively represented, then I would strongly suggest that you
contact those politicians and commend them for doing a job "well done!" You may even want to offer to help that person get
reelected.
On the other hand, if you are not being properly represented then you need to contact that politician and make it clear, as you
would with any errant employee that they need to "straighten up and fly right!" If you are of the belief, as many of us are, that
your elected representative is incorrigible, then it is time that you work tirelessly to see to it that you get that representative
removed. I implore you to get involved!”
© 2009 - Michael Cutler - All Rights Reserved
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Exclusive: Illegal Border Crossings Double, Border Becomes Less Secure
As Beltway Gets Close to Deal on Immigration Reform
•

Katie Pavlich News Editor

As the immigration reform Gang of Eight inside the Beltway prepares to announce a deal later this week [5/22/13],
claiming border security will come before a path to citizenship for millions of illegals, Border Patrol agents have seen
illegal border crossings double and warn the cutting of agent work hours will only result in less border security, not
more.
"We've seen the number of illegal aliens double, maybe even triple since amnesty talk started happening," an agent
told Townhall, who asked to remain unnamed due to fears of retaliation within Customs and Border Protection [CBP],
something he said is common. "A lot of these people, although not the majority, are criminals or aggravated felons.
This is a direct danger to our communities."
Data obtained by Townhall and reported within CBP from February 5 through March 1, 2013 shows 504 illegal aliens
were spotted exploiting the Tucson/Nogales area, 189 were caught on CBP intelligence cameras. Of those 504, only
174 were apprehended and 32 of the 189 on camera were carrying large drug load packs for Mexican cartels. Some
were armed with AK-47 style weapons.
Below are selected photos obtained by Townhall from CBP intelligence cameras in Southern Arizona near the border
with Mexico. Sensitive information has been redacted in order to protect the security and identity of the camera
locations.

Last week, Fox News reported sections of the border will soon become unpatrolled as hours for on-the-ground
agents are cut. Townhall has learned Border Patrol agents working the border have been fully funded, yet internal
political battles within CBP may be causing funds to be funneled to managers, rather than those getting their boots
dirty on patrols.
"Customs and Border Protection has been given enough money to fully staff the border but has chosen to use the
money elsewhere, we believe it is to fund the salaries of Supervisory CBP Officers. The money they are diverting was
to go to AUO (Administratively Uncontrollable Overtime) which is actually straight pay and is used to pay Border
Patrol Agents for anything past eight hours. Being that we have to maintain staffing 24/7 this is a huge part of border
security. “
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“The criminals and drugs don't stop coming so we have to make sure we have people out there. Cutting AUO will be
a 30% pay cut for our agents but more importantly a minimum 20% loss of staffing out in the field," Vice President of
the National Border Patrol Council Shawn Moran tells Townhall. "It is internal politics within CBP and also with
immigration reform. There are still battles between legacy Customs, INS, and Border Patrol managers as to the
direction CBP takes and how the funds are being used. Meanwhile both parties claim no immigration reform until the
border is secured, well this surely will not secure the border.
RELATED: FACEBOOK COMMUNITY SAYS SECURE OUR BORDER FIRST
As sequestration goes into full effect April 7 and a deal in Washington on immigration reform gets locked in, illegal
crossings are expected to get worse.
"We have seen increased crossings and smuggling since word of staffing cuts began circulating. The illegals have
even told us that is why they tried crossing. The border is safer but by no means secure," Moran says.
Another agent expressed the same sentiment, saying when apprehended, some illegal aliens ask where they can go
to find amnesty.
Despite border security being put further at risk through bad policy, the push for immigration reform well before full
border security is ongoing. The AFL-CIO reached a deal with the U.S. Chamber of Commerce on a guest worker
program late last Friday. Republican Senator Lindsey Graham said the Gang of Eight has reached a deal on
immigration reform on CNN's State of the Union over the weekend, but Republican Senator Marco Rubio has said
reports of a deal are pre-mature.”
RELATED: As Amnesty Looms, Illegal Immigration Picks Up Speed in Arizona

Judge to Janet Napolitano: “You have to deport illegal immigrants”
April 24, 2013; Joel Gehrke – The Washington Examiner

“Department of Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano does not have the authority to refuse to enforce laws that require
illegal immigrants to face deportation, according to the federal judge hearing the Immigration and Customs Enforcement union’s
lawsuit against DHS.
“The court finds that DHS does not have discretion to refuse to initiate removal proceedings [when the law requires it],” U.S.
District Judge Reed O’Connor said Wednesday, per Business Week. O’Connor asked DHS and the ICE union to offer additional
arguments before he makes a final ruling on the legality of President Obama’s “deferred action on childhood arrivals” program,
which invoked prosecutorial discretion as a means of allowing people to stay in the country if they would have qualified for
amnesty under the Dream Act, which never passed Congress.”
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“The judge’s comments come one day after Napolitano scolded the union, during a Senate Judiciary Committee hearing on the
Gang of Eight’s immigration bill, for challenging the policy she and Obama have implemented.

“There are tensions with union leadership, unfortunately,” Napolitano told Sen. Jeff Sessions, R-Ala., on Tuesday. “Here’s what I
expect as a former prosecutor and attorney general: that is that law enforcement agents will enforce the law in accordance with
the guidance they are given [by] their superiors.”

Sessions faulted Napolitano for refusing to meet with the ICE officers’ union. “I have never heard of a situation in which a group
of law officers sued their supervisor, and you, for blocking them from following the law,” he said. “They weren’t complaining
about pay, benefits, working conditions — they were saying their very oath they took to enforce the law is being blocked by rules
and regulations and policies established from on high, and that this is undermining their ability to do what they are sworn to do.”

Case Worker: Illegal Aliens Got Food Stamps by the “Vanload”
The Judicial Watch Blog Washington, DC April 30, 2013
“For decades the U.S. government has knowingly given illegal immigrants food stamps, according to a former certification case
worker who denounced the costly practice back in the 1980s but was essentially ordered to keep a lid on it.
The retired assistant case manager, Craig McNees, was in charge of vetting food-stamp applicants in north Florida and Indiana in
the ’80s and says the program was infested with fraud and corruption that was perpetually ignored by management. “Illegals
would come in by the vanload and we were told to give them their stuff,” McNees said. “Management knew very well they were
illegal. It was so rampant that some employees would tell their illegal relatives to come get food stamps.”
McNees contacted Judicial Watch after reading documents obtained by JW from the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)
detailing how the agency is working with the Mexican government to promote participation by illegal aliens in the U.S. food
stamp program. The effort includes a Spanish-language flyer provided to the Mexican Embassy by the USDA ensuring that
Mexicans in the U.S. don’t need to declare their immigration status to get financial assistance from Uncle Sam.
The documents ignited outrage considering the nation’s food stamp program has exploded under President Obama, who claims
there are too many “food insecure households” in America. To correct the problem the administration has spent millions on ad
campaigns promoting food stamps and has rewarded states with multi-million-dollar bonuses for signing up recipients. It’s been
quite effective because American taxpayers spent an astounding $80.4 billion on the program in 2012 and a record number of
people—46 million and growing—get free groceries from Uncle Sam.
The retired case worker who contacted JW says in the three years he worked in a Sarasota food-stamp office, he found more than
500 cases of fraud but management ignored them all instead pushing a yearly quota. “They just said that if we don’t give out as
many as last year, we don’t get our money,” McNees said. “It was crazy, like a three-ring circus; like the inmates were running
the asylum.”
Decades later it seems little has changed as Obama promotes the program like there’s no tomorrow. In fact, last summer a federal
audit revealed that many who don’t qualify for food stamps receive them under a special “broad-based” eligibility program that
disregards income and asset requirements. That means American taxpayers are getting stuck with a multi-million-dollar tab to
feed hundreds of thousands who can well afford to feed themselves.
Adding insult to injury, last spring the USDA Inspector General revealed that many food-stamp recipients use their welfare
benefit to buy drugs, weapons and other contraband from unscrupulous vendors. Some trade food stamps for reduced amounts of
cash, the USDA watchdog told Congress, disclosing that the fraud has cost taxpayers nearly $200 million. None of this surprises
McNees, who claims he witnessed so much fraud as a food-stamp case worker that he “could write a book.”
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June 15, 2013

Peter Kirsanow
CHARLESTON, W.Va. -- The Senate has begun debate on the proposed immigration reform bill. If this bill becomes
law, there is one likely outcome for low-skilled West Virginia workers: Disaster.
The assurances of the bill's proponents that the bill will somehow help the economy obscure copious evidence that
the bill will wreak enormous damage to the employment prospects of American workers who have already seen their
wages and employment rates plummet over the last several years.
Indeed, it is no secret that the employment picture for low-skilled workers is abysmal. The national unemployment
rate has been above 7.5 percent for more than four years and millions have dropped out of the workforce entirely.
Among those without a high school diploma, the unemployment rate in May reached 11.1 percent, and for blacks
without a high school diploma, it is more than 24 percent. The labor-force participation rate is at historic lows and
long-term unemployment is the worst since the Great Depression. The workweek is shrinking, as well as wage rates.
Barely one in two adult black males has a full-time job. A record 47 million people are on food stamps.
The immigration reform bill has the potential to make things even worse. Not only will the bill grant amnesty to 11
million illegal immigrants, it will act as a magnet for future illegal immigration and substantially increase the number of
legal immigrants. It is conservatively estimated that the bill will result in 30 million to 33 million additional immigrants
over the next 10 years.
The bill is structured so that most of the immigrants will be low-skilled. These immigrants will compete with Americans
in the low-skilled labor markets. The competition is most fierce in some of the industries in which blacks historically
have been highly concentrated, such as construction, agriculture and service. Since the supply of low-skilled workers
already exceeds the demand, the massive influx in low-skilled immigrants bodes ill for all such workers, but
particularly black males. Evidence adduced before the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights shows that immigration
accounts for 40 percent of the 18-point percentage decline in black employment rates over the last several decades -the bulk of the decline occurring among black males. That's hundreds of thousands of blacks thrown out of work;
hundreds of thousands who can't support their families without taxpayer assistance.
The evidence adduced by the commission shows that not only does illegal immigration depress the employment
levels of low-skilled Americans; it drives down the wages for available jobs. For example, an economist for the
Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta estimated that as a result of the growth of undocumented workers, the annual
earnings of actual documented workers in Georgia in 2007 were $960 lower than they were in 2000. In the leisure
hospitality sectors of the economy, the wages were $1,520 lower.
A $960 annual decrease in wages may not seem like much too some members of Congress, but as President Obama
observed when he signed the extension of the payroll tax cut in 2012; an extra $80 a month makes a big difference
too many families. It means $80 more toward rent, groceries and the cost of gasoline. Besides, why should American
workers suffer any decline in their wages because of illegal immigration?
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Recent history shows that a grant of legal status to illegal immigrants results in a further influx of illegal immigrants
who will crowd out low-skilled workers from the workforce. Contrary to the mythology promoted by some supporters
of the bill, this isn’t because low-skill Americans – regardless of race – are unwilling to work. It’s because they’re
unwilling to work at the cut-rate wages (and often substandard conditions) offered to illegal immigrants – a cohort
highly unlikely to complain to the EEOC, OSHA or the Wage and Hour Division of the Department of Labor. This
inexorably increases the number of low-skill Americans depending upon the government for subsistence, swells the
ranks of the unemployed and reduces the wages of those that do have a job.
Before the federal government grants legal status to illegal immigrants, serious deliberation must be given to the
affect such grant will have on the employment and earnings prospects of low-skilled Americans. History shows that
granting such legal status is not without profound and substantial costs to American workers.
Does Congress care?
Kirsanow is a labor and employment attorney in Cleveland, a former member of the National Labor Relations Board.

Supreme Court strikes down Arizona proof of citizenship voter registration law
Tribune wire report; 9:59 AM CDT, June 17, 2013 www.chiagotribune.com

“WASHINGTON -- The Supreme Court today struck down an Arizona state law that requires people registering to vote in
federal elections to show proof of citizenship.
In a 7-2 vote, the court said the voter registration provision of the 2004 state law, known as Proposition 200, was trumped by a
federal law, the 1993 National Voter Registration Act.
The federal law requires prospective voters to provide one of several possible forms of identification, such as a driver's license or
a passport, but no proof of citizenship is needed. Would-be voters simply sign a statement saying they are citizens.
In the majority opinion, Justice Antonin Scalia said the state law was preempted by language in the federal statute saying that
states must "accept and use" a federal registration form. The state law ordered officials to reject the form if there was no
accompanying proof of citizenship. Justices Clarence Thomas and Samuel Alito were the two dissenters.
The case began when Arizona residents, civil rights groups and Indian tribes sued to challenge the state measure, which they said
discriminated against otherwise eligible voters - among them members of more than a score of Native American tribes across the
rugged desert state, some of whom struggle to meet additional requirements.
Arizona, which shares a border with Mexico, has a reputation for passing tough anti-immigration laws that have brought it into
conflict with the Obama administration. The Arizona voter registration measure is one of many nationwide championed by
Republicans and put in place at the state level. Democrats say the measures are intended to make it more difficult for certain
voters who tend to vote Democratic to cast ballots.”
The case is Arizona v. Inter Tribal Council of Arizona, U.S. Supreme Court.

Reuters Copyright © 2013, Reuters
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Violent criminals released by ICE if they are ‘Obama Dreamers’
Posted By Grae Stafford on 12:22 AM 05/07/2013 In Politics

In part three of three of his six-part interview with The Daily Caller, National ICE Council
president Chris Crane explained what President Obama’s actions on immigration and blind
eye to illegal immigration has made it nearly impossible for ICE agents to enforce the law.
“We can’t have Presidents of the United States picking and choosing which laws will and will
not be enforced.” Crane said.
Crane went on to explain how President Obama’s de facto repeal of immigration
enforcement has led to serious and dangerous criminals being set free. “What the Obama
Administration has ICE agents now doing is we now go into jails and prisons looking for
illegal aliens inside of those facilities who have committed and been convicted of crimes.
So we apply the Dream Act not to kids, in schools, but to adult inmates and have to ask
them basically ‘Do you qualify for President Obama’s Dream Act?’ When they tell us ‘Yes we
qualify’ we can’t even require them to give us any kind of proof, a transcript, or anything
like that. We can’t detain them for investigation to substantiate the claims; we simply have
to release them to the street. They walk out the back door of the jail as ‘Dreamers.’ There is
nothing we can do about that.
Crane then related a story of a man who was detained for assaulting a family member,
injured two ICE officers during his arrest and, despite the serious nature of his crime, was
released because ICE managers informed the arresting officers that ‘He’s an Obama
Dreamer, release him.’ Crane went on to explain “No investigation, no criminal charges, and
no consideration of the public safety threat. He’s an Obama Dreamer, let him go, and that’s
a scary situation.”
Catch up with any of the parts of Chris Crane’s exclusive interview here:
Chris Crane on the price of opposing Obama immigration policies
ICE union chief Chris Crane: Agency pushed pro-amnesty policies during the 2012 election
Follow Grae on Twitter
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